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Abstract

The ΛCDM model is the most successful model of cosmology to fit most of the cos-

mological observations, yet a few discrepancies exist. There is a 4σ to 5σ mismatch

in determining the Universe’s current expansion rate from CMB observations using

ΛCDM Model and the direct estimates. There is a milder tension in measuring the

growth of structures from CMB and several weak lensing surveys. The solution of these

tensions might hint towards new physics in the Universe. In this thesis, we explore the

possibilities of the answer coming from the neutrino sector. We showed that ’S8’ Ten-

sion might be due to the existence of non-thermal sterile (neutrino-like) particles pro-

duced from moduli decay. These non-thermal sterile neutrinos contribute fractionally

to overall dark matter density, suppressing matter power spectra at small scales. The

cosmological effect of such neutrino-like species can be parameterized by its effective

mass meff
sp and relativistic degree of freedom∆Neff . The tension can be reduced below

2σ from Planck data only, but it does not favor a non-zero {meff
sp ,∆Neff}. With the

inclusion of the measurement of S8 from KIDS1000+BOSS+2dfLenS, the S8-tension

would hint at the presence of nonthermal neutrinos with parameters (meff
sp ≃ 0.67+0.26

−0.48

eV,∆Neff ≃ 0.06 ± 0.05). Furthermore, inclusion of Pantheon and BOSS BAO/fσ8

data gives (meff
sp ≃ 0.48+0.17

−0.36,∆Neff ≃ 0.046+0.004
−0.031). Once these two parameters are

matched, present linear cosmological observations can’t differentiate between the two

models. Using this equivalence, We transferred our non-thermal model parameters to

other hidden sector hot dark matter models, such as the Dodelson-Widrow and thermal

models with a temperature different than the standard sector. These might have inter-

esting implications from a particle physics point of view. The scales affected by these

Light but massive relics (LiMRs) are nonlinear. Also, linear cosmological observables

cannot differentiate between two non-thermal models. In the next part, we initiate a

systemic study of the effects of LiMRs on smaller (non-linear) scales employing N-body

i



simulations. We mainly focused on the nonthermal LiMRs produced from moduli de-

cay. However, the approaches proposed here are easily generalizable to a wide range of

LiMR models — for instance, we took the Dodelson-Widrow model. In broad terms,

we find that small-scale signatures of LiMRs are different from the ΛCDM model, even

if the σ8 value matches between the models. We demonstrated that in future surveys,

weak lensing observations around massive clusters, between ∼ [0.1, 10] h−1Mpc, will

have enough signal-to-noise ratio to differentiate between LiMR models and ΛCDM

model, which are fitting both CMB data and large (linear) scale structure data at late

times. Furthermore, we find that the LiMR models, which were indistinguishable using

linear cosmological observations, may be distinguished by using these nonlinear probes.

Therefore, combined large- and small-scale analyses of CMB and late-time structure

formation data are the most effective ways to evaluate and restrict LiMR models.

We also consider the possibility that if the produced particles are kev range and ac-

count for the entire dark matter budget in the Universe. We derived constraints from

small-scale structures. We show that linear power spectra (and transfer functions)

corresponding to non-thermal WDM produced from moduli decay can be mapped to

effective thermal-relic warm dark matter models. This production mechanism is, there-

fore, subject to warm dark matter constraints from small-scale structures as probed

by the abundances of the ultra-faint dwarf galaxies and strong gravitational lensing

flux ratio statistics. We use the correspondence to thermal-relic models to derive a

lower bound on the non-thermal particle mass of 107 keV at 95% confidence. Next,

we studied the Hubble tension, which might hint towards the modification in the early

Universe. Early dark energy(EDE) is one of the most favored candidates to address

the Hubble tension. We show that neutrinos might interact with the scalar field in

the early Universe and act as early dark energy. This interaction naturally takes place

around matter radiation equality (depending on neutrino mass) and solves the prob-

lem of fine-tuning, which the conventional EDE models suffer. Further, We explore

the possibility that Early Dark Energy (EDE) is dynamical and study its effect on

cosmological observables. We find that the present data have a mild preference for



non-cc early dark energy (wi = −0.78) using Planck+BAO+Pantheon+SH0ES data

sets, leading to ∆χ2
min improvement of -2.5 at the expense of one more parameter.

However, wi is weakly constrained, with wi < −0.56 at 1σ. We argue that allowing for

wi ̸= −1 can decrease the σ8 parameter. Yet, in practice, the decrease is only ∼ 0.4σ,

and σ8 is still larger than weak lensing measurements. We conclude that while promis-

ing, a dynamical EDE cannot simultaneously resolve both H0 and σ8 tensions. In the

last chapter of the thesis, we study an extended dark energy model (comprising four

free parameters governing the dark energy equation of state) in light of cosmological

tensions. We found that present cosmological observations can not constrain all four

parameters simultaneously. We also report that the model favors a non-zero value for

the neutrino mass parameter at the most at ∼ 1σ level (Σmν = 0.1847+0.0698
−0.165 eV) with

Planck+ BAO+SN1a+MB+S8. This model also brings down the Hubble tension to

∼ 2.5σ level and the S8 tension to ∼ 1.5σ level. The present value of the equation of

state for dark energy is better constrained in this model and consistent of cosmological

constant.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

After photons, the abundance of neutrinos is the most in our universe. Despite

this, their fundamental properties remain a mystery. We’re uncertain about their

origin, exact mass, and whether they engage in hidden interactions with unknown

particles. It’s also unclear if they have any connection with the mysterious dark

sector or if there might be more than the known three generations of neutrinos.

Regarding energy density, cosmic neutrinos are less dominant than baryonic mat-

ter, dark matter, and vacuum (dark) energy. However, this wasn’t the case in the

earlier epochs of the universe. During this period, the earlier universe was dom-

inated by radiation; neutrinos constituted a significant portion of this radiation,

thus playing an important role in governing the dynamics and evolution of the

universe.

From the early stages of Big Bang nucleosynthesis to the late time structure for-

mation, neutrinos have played a significant part in the field of cosmology. These

neutrinos illustrate the complex interplay between particle physics and the study

of the cosmos. Cosmology mainly focuses on three critical properties of neutrinos:

their density, the number of different types, and their masses.

1
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Through experiments on neutrino oscillations, we’ve established that neutrinos

have mass. However, the mechanism behind how neutrinos acquire this mass

remains unclear. Moreover, these experiments provide information about the dif-

ference in masses but not the absolute mass. The total mass of neutrinos is still

a puzzle. Cosmology provides a powerful tool for determining this total mass be-

cause massive neutrinos significantly influence the formation of cosmic structures.

Depending on their mass, neutrinos can be either relativistic or non-relativistic.

Non-relativistic neutrinos interact weakly, are electrically neutral, and are strong

candidates for dark matter. However, standard neutrinos may only contribute a

tiny portion of the Universe’s dark matter budget due to constraints on their mass

and known high temperatures. On the other hand, massive sterile neutrinos could

potentially account for a substantial portion of dark matter. However, several

questions remain about them, including how they were generated (via decay or

mixing) and whether they reached thermal equilibrium. Additionally, their inter-

actions are not yet fully understood. In my thesis, I aim to employ observations

in cosmology to address some of the inquiries mentioned above.

This chapter will introduce basic cosmology and neutrino physics, which will be

handy for understanding and interpreting the results in upcoming chapters.

1.1 Basic Cosmology

The Universe is homogeneous and isotropic on large sizes, a concept known as

the ”cosmological principle.” This principle, in conjunction with Einstein’s Gen-

eral Theory of Relativity Einstein (1916), forms the foundation of the standard

cosmological model.
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Einstein’s field equation is expressed as:

Gµν ≡ Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν = 8πGTµν (1.1)

The stress-energy tensor, which represents the universe’s components, is located

on the right side of the equation. On the left side of this equation, we have terms

describing the geometric features of spacetime. This equation expresses that the

universe’s energy-stress tensor determines the curvature of spacetime.

A universe that is both homogeneous and isotropic on a vast scale is described by

the Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric Walker (1937); Robert-

son (1935); Lemâıtre (1931); Friedmann (1924) as follows:

ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)

[
dr2

1− kr2
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2)

]
(1.2)

In this metric, t represents time, whereas r, θ, and ϕ denote the usual spherical

coordinates. The parameter (a(t)) indicates the universe’s expansion (scale factor),

and the parameter (k) describes the overall geometry of the cosmos (curvature

constant).

1.1.1 Friedmann Equations

In cosmology, two crucial Friedmann equations explain the behavior of an expand-

ing universe. These equations can be extracted from Einstein’s field equations and

offer essential insights into the universe’s dynamics Einstein (1916); Carroll (2019).

The first equation, extracted from Einstein’s 00 component, is:
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ȧ2 + kc2

a2
=

8πGρ+ Λc2

3

Note that a is the universe’s scale factor, denoting its size at a given time. ȧ

represents the rate of expansion or contraction. k indicates the universe’s curvature

(0 for flat, 1 for closed, -1 for open). Λ is the cosmological constant, and G is the

gravitational constant.

The second equation, extracted from the trace of Einstein’s field equations, is:

ä

a
= −4πG

3

(
ρ+

3p

c2

)
+

Λc2

3

Here, ä relates to the acceleration (deceleration) of the universe to ρ is the density

and, more importantly, to p the pressure exerted by cosmic components. To

simplify, introducing Λ:

ρ→ ρ− Λc2

8πG

p→ p+
Λc4

8πG

Resulting in streamlined equations:

H2 =

(
ȧ

a

)2

=
8πG

3
ρ− kc2

a2

Ḣ +H2 =
ä

a
= −4πG

3

(
ρ+

3p

c2

)
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For density parameter comparisons:

ρc =
3H2

8πG

Leading to Ωtot:

Ωtot ≡
ρ

ρc
=

8πGρ

3H2

Where Ωtot signifies: Ωtot = 1 implies a flat universe. Ωtot < 1 indicates an open

universe. Ωtot > 1 suggests a closed universe. H ≡ ȧ
a
is the Hubble parameter

that refers to how fast the universe is expanding. The quantity ρc =
3H2

8πG
is critical

density of the universe.

Another vital equation is the continuity equation obtained from the conservation

of energy-momentum (∇µT
µν = 0) reads the follows

ρ̇+ 3H(ρ+ p) = 0

The equation of state(EoS) is an entity that relates the density of the fluid to the

pressure of that fluid; let’s say for any fluid, EoS is w, then

p = wρ

using this relation solution of the continuity equation and Friedman equation be-

comes as :

a(t) =

t
2

3(w+1) , w ̸= −1

exp(H0t), w = −1

(1.3)

Describing how the universe’s size changes over time, and:

ρ(a) ∝

a
−3(w+1), w ̸= −1

constant., w = −1

(1.4)
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Demonstrating how mass density evolves with the universe’s expansion, showcasing

the influence of different components(or EoS). Let’s briefly show the solutions for

the main components of the universe.

• Radiation For radiation the the equation of state is w = 1
3
, so its relations

1.3 ,1.4 becomes as a ∝
√
t and ρ ∝ 1

a4
, It should be noted that the radiation

density in the early universe includes photons as well as relativistic neutrinos.

Its density scales as a−4 because the volume of the universe scales as a−3 as

the universe expands, and its wavelength also stretches as 1/a.

• Matter Matter mainly comprises the universe’s baryons and cold dark mat-

ter. The equation of state of matter component is w = 0. So relations 1.3

,1.4 reduces to a ∝ t
2
3 and ρ ∝ 1

a3
.

• Dark Energy For dark energy, in a cosmological constant (vacuum energy)

scenario, EoS is w = −1, Dark energy has a constant density and a ∝
exp(H0t), e.g., the universe goes through exponential expansion. However,

any fluid with EoS w < −1
3
can be a candidate for dark energy. In that case,

the relations 1.3 and 1.4 holds as it is.

The Friedmann equations and associated parameters offer a robust framework for

comprehending the universe’s evolution and destiny. Rooted in Einstein’s general

relativity, they provide crucial insights into cosmic behavior, from expansion to

composition and ultimate fate.

Horizons and Distances in Cosmology

This section will define some length scales and distances. These distances are com-

monly used in cosmology and are also relevant to our discussions. The scale factor
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’a’ indicates how much the universe has expanded. To simplify our discussions,

we introduce the redshift parameter z, defined as:

a

a0
=

1

1 + z

At present time, z = 0, and at the beginning, z → ∞. The redshift is a measure

of how light from a source at redshift z gets stretched by the universe’s expansion.

It relates the observed (λ) and emitted (λ0) wavelengths as:

z =
λ− λ0
λ0

Next, we introduce the comoving distance χ:

χ =

∫
c
dt′

a(t′)

This quantity remains constant despite the universe’s expansion. The maximum

distance that a photon could have traveled from the beginning to time ’t’, is also

known as the particle horizon. Anything beyond this horizon cannot affect us

today. It’s defined as:

χH =

∫ t0

0

dt′

a(t′)

This is simply the comoving time multiplied by the speed of light. The distance

traveled by tightly coupled photons and baryons before decoupling is defined as

the sound horizon, as follows:

rs(t) =

∫ tdec

0

cs(t
′)dt′

a(t′)

The photon baryon plasma fluid’s sound speed is defined here as cs =
1√

3(1+R)
in

units of the speed of light, where R = pb+ρb
pγ+ργ

. The angular diameter distance is the

distance photons traveled to us since decoupling:

dA =

∫ t0

tdec

cdt′

a(t′)
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The luminosity distance is crucial for measuring distances using the intrinsic

brightness of objects. It’s calculated from the luminosity (L) and observed flux

(F ) as:

dL =

√
L

4πF

For objects with known intrinsic brightness, like cepheids and supernovas, this

helps measure large distances and the universe’s expansion rate. It relates to the

angular diameter distance through redshift as:

dL = (1 + z)2dA

.

1.2 Overview of the thermal history of the Uni-

verse

The Universe has evolved over billions of years and went through important epochs

and events. This summary offers an informative glimpse into the significant events

that have shaped the cosmos into its current form. We outline the corresponding

temperatures, timeframes, and redshifts.

• Baryogenesis, Electroweak, and QCD Phase Transition: Early on,

baryogenesis led to excess matter over antimatter in the Universe Riotto

(1998); Sakharov (1967); Trodden (1999). Although various models exist,

none are experimentally confirmed. It likely occurred before the electroweak

phase transition Higgs (1964); Englert and Brout (1964); Guralnik et al.

(1964), around T ≥ 125 GeV (z ≈ 1015), when the Higgs field gained a non-

vanishing value, resulting in breaking electroweak symmetry and imparting
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mass to particles at about 10−11 seconds old. At roughly T ≈ 100 MeV

(z ≈ 1012), the QCD phase transition occurred Gross and Wilczek (1973),

forming hadrons and mesons, reducing system complexity. This event un-

folded around 10−5 seconds after the Big Bang.

• Neutrino Decoupling: Neutrinos weakly interacted with the surrounding

plasma. However, at around T ≈ 1 MeV (or z ≈ 5 × 109), the interaction

rate of neutrinos fell below the universe’s expansion rate, causing neutrinos

to decouple from the remaining plasma Mangano et al. (2005); Hannestad

and Madsen (1995). Further details will be discussed in section 1.3.

• Electron-Positron Annihilation: At high enough temperatures,electron-

positron annihilation or pair-production process (e++e− → γγ) were active.

Just after neutrino decoupled, the Universe’s temperature dropped below

the rest mass of electrons, approximately T ≈ 0.5 MeV (or z ≈ 3 × 109),

photons did not have enough energy to produce the electron-positron pair,

which could only occur in the forward direction. So, the entropy of positrons

and electrons was deposited to photons, resulting in the heating of photons.

More details will be covered in section 1.3.

• Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN): When the age of the Universe was

just about 3 minutes, the temperature of approximately T ≈ 100 keV (or

z ≈ 4×108), neutrons and protons fused to form light atomic nuclei. This is

known as Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) Tytler et al. (2000); Fields and

Sarkar (2006).

• Matter-Radiation Equality: The energy density of radiation in the Uni-

verse redshifted more rapidly than the energy density of matter. Eventually,

both densities became equal, marking the era of matter-radiation equality.

This event occurred at a redshift of zeq ≈ 3400 and a temperature of approx-

imately T ≈ 0.75 eV, and the age of the Universe was approximately 60,000

years.
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• Recombination, Photon Decoupling, and Drag Epoch: As the uni-

verse cools down further, photons in plasma don’t have a threshold to ionize

the neutral hydrogen. At this epoch, electrons and protons recombine to

form neutral hydrogen. This recombination happens around a temperature

of roughly T ≈ 0.3 eV (or z ≈ 1100). Subsequently, at a temperature of

about T ≈ 0.25 eV (or zdec ≈ 1090), the scattering rate of photons and free

electrons (e− + γ → e− + γ) became less than the rate of the expansion

of the universe, the photons decouple from the remaining plasma and move

freely. These photons were detected in the form of the ”Cosmic Microwave

Background”Penzias and Wilson (1965). After photons had decoupled, due

to the small baryon ratio compared to photons, baryons feel drag due to

photons. The temperature at the drag epoch was around T ≈ 0.20 eV (or

zdrag ≈ 1060) when the Universe was roughly 400,000 years old.

• Dark Ages and Cosmic Dawn: From the time of the CMB epoch to

the formation of the first luminous structures (first galaxies, first stars) in

the universe, the Universe remained transparent to radiation, constituting

a phase known as the ”dark ages”Miralda-Escude (2003); Natarajan and

Yoshida (2014). This term is used because no luminous structures existed

during this period. The emergence of the first stars and first galaxies her-

alded the era known as the cosmic dawn.

• Reionization: Following the formation of the initial luminous structures

(such as the first galaxies and first stars) in the Universe, photons from

these structures began ionizing the intergalactic medium’s neutral hydrogen

again. This event is termed reionization Barkana and Loeb (2001); Zaroubi

(2013). Reionization began when the Universe’s temperature was roughly 5

meV (z ≈ 15), and the Universe’s age was approximately 200 million years.

• Matter-Dark Energy Equality: As the matter-energy density diminished

over time, there came an epoch where it equaled the dark energy density of

the Universe. This occurred at a redshift of zΛ ≈ 0.3 ( T ≈ 0.75 eV) when
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the Universe was about 9 billion years old. After this, the Universe has dark

energy domination.

• Today: Presently, the Universe’s temperature is roughly T ≈ 0.24 meV,

with a redshift of z = 0.0”. The current Universe is dominated by dark

energy (nearly 70%), and matter is the second most dominant component.

It is expanding at an accelerating rate.

1.3 Neutrino thermal history

In the earlier epochs in the Universe, the temperature was so high that the neutri-

nos were in thermal equilibrium through weak interaction with plasma. Following

the fermi-dirac distribution

f(E, Tν) =
1

exp(E/Tν) + 1

during this time, the neutrinos also maintain the same temperature as the rest of

Plasma Tν = Tγ = T . The number density of neutrinos is given as

nν =
g

(2π)3

∫
f(E, Tν)d

3p

Similarly, the energy density of neutrinos

ρν =
g

(2π)3

∫
Ef(E, Tν)d

3p

The weak interaction rate of the neutrinos is given as Γν ∼ GFT
5, and The rate of

expansion of the cosmos during the radiation-dominated epoch is H(T ) ∼ √
g∗

T 2

mpl

with g∗ being the relativistic degrees of freedom and mpl being Planck mass. The
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Universe cools as it expands, and the interaction rate of neutrinos with surround-

ing plasma decreases. The neutrinos decouple from the surrounding plasma as the

interaction rate falls below the universe’s expansion rate. Just after the neutrino

decoupled, the positrons-electrons turn non-relativistic and annihilate into pho-

tons (the reverse process stops); they deposit their entropy into photons through

this process. As a result, photons heated up. However, most neutrinos already

decoupled by this time, So they appeared colder than the photon temperature.

The entropy density s = ρ+P
T

. For coupled electron-positron and photon fluid, its

se±,γ =
2π2

45
T 3gs(T ) scales as a

−3. This scaling holds for the total entropy, including

all species in equilibrium. This fact can be used to calculate neutrino background

temperature using electron-positron annihilation. The ratio of neutrino tempera-

ture to photon temperature is given by

Tν
Tγ

=

(
4

11

) 1
3

Now we can calculate the total number density of neutrinos per species is

nν =

(
3

4

)(
4

11

)
nγ

The factor 3
4
is derived from the difference in statistics between Bose-Einstein and

Fermi-Dirac. The relativistic neutrinos’ energy density per species is determined

by

ρν =

(
7

8

)(
4

11

) 4
3

ργ

where ργ energy density of photons. Again, the factor 7
8
comes from the fact that

neutrinos are fermions while photons are bosons.

The contribution of neutrinos to overall radiation density can be described using a

quantity known as the effective number of relic neutrinos, Neff , using the following
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equation:

ρR = [1 +

(
7

8

)(
4

11

) 4
3

Neff ]ργ

This relation is valid as long as all the neutrinos are relativistic (mν ≪ Tν,0). If

neutrinos are non-relativistic (mν ≫ Tν,0) their energy density is given as ρν =

mνnν , this relation reduces to

Ωνh
2 =

mν

93.14eV

Even after neutrinos have turned non-relativistic, they still free-stream with very

high velocity. When the mass of neutrinos mν =< p >, the neutrinos turn non-

relativistic, also knowing that < p >= 3.15Tν(z) = 3.15
(

4
11

)4/3
Tγ(1 + z), we get

the desired redshift as a function of neutrino mass

1 + znr ≃ 1900
mν

eV

The average free streaming velocity of neutrinos is given as

< vfs >= 158(1 + z)
eV

mν

km/s

let’s say for a standard neutrino of mass mν = 0.1eV, the average velocity at

present is order of 103km/s. Whereas the velocity dispersion of the MilkyWay-like

galaxies is the order of 102km/s. That’s why we can say that standard neutrinos

are not the ideal candidate for galactic dark matter. We can associate a free

streaming length with such velocity that is given as

λfs(z) = a
2π

kfs(z)
= 2π

√
2

3

vs(z)

H(z)

where kfs is comoving free streaming scale. This characteristic length scale is

significant while discussing the impact of neutrinos in structure formation. This

will specify the length scale below this, which will be affected by neutrino-free
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streaming (opposing to the clustering of matter); however, the scale larger than

this will not be affected (neutrinos will cluster the same as the Cold dark matter).

For more details, please see Wong (2011); Lesgourgues and Pastor (2006).

1.4 Neutrino flavors and their oscillations

Nowadays, we have strong proof that flavor neutrinos change their type Pontecorvo

(1957a, 1967). This comes from experiments with different kinds of neutrinos from

the sun Orebi Gann (2015); Davis et al. (1968), atmosphere Kajita (2012, 2016),

reactors Adams et al. (2013), and accelerators. This discovery is important be-

cause it means neutrinos have some weight, leading to new physics ideas. Many

well-respected reviews explain these changes in neutrinos and why they’re essen-

tial. The unitary mixing matrix describes the connection between different types

of neutrinos and those with known weights. It has three angles and one phase

important for understanding this phenomenon.

If we represent mass eigenstates as νk (where k = 1, 2, 3), and flavor states as να

(where α = e, ν, µ), their mixing can be shown as:

νk =
∑

Uαkνα

where Unitary matrix Uαk is known as Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata ma-

trix Pontecorvo (1957b); Maki et al. (1962). This is given as


c13c12 s12c13 s13e

−iδp

−s12c23 − s23c12s13e
iδP c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδp s23c13

s12s23 − c12c23s13e
iδp −c12s23 − s12c23s13e

iδp c13c23

 .
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Here,ij = 12, 23 or 13,sij = sin θij and cij = cos θij also δp represents a phase.

The evolution of massive neutrino states over time follows the behavior of plane

waves:

|νk(t)⟩ = e−iEkt+ipkx |νk⟩

This translates into:

|να(t)⟩ =
∑(∑

U∗
αke

−iEkt+ipkxUβk

)
|νβ⟩

The transition amplitude from α −→ β flavor can be expressed as:

Aνα−→νβ(L,T ) = ⟨νβ|να(t)⟩ =
∑
k

U∗
αkUβke

−iEkT+ipkL

The transition probability is the square of the amplitude de Gouvea (2004):

Pνα−νβ(L, T ) = | ⟨νβ|να(t)⟩ |2 = |
∑
k

U∗
αkUβke

−im
2
k

2E
L|2

Alternatively:

Pνα−νβ(L, T ) =
∑
k

|U∗
αk|2|Uβk|2 + 2Re

∑
k,j

U∗
αkUβjUαkU

∗
βje

−i
∆m2

jkL

2E

The phase of oscillations depends on the ratio L
E
, where L is the distance from
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source-to-detector and E is the neutrino energy. Within the Standard Model, the

probability remains Lorentz invariant, indicating that the ratio L
E
is also Lorentz

invariant. This has prompted experiments like the ICE Cube experiment to inves-

tigate potential violations of Lorentz symmetry in neutrino oscillations.

Oscillation experiments can’t determine the absolute neutrino masses. However,

they can measure the differences in mass, denoted as ∆m2
21 > 0 and |∆m2

31|.
These differences lead to two possible hierarchies determined by the sign of ∆m2

31.

For Normal Hierarchy (NH) ∆m2
31 > 0 e.g. (m1 < m2 ≪ m3) and for Inverted

Hierarchy (IH) ∆m2
31 < 0 e.g. (m3 ≪ m1 < m2). When the lightest neutrino mass,

say ml (i.e., m1 for NH, m3 for IH), is small, the mass states have a hierarchical

structure. For masses significantly greater than the difference between neutrinos,

all neutrinos effectively have the same mass, resulting in a degenerate scenario.

Recent results from global fits to neutrino oscillation experiments yield the follow-

ing mass differences Esteban et al. (2020) (1σ confidence limits).

∆m2
21 ≡ m2

2 −m2
1 = 7.42+0.21

−0.20 × 10−5eV

∆m2
31 ≡ m2

3 −m2
1 = 2.517+0.026

−0.028 × 10−3eV (NH)

∆m2
32 ≡ m2

3 −m2
2 = −2.498+0.028

−0.025 × 10−3eV (IH)

The specific relationship between each neutrino mass and the sum of neutrino

masses can be calculated numerically. if the sum of neutrino mass (
∑

mν =

m1 +m2 +m3), is given by For Normal Hierarchy (NH)

∑
mν = ml +

√
m2

l +∆m2
21 +

√
m2

l +∆m2
31
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For Inverse Hierarchy (IH)

∑
mν = ml +

√
m2

l −∆m2
32 +

√
m2

l −∆m2
32 −∆m2

21

To get the minimum possible total mass of neutrinos (
∑
mν), we put the lightest

mass of neutrinos to be zero. However, the upper bound on neutrino mass can not

be set by oscillation experiments. Through cosmological inferences 1.7, we get the

upper bound on neutrino mass.

1.5 Cosmological Observations

1.5.1 Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)

In the early epochs, the universe was hotter and denser. It’s been cooling as

it expands, a process called adiabatic cooling. The universe was mainly ionized

during this time, with photons and baryons (protons and electrons) tightly coupled

through electromagnetic interactions.

The photons are in equilibrium through the process e− + p+ → H + γ. As the

universe cools down further, photons in plasma don’t have a threshold to ionize

the neutral hydrogen. At this epoch, electrons and protons recombine to form

neutral hydrogen. This recombination happens around a temperature of roughly

T ≈ 0.3 eV (or z ≈ 1100).

Subsequently, as the electron density decreased, the scattering rate of photons

and free electrons (e− + γ → e− + γ) became less than the universe’s expansion

rate, and the photons decoupled from the surrounding plasma. After photons
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Figure 1.1: The CMB temperature anisotropy spectrum from Planck 2018.
Here y-axis is DTT

l == l(l+1)Cl

2π and the x-axis is angular scale ’l’. The Up-
per panel comprises the vanilla λCDM (light blue) theoretical power spectra (
Planck-18 best-fit values). In the lower panel, Residuals concerning this model
are shown. This figure is taken from Aghanim et al. (2020b)

had decoupled, due to the small baryon ratio compared to photons, baryons feel

drag due to photons. This is called the drag epoch. After that, the photons

travel nearly without interacting with the present epoch. This radiation, at a

temperature of 2.728K, was first detected several decades ago by COBESmoot

et al. (1992), WMAP Kogut et al. (2003) and is known as the Cosmic Microwave

Background Radiation (CMBR). The CMB is not the same in all directions; it is

anisotropic. There are small fluctuations in the temperature across the sky of the

order of 10−5.

These fluctuations are mapped onto a spherical surface. It’s advantageous to

represent them using spherical harmonics Y m
ℓ (in contrast to Fourier decomposition

in flat space). Specifically, for temperature fluctuations, we have:
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δT

T
(θ, ϕ) =

∞∑
ℓ=0

ℓ∑
m=−ℓ

aℓmY
m
ℓ (θ, ϕ)

Here, θ and ϕ refer to angular measurements in the spherical coordinate system,

and dΩ represents the solid angle. The fluctuation statistics are characterized at

the basic level by a two-point correlator:

⟨aXℓma∗Y ℓ′m′⟩ = δℓℓ′δmm′CXY ℓ

In this, X and Y represent temperature and the polarizations in E and B modes.

It’s worth noting that CXY ℓ lacks dependence on the index m due to statistical

uniformity and isotropy. Figure 1.1 illustrates the temperature power spectra.

1.5.2 Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)

Before the recombination, electromagnetic interaction tightly coupled photons to

electrons and baryons in the plasma. This tightly coupled fluid exhibits oscillation

because of attractive gravity force and plasma pressure. These oscillations continue

till the time of photon decoupling. The baryons got free from photons after the

drag epoch (zd). The baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) provide a characteristic

scale that can act as a standard ruler. These oscillations can be observed in galaxy

power spectra or galaxy correlation functions.

This scale can be used to measure the angular diameter distance,
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dA(z) =
c

(1 + z)

∫ z

0

1

H(z′)
dz′

and expansion rate H(z) of the universe using clustering along the line of sight.

Adjustments in cosmological parameters can alter the clustering scale of the galax-

ies, which is related to the sound horizon rd =
∫∞
zd
cs(z)/H(z) dz, where cs is the

sound speed of photon baryon plasma and zd is the redshift of drag epoch. Ef-

fectively, BAO measurements actually constrain the combination rd × H(z) or

dA(z)/rd.

Another important observable in redshift surveys is fσ8, which is defined as a

combination of growth rate f(a) and the RMS (root-mean-squared) normalization

of the matter power spectra σ8,

fσ8(a) = a
δ′m(a)

δm(1)
σ8,0

1.5.3 Supernovae Type Ia Data

Supernovae are the brightest objects in the sky. Type 1a supernovas are considered

the standard candles. The theoretical model and observations are compared with

the measured luminosities. If the apparent magnitude of SNe is m and M is the

absolute magnitude of the supernova, then

M = m− 5 log10

(
dL
10

)

where dL = c (1 + z)
∫ z
0

1
H(z′)

dz′ is their luminosity distance in parsecs. This

depends on the model of the Universe through H(z).
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1.6 Standard Model of Cosmology

The ΛCDM model is the most successful model to fit the various cosmological

observations (including the above) and astrophysical observations to date. As the

name suggests, Λ stands for the cosmological constant or the vacuum energy(wde =

−1), the dominating component, and CDM stands for the Cold Dark Matter is

the second most dominant component of the Universe. The main assumptions of

this model are as follows: The Generality holds on all scales of the universe. It

is the homogeneous and isotropic universe that is expanding and defined by the

FLRW metric. The geometry of the universe is flat. A single-field inflation model

sets the initial conditions for the perturbations. This model usually consists of 6

baseline parameters as follows.

Physical dark matter density (ωcdm ≡ Ωcdmh
2), Physical baryon density

(ωb ≡ Ωbh
2) Sound Horizon size (θs) Amplitude of primordial power

spectra (As): Scalar spectral index or Tilt Parameter ns Optical depth

of reionization τ

In addition to these six parameters, it contains some derived parameters. Like the

expansion rate of the universe today H0, Dark energy density (ΩDE), total matter

density (ΩM) etc. The Vanilla ΛCDM model assumes a flat universe (Ωk = 0) and

does not consider massive neutrinos (
∑
mν), Neff (relativistic degree of freedom) is

fixed to 3.044 corresponding to 3 massless neutrinos. It can be slight extension of

ΛCDM model including few extra variable parameters such as Ωk

∑
mν , Neff . The

data sets discussed in section 1.5 clearly constrains the six baseline parameters.

The value of ΛCDM model parameters using Planck 2018 CMB Measurements

Aghanim et al. (2020b) are as follows:

(100× θs = 1.04092± 0.00031, ωcdm = 0.12± 0.0012, ωb = 0.02237± 0.00015)
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(τ = 0.0544± 0.0073, ns = 0.9649± 0.0042, ln(1010As) = 3.044± 0.014).

1.7 Effect of Massive Neutrinos on Cosmological

Observations

Three parameters can parameterize the impact of massive neutrinos on linear

cosmological observations Acero and Lesgourgues (2009a) as follows:

• ∆Neff : The contribution that it makes to the universe’s relativistic energy

density, which is parameterized by ∆Neff .

∆Neff ≡ ρrels
ρν

=
1

π2

[∫
dp p3f̂(p)

]
/

[
7

8

π2

15
T id
ν

4
]

(1.5)

with T id
ν ≡ (4/11)1/3Tγ

• Meff
s The contribution that it makes to the universe’s current energy density,

which is parameterized by

M eff
s

94.05eV
≡ ωs ≡ Ωsh

2 =
1

π2

[
msp

∫
dp p2f̂(p)

]
×
[
h2

ρ0c

]
(1.6)

• The typical free streaming velocity

< Vfs >= 5.5× 10−6∆Neff

ωs
(1.7)

Out of these three, only two are independent. So from here onwards, we

will use Meff
s , Neff as phenomenological parameters to study the effect of

neutrino-like particles.
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Figure 1.2: Left panel: Ratio of CMB TT power spectra for ∆Neff =
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 with respect to Neff = 3.046. Right panel: Ratio of matter
power spectra for ∆Neff = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 with respect to Neff = 3.046. Note
that these plots are produced using code CLASS for fixed (zeq, zΛ). In order to
fix the equalities, we vary the dark energy and total matter density in the same
ratio as the increased radiation density due to an increase in Neff .

1.7.1 Impact of ∆Neff on CMB and matter power spectra

If we fix other density parameters and only increase Neff , the epoch of matter-

radiation equality (zeq) delays, i.e., a shorter epoch with faster expansion between

decoupling and zeq which leads to a decrease in CMB acoustic peaks. However,

this effect is not explained only for Neff as several other parameters can produce it.

To see the true effect of Neff, let us fix the matter radiation equality and matter -Λ

equality by increasing (ΩR, ΩM and ΩΛ by the same amount). Other parameters

like ωb and τ are kept fixed. The effect of increasing Neff is demonstrated in the

left side of figure 1.2, where Neff is increasing from 0.5 to 2; we see there is a

decrease in peaks of ClTT at high ’l’ and a slight change in peak location. The

main background effect is due to increased silk damping (diffusion damping), and

a slight change in the decoupling epoch is a perturbation effect.

The impact of Neff on matter power spectra when we (zeq,zΛ) are kept fixed is

demonstrated in the right side of figure 1.2. There is an increase in power at

smaller scales, and this is because to fix zeq, a higher Neff means a higher dark

matter density (ωcdm), which leads to more clumping of dark matter and hence

more power.
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Figure 1.3: Left panel: Ratio of CMB TT power spectra for
∑

mν =
0.25, 0.50, 0.75 eV with respect to

∑
mν = 0.0. Right panel: Ratio of mat-

ter power spectra for
∑

mν = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 eV with respect to
∑

mν = 0.0.
Note that these plots are produced using code CLASS for fixed (ωb, ωc, τ).

1.7.2 Impact of Meff
s on CMB and matter power spectra

The massive neutrino, which is non-relativistic after the photon decoupling epoch

(CMB), contributes now to the universe’s non-relativistic energy budget i.e., ωM =

ωb + ωcdm + ων . So they can change angular diameter distance to CMB dA(zrec)

and may alter matter to Λ equality.The main impact of neutrino mass mν on CMB

is through the Integrated Sachs-Wolf (ISW) effect. This is demonstrated in the

left side of figure 1.3. The effect is milder, and CMB alone cannot determine the

mν .

The main impact of neutrino mass on matter power spectra arises from their free

streaming. Because even if neutrinos become non-relativistic, they have very high-

velocity dispersion. Because of this velocity, they can not be clustered and oppose

dark matter clustering. All this happens at below-free streaming scales, scales

larger than free streaming scales, and these massive neutrino clusters like CDM.

If neutrino fraction fν =
ων

ωm
, the growth of is reduced by a factor (1-2fν) due to

neutrinos. The back-reaction on CDM is responsible for suppression by a factor

of (1-6fν) on the growth. So overall, the matter growth is reduced by the factor of

(1-8fν). This is demonstrated in the right side of figure 1.3. The fact that matter

growth is suppressed by neutrinos at small scales is used to determine their mass
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from large-scale structures.

1.8 Current Cosmological Tensions

The standard model of the universe has been the most successful model to describe

all cosmological observations, yet a few discrepancies exist. These mismatches, also

called tensions (or anomalies ), are mainly in parameters predicted from CMB

using ΛCDM and its direct measurement using astrophysical observations (inde-

pendent from cosmological models). Two of the most discussed anomalies are in

determining the Hubble parameter and the growth of structures.

1.8.1 Hubble Tension

The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) doesn’t directly provide the universe’s

current expansion rate. Instead, it precisely measures the angular size of the

sound horizon during recombination. This angular sound horizon size, denoted as

θs, is determined by the ratio of the size of the sound horizon at recombination

(rs(z∗) =
∫∞
z∗

csdz
H(z)

) and the comoving angular diameter distance from recombina-

tion (DA(z∗) =
∫∞
z∗

cdz
H(z)

). In simple terms, θs = rs(z∗)
DA(z∗) . These parameters are

defined in the ΛCDM model and depend explicitly on certain parameters like (ωb,

ωcdm, cs, ωr), which can be determined by studying their effects on CMB power

spectra. The angular diameter distance relies on the universe’s current expan-

sion rate, allowing us to deduce H0 from the CMB. The latest measurements from

Planck for the CMB yield a Hubble parameter value of H0 = 67.36±0.54km/s/Mpc

using the ΛCDM model. Additionally, early-time data, such as BBN and BAO

data, align with this lower value inferred from the CMB. Conversely, H0 can also be

determined from direct observations of the brightest celestial objects like cepheids
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and type1a supernovae. These objects have a known intrinsic luminosity and are

known as standard candles. By using spectroscopy and the Doppler effect, we

can measure their velocity. We can determine their distance through the distance

ladder method, considering them as standard candles and the fact that their ob-

served brightness will depend on distance. After establishing a relation between

redshift and distance, we can infer the H0. Using this approach, the SH0ES (Su-

pernovae H0 for the equation of state) group determined a Hubble parameter value

of H0 = 73.2 ± 1.3km/s/Mpc. Some other direct/local determinations also align

with this higher value of the Hubble parameter. More discussion and references

to this tension are made in the concerned chapters.

1.8.2 S8 tension

Likewise, there is a relatively milder discrepancy in the determination of local

growth interpreted by σ8 as

σ2
8 =

1

2π2

∫
W2

8Mpc/hP(k)k
2dk

If the total matter budget of the Universe is ΩM then generally the referred param-

eter is S8 instead σ8 defined as: S8 = σ8

√
ΩM

0.3
The Cosmic Microwave Background

observations by Planck 2018 considering the ΛCDM universe gives the value of

this parameter to be S8 = 0.832 ± 0.013 Aghanim et al. (2020b). Other ways

to determine the concerned parameter include cluster abundance and weak lens-

ing. The weak gravitational lensing observations of galaxies by the CFHTLenS

collaboration reveal that the ΛCDM model anticipates a S8 value exceeding the

direct measurement at a 2σ confidence level. This discrepancy has garnered more

attention with diverse datasets, such as the KiDS/Viking data Heymans et al.

(2020) and DES data. Recently, the amalgamation of SDSS and KiDS/Viking
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data has established a 3σ tension, indicating S8 = 0.766+0.02
−0.014. More discussion

and references to this tension are made in the concerned chapters.

1.9 Outlines

In the Introduction chapter, we have presented the fundamental cosmology and

neutrino physics concepts. Chapter 2 discusses the methodology used in the thesis

to obtain the results, mainly the Bayesian technique for parameter estimation from

linear cosmological observations and Nbody simulation for obtaining constraints

from nonlinear scales. The following five chapters are the main research works.

Each chapter contains its introduction, methodology, results, and conclusion sec-

tions. In the last chapter, we summarize the findings of the thesis. There is also

essential material in the appendix, sometimes referred to in the main text.





Chapter 2

Numerical and statistical

methods

2.1 Bayesian Inference

2.1.1 Notion about probability

Probabilities are intrinsically linked to event frequencies, constituting the basis of

Frequentist statistics.

P =
n

N

Here, ’n’ signifies successful outcomes, while ’N’ represents the overall count of

trials.

29
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However, Bayesian statistics expands the concept of probability to encompass de-

grees of confidence in a statement. In Bayesian statistics, probabilities fundamen-

tally capture the extent of our knowledge concerning an event. Some references in

this regards Trotta (2008); Verde (2007); Heavens (2009).

Several foundational probability principles exist, a few of which are outlined be-

low. Consider ’x’ as a random variable associated with a specific event, with its

corresponding probability distribution denoted as P (x).

P (x) ≥ 0

This criterion underscores that an event’s probability is consistently equal to or

greater than zero. ∫ b

a

P (x)dx = 1

This requirement is known as the normalization condition, indicating that the

integral of the probability distribution over a defined range [a, b] equals unity.

Combined probability of two events

P (x1 ∪ x2) = P (x1) + P (x2)− P (x1 ∩ x2)

for two events which do not depend on each otherP (x1 ∩ x2) = 0

P (x1 ∪ x2) = P (x1) + P (x2)

If an event occurs(x1), assuming the happening of another event (x2), then the

probability of both x1 and x2 occurring is equivalent to the probability of x1
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multiplied by the probability of x2 given that x1 has already taken place.

P (x1 ∩ x2) = P (x1)P (x1|x2)

2.1.1.1 Bayes theorem

we now know,

P (x1 ∩ x2) = P (x2 ∩ x1)

we can deduce that

P (x2|x1) =
P (x1|x2)P (x2)

P (x1)

Data and models exist in the same domain within Bayesian analysis, erasing any

formal distinction between measured quantities and parameters. For a given

model, M, consider x1 as a set of data and x2 as a set of parameters, then we

have:

P (θ|d,M) =
P (d|θ,M)P (θ|M)

P (d|M)

This equation is recognized as Bayes’ theorem. On the left-hand side, the quantity

is referred to as the posterior probability for parameter θ. On the right-hand side,

P (d|θ) = L(θ) represents the likelihood, while P (θ) signifies the prior probability

distribution. The component below P (d) is a normalization factor.

Interpretation: Bayes’ theorem establishes a connection between the posterior

probability of θ (indicating our updated knowledge about the parameter after

observing the data) and the likelihood, alongside the prior (depicting what we

understood about the parameter before encountering the data). Essentially, it

serves as a broad principle to transition our understanding of a quantity (in this
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case, θ) from its prior state to the subsequent posterior state.

2.1.2 Posterior Likelihoods and Priors

The likelihood pertains to the probability of the event or data provided a specified

value of some parameters. It gauges how well a statistical model conforms to a

dataset using particular parameter values.

As fresh data becomes available, bayesian inference operates by progressively re-

fining our understanding of a parameter (or hypothesis). The posterior derived

from a previous round of observations is adopted as the prior for subsequent itera-

tions. This process does demand an initiation point, which necessitates specifying

an initial prior—this initial prior is not prescribed by the theory itself but must

be provided by the user. This prior should accurately reflect the user’s knowledge

about the quantity of interest. The posterior probability distribution will ulti-

mately converge to a distinct (objective) outcome, even if disparate researchers

begin with different priors. A conventional (though not without implications)

option involves adopting a uniform prior (also termed a ”flat prior”) for θ.

2.1.3 Monte Carlo Methods

The MCMC technique is a methodology used to ascertain the posterior distribution

of the parameter we are interested in. Specifically, this algorithm employs Monte

Carlo simulations by leveraging the Markov property and then selectively accepts

these simulations at a designated rate to derive the posterior distribution. MCMC

comprises three key components: Monte-Carlo simulations, Markov chains, and

Acceptance-Rejection sampling.
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Monte Carlo simulations are employed to model intricate systems by generating

random numbers.

Markov chains essentially embody the dynamic transition of a random variable

between different states over time. The Markov property governs these chains. A

sequence S1, S2, . . . of elements from a particular set constitutes a Markov Chain

when the probability of Sn+1 given S1, S2, . . . , Sn relies solely on Sn, not on the

previous elements such as Sn−1, Sn−2, etc. A Markov Chain represents a chain or

sequence where subsequent steps can be computed exclusively from the current

state. A noteworthy characteristic of a Markov Chain is its tendency to converge to

a stationary state where successive chain members serve as samples from the tar-

get distribution. This convergence occurs towards the posterior P (θ|d,M). This

phenomenon allows us to estimate various standard parameters (mean, variance,

etc.) from this distribution.

The target density is estimated through an assembly of the Dirac-delta function:

p(X|d,M) ≃ 1

N

N∑
N=1

δ(X −Xi)

Here, ’N’ denotes the number of points per chain. Consequently, the mean of the

posterior is calculated as:

< X >=

∫
X dXP (X|d,M) ≃ 1

N

N∑
N=1

Xi

The approximate equality, denoted by ≃, is valid due to the intrinsic nature of

the samples Xi, which are inherently drawn from the posterior distribution.
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Furthermore, any integral estimations encompassing quantities like mean, vari-

ance, etc., can be calculated as follows:

< f(X) >≃ 1

N

N∑
N=1

f(Xi)

2.1.3.1 Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

Generating a fresh point Xi+1 from the current point Xi is an essential aspect

of the Markov Chain process. However, as anticipated, establishing criteria be-

comes imperative for determining the acceptance or rejection of this new point

based on its suitability within our model. Even when this new step represents

a less favorable outcome than the previous one, it might still be deemed accept-

able. This approach acknowledges that confining acceptance solely to steps with

higher probabilities might lead to convergence towards a local maximum in the

parameter space, thus missing out on comprehensively mapping the entirety of

the space. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm Metropolis et al. (2004); Hastings

(1970) encapsulates these considerations within its methodology and is recognized

as the simplest algorithm of this kind.

Within the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, the journey commences with a ran-

domly chosen starting point Xi associated with a posterior probability pi. The

subsequent step entails the proposition of a candidate Xn, which is drawn from a

proposal distribution q(Xi, Xn). This distribution serves as a generator for new

random steps, capturing the inherent randomness of the Markov Chain process

while navigating the parameter space. Then, the acceptance probability of the

new candidate is given by

p(acceptance) = min[1,
pnq(Xc, Xi)

piq(Xi, Xn)
]
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complete algorithm steps are as follows

a. Randomly select a starting condition Xi within the parameter space, and then

calculate the posterior distribution.

b. Create a new point by sampling from a given range within the parameter space

and subsequently determine the posterior distribution associated with this point.

c. if p(Xn) > p(Xi) then definitely accept the point. d.ifp(Xn) < (Xi) then let

α = p(Xn)
p(Xi)

and generate a number u in [0,1]. if α > u accept the point Xn if α < u

return to previous point

e. Repeat steps (b) to (d) until the chain has large enough points.

2.1.3.2 Criteria of Convergence

Evidently, a criterion is imperative to ascertain the convergence of our chains. We

must ascertain that the points within the chain do not gravitate towards a local

maxima or a false convergent point. In this regard, our algorithm necessitates an

inherent capacity to address this potential challenge.

One straightforward approach to gauge whether our chain is converging towards a

global extremum (or not!) is by initiating multiple chains, each commencing with

diverse initial parameter proposals of interest. This method, while informal, offers

a practical way to assess convergence and mitigate the risk of being trapped in

local maxima.

Gelman Rubin convergence: Consider M chains starting from substantially

distinct starting points, each chain with N points. If Xm
i denotes a point within

the parameter space corresponding to position ’i’ and belongs to chain ’j,’ the

following calculations are required:
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Calculate the mean of each chain:

< µm >=
1

N

N∑
i=1

Xm
i

Determine the mean of all chains (average of means corresponding to each chain):

< µ >=
1

NM

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

µmi

Compute the average variance for each chain:

W =
1

M(N − 1)

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

(Xm
i − µm)

2

Calculate the chain-to-chain variance ’B’:

B =
1

M − 1

M∑
i=1

(µm − µ)2

When our chains converge, the values of W and B/N should align. In fact, conver-

gence is deemed to have occurred when the following quantity approaches unity:

R =
N−1
N
W + M+1

M
B

W

A common convergence criterion is met when |R − 1| < 0.03, indicating that the

ratio of the two estimates is within this range Gell-Mann et al. (1979).
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2.2 Nonlinear Simulations

When the distribution of particles in the Universe is uniform, or deviations from

uniformity are very small, the linear approximations are valid, and one can solve

Boltzmann equations directly. However, when the perturbations start to grow, and

density perturbations cross the value δ ≈ 1, modes don’t grow independently but

rather mix. That’s why N-body simulations are used to study structure evolution

in such scenarios. Usually, in these methods, We divide the initial phase space into

small sub-volume elements with a certain mass and treat them as particles. Then,

generally integrate the equation of motions. The following sections will discuss

various methodologies involved in N-body simulations.

2.2.1 Particle Method

The easiest method to calculate the position and velocity of each particle. One

has to integrate the 3N equation of motion. In this method, particles are assumed

to have a specific size ϵ (for Plummer softening). The force on jth particle due to

ith particle is

Fij = Gm2 xi − xj

(ϵ2 + (xi − xj)2)3/2

For total force on N th particle, One must calculate the force for the rest of the

N-1 particles. This direct integration approach is flexible and very accurate but

has a high computational cost. for N particle calculations are O(N2).

2.2.1.1 Particle-Mesh algorithms

A PM (Particle-Mesh) code employs a uniformly spaced three-dimensional grid

to solve the Poisson equation Klypin and Holtzman (1997); Klypin et al. (1999);
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Klypin and Shandarin (1983); Hockney and Eastwood (1981). It usually involves

three main steps. The first step is the particle density assignments to mesh using

an interpolation scheme. The next step is solving the Poisson equation on the

mesh and finally interpolating it back to particles.

Density Assignment: In the context of density assignment in Particle Mesh

(PM) Codes, particles are assumed to have a certain size, shape, mass, and inter-

nal density. There are various schemes of interpolation, such as Triangular Shaped

Cloud (TSC), Cloud In Cell (CIC), and Nearest Grid Points (NGP). An appropri-

ate scheme is selected based on the computational efficiency and accuracy balance.

Among these options, the CIC scheme has gained prominence and is commonly

used in Particle Mesh (PM) codes. Let’s briefly explain the CIC interpolation

method.

Let’s introduce the concept of a one-dimensional particle shape, denoted as S(x),

representing the density function in mass at a distance x from the particle within

a cell of size ∆x (Hockney and Eastwood (1981)). In the CIC scheme, particles

are envisioned as cubes in three dimensions, possessing uniform density and a size

corresponding to one grid cell.

The mathematical representation of S(x) is given by:

S(x) =
1

∆x

1− x
∆x
, if |x| ≤ ∆x

0, else

(2.1)

The shape function averaged over this cell ijk to determine the mass assigned to

this cell :

W (xn − xijk) =

∫ xijk+
∆x
2

xijk−∆x
2

dx′S(x− xn)

W (rn − rijk) = W (xn − xijk)W (yn − yijk)W (zn − zijk)
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The density corresponding to cell ijk is then.

ρijk =
Nn∑
n=1

mpW (rn − rijk)

Solving Poisson Equation: Once we have calculated the density of the mesh,

we want to solve the Poisson equation to get the potential.

∇2ϕ = 4πGρ

firstly do FFT of ρ(i, j, k) to get ˜ρ(k), Now we multiply the Green functions ˜G(k)

and harmonics ˜ρ(k) to obtain amplitudes of Fourier harmonics of the gravitational

potential ϕ:

˜ϕ(k) = 4πG ˜G(k) ˜ρ(k) (2.2)

To obtain the green function, we discretized the Poisson equation,

∇2ϕ =
∂2ϕ

∂x2
+
∂2ϕ

∂y2
+
∂2ϕ

∂z2

∂2ϕ

∂x2
=

1

∆x2
[ϕ(i+ 1, j, k)− 2 ∗ ϕ(i, j, k) + ϕ(i− 1, j, k)] =

3

2a
Ω0(ρ(i, j, k)− 1)

The green function for this is

G(k) = −3Ω0

8a

[
sin2

(
kx
2

)
+ sin2

(
ky
2

)
+ sin2

(
kz
2

)]−1
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where kx =
2πl
L
, ky =

2πm
L

, kz =
2πn
L

for component (l,m,n).

2.2.1.2 Tree Algorithms

The TREE method divides the simulation volume into small cubic cells. The force

due to particles at large distances is calculated assuming a group of particles as a

single particle of a specific size instead of calculating force from individual particles

Bagla (2002); Barnes and Hut (1986); Xu (1995). The TREE codes usually consist

of four steps as follows:

Grouping (Octree Algorithm): The simulation volume is subdivided into small

cubic cells. If the number of particles within a cell surpasses a specific threshold

NT, the cell is partitioned into eight smaller cells. The cell remains unsplit if

Nparticles ≤ NT. Usually, the threshold is set to NT = 1. The cell with a minimum

threshold is called a leaf.

Multipole Expansion Key physical properties, such as the mass (Mi) and center

of mass (Xi) of each cell, are stored for efficient force calculations. The multipole

expansion involves expressing the gravitational potential (Φ) due to a cell using

the Taylor expansion. The monopole term is just the total mass (
∑

imi), and the

dipole term vanishes if the expansion is taken to the center of mass. Then there

are higher-order terms like quadrupole, octapole, etc. However, there is no strict

rule on which order we should terminate.

Cell Opening Condition If we chose a size ’l’ cell located at distance d. The

force due to this cell is calculated only if the angle subtended by the cell θ ≤ l
d
is

less than a certain threshold. The angle is more than the threshold angle, and We

go to children’s cells to calculate the force. The criteria for cell subdivision are
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determined based on the spatial distribution of particles and the desired accuracy.

This might involve assessing the mass distribution within a cell relative to its size.

Spiltting Force: The total force (Fi) exerted on each particle (Pi) is divided into

two parts. A Particle-Mesh approach is used to determine long-range force, which

requires solving Poisson’s equation for gravitational potential in Fourier space.

The short-range force is estimated using the TREE method through multipole ex-

pansion and interactions with nearby cells, often computed via a Taylor expansion

or other approximation methods.

ϕk = ϕPM
k + ϕTree

k where

ϕPM
k = ϕk exp

(
−k2r2s

)
ϕTree
k = ϕk(1− exp

(
−k2r2s

)
)

rs is the scale to determine the force split. It is usually a few times larger than

the PM cell size.

2.2.2 Updating the position and velocities

After completing the force computation on each particle, we use the leapfrog ap-

proach to integrate the equation of motion and update the particle’s position and

velocity. The Kick-Drift-Kick (KDK) and Drift-Kick-Drift (DKD) methods are

commonly used to integrate equations of motion. These methods are crucial in ac-

curately advancing particle positions and velocities over discrete time steps (∆t).

The fundamental principle underlying these methods is to mitigate the issue of

velocity changes during position updates.

The Leapfrog method is a widely used algorithm for this purpose. It involves

two sequential steps: the Kick, where velocities are updated, and the Drift, where

positions are updated. Mathematically, these steps can be expressed as follows:
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Kick Step:

v(t+
∆t

2
) = v(t) +

F(t)

m
· ∆t
2

Drift Step:

x(t+∆t) = x(t) + v(t+
∆t

2
) ·∆t

The challenge arises from the fact that during the Drift step, the particle’s velocity

changes due to the forces acting on it. To address this, the position update for

the full-time step (∆t) is performed using velocities updated for half of the time

step (∆t
2
). This preserves accuracy in the integration.

There are two prevalent variants of this method: KDK and DKD. In the KDK

method, the sequence of steps is Kick-Drift-Kick. This method is frequently em-

ployed in simulations involving multiple interacting bodies (n-body simulations).

For the KDK method, the equations are as follows:

First Kick:

v(t+
∆t

2
) = v(t) +

F(t)

m
· ∆t
2

Drift:

x(t+∆t) = x(t) + v(t+
∆t

2
) ·∆t

Second Kick:

v(t+∆t) = v(t+
∆t

2
) +

F(t+∆t)

m
· ∆t
2

The KDK and DKD methods provide accurate and stable integration schemes,
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with their choice dependent on the system’s specific characteristics being simu-

lated.

2.2.3 Initial Conditions

Initial conditions for N-body simulations are set by linear theory such that it

satisfies all the aspects. The initial positions and initial velocity of particles are

assigned using Zeldovich approximations Zel’Dovich (1970); Carroll et al. (1992).

The Zeldovich approximation uses linear matter power spectra and linear growth

rates. We employ the Boltzmann solver CLASS code to generate the linear matter

power spectra and use them as input of the code N-GenIC, which generates the

initial conditions. Note that the CDM component has only gravitational peculiar

velocities (minimal). On the other hand, the neutrino components have enormous

intrinsic thermal velocities. Generating initial velocities of neutrino components

needs attention. Our method to deal with the neutrino component is discussed in

4.2.

Halo finder: After we get the particles’ evolved positions and velocity, we aim to

identify the Halos. There has been a continuous upgrade in halofinding algorithms.

We make use of the code ROCKSTAR to identify the halos.





Chapter 3

Nonthermal neutrino-like sterile

particles and S8 tension1

3.1 Introduction

The Λ Cold Dark Matter model has proven remarkably effective in explaining var-

ious cosmological and astrophysical observations with high precision, even though

its major ingredients - Cold Dark Matter and Dark Energy - remain mysteri-

ous. However, in recent times, several inconsistencies have appeared between

the predicted values of certain cosmological parameters within the vanilla ΛCDM

model, estimated using Cosmic Microwave - Background (CMB) Planck 2018 data,

Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO), and the luminosity distances to Type Ia Su-

pernovae (SNIa), and their directly measured values.

1This chapter is based on publication Das et al. (2022)

45
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One of the long-standing discrepancies in determining the level of matter fluc-

tuations often parameterized as S8 ≡ σ8

√
(Ωm

0.3
), here σ8 denotes the root-mean-

squared (RMS) of matter density fluctuations on 8 Mpc/h scale, and Ωm denotes

the overall matter budget. According to the most recent estimation based on

CMB data by Planck 2018 using ΛCDM model, S8 = 0.832±0.013 Aghanim et al.

(2018b).

Initially, the weak lensing observations of galaxies suggested that the vanilla

ΛCDM model anticipates a value of S8 higher than its direct measurements by

the CFHTLenS collaboration at a significance order of 2σ Heymans et al. (2013);

MacCrann et al. (2015). Furthermore, the KiDS/Viking data have reinforced this

mismatch Hildebrandt et al. (2020); Joudaki et al. (2020), but appears less pro-

nounced with the Dark Energy Survey (DES) data Abbott et al. (2018a). Never-

theless, a re-evaluation of the DES data, when combined with KiDS/Viking data,

led to an estimation of S8 that deviates from Planck at a significance order of 3σ,

with S8 = 0.755+0.019
−0.021 Joudaki et al. (2020). In a more recent study, the analysis of

KiDS1000/Viking and SDSS data has confirmed S8 = 0.766+0.02
−0.014 Heymans et al.

(2020).

Furthermore, it is now recognized that this tension arises from a lower amplitude

of matter clustering, σ8. This is primarily due to the robust constraints placed

on ΩM , even in extensions beyond the ΛCDM, from BAO observations and super-

novae luminosity distance observations. This has significant implications for model

development: addressing the S8 tension necessitates a reduction in the growth of

matter perturbations on small scales around k ∼ 0.1 − 1 h/Mpc, a feat readily

accomplished in a wide class of models often associated with new Dark Matter

characteristics Kumar and Nunes (2016); Haridasu and Viel (2020); Murgia et al.

(2016); Poulin et al. (2016); Archidiacono et al. (2019); Di Valentino et al. (2020);

Clark et al. (2020); Becker et al. (2021); Enqvist et al. (2015); Vattis et al. (2019);

Pandey et al. (2020); Abellan et al. (2020); Abellán et al. (2021b), or new neutrino
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properties Poulin et al. (2018); Kreisch et al. (2019).

This study investigates the potential explanation for the ‘S8-tension’ by consid-

ering the presence of a non-thermal neutrino-like hot dark matter constituent.

This non-thermal component consists of hidden sector particles or light sterile

neutrinos, adding to only a small proportion of the universe’s total dark matter

(DM) budget. It suppresses the growth of matter fluctuations on small scales and,

hence, the matter power spectrum. It’s important to note that simply introducing

thermal standard neutrinos even with a non-vanishing mass (mν) or neutrino-like

radiation ∆Neff does not resolve the S8 issue (due to its higher temperature and

constraints on their mass) Aghanim et al. (2018b); Poulin et al. (2018). However,

we expect nonthermal neutrinos might have implications for S8 tension because of

the mass bounds loosening.

In this context, we study the implications of the non-thermal momentum dis-

tribution for the hot dark matter constituent (or neutrinos with a temperature

differing from our visible sector) in relation to the S8 discrepancy. Our focus is

on the momentum distribution of sterile particles that resemble neutrinos gener-

ated through decay as the universe transitions from early matter domination to

radiation domination. We name this model ”νNTΛCDM”.

From a theoretical standpoint, it has been studied that the early universe un-

derwent a matter-dominated era just before the radiation-dominated phase Kane

et al. (2015); Kofman et al. (1997); Allahverdi et al. (2010). This early matter-

dominated era (EMDE) consists of the inflaton or cold moduli decay into lighter

particles, and the universe goes into a radiation-dominated era. Alternatively,

EMDE may arise from dark sector physics Berlin et al. (2016); Tenkanen and

Vaskonen (2016). According to string theory and supergravity theories, this hap-

pens as a result of moduli-vacuum misalignment Coughlan et al. (1983); de Carlos

et al. (1993); Banks et al. (1994). For comprehensive arguments on the universality
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of these models and calculations in specific scenarios, see, for example, Refs. Ran-

dall and Thomas (1995); Cicoli et al. (2016); Acharya et al. (2019).

It has been demonstrated that decay products acquire a characteristic momentum

distribution Scherrer and Turner (1988); Miller et al. (2019b); Hasenkamp and

Kersten (2013b); Bhattacharya et al. (2020), linked to decay occurring in a universe

evolving from matter-dominated to radiation-dominated phases. The kinematics

are used to establish the form of the momentum distribution function. For this,

certain assumptions are followed: the particles originate from the 1→ 2 decay of an

unstable particle (which dominated the universe) and possess a much smaller mass

than the decaying particle. Additionally, the particles are assumed to be inert,

allowing them to free stream subsequently. When the product particles undergo

thermalization, most of the information regarding the kinematics of this decay

process is lost. However, in a scenario involving several hidden sectors, it can be

expected that some of the decay products do not thermalize because of extremely

weak interaction. Our scenario falls into a class where an inflaton or moduli field

decays into non-thermal sterile particles. There may also be some other particles,

like Feebly Interacting Massive Particles (FIMPs), which can generate non-thermal

or partially thermal neutrinos Boyarsky et al. (2021). Nonthermal dark radiation

would impact both the CMB Hou et al. (2013) and large-scale structures uniquely

and can be investigated through precise cosmological data.

The investigations of the consequences of sterile particles with such momentum

distribution for modern precise cosmological observations was recently initiated2

in Bhattacharya et al. (2020). Given that the impact of such massive sterile

neutrino-like particles on the matter power spectra and CMB power spectra is well-

documented (see, e.g., Acero and Lesgourgues (2009b); Lesgourgues and Pastor

(2006); Lesgourgues (2011) for details), it was expected that a significant power

suppression at smaller scales in the matter power spectra could occur as a result

2For earlier work on inert particles from decays, see for example Scherrer and Turner (1988);
Hasenkamp and Kersten (2013b); Conlon and Marsh (2013b); Miller et al. (2019b)
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of the nonthermal momentum distribution of product particles from decay. Such

suppression in power has consequences for the S8 discrepancy.

In this study, we conduct an extensive Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis using the latest data from Planck, BOSS (including Baryon Acoustic Oscil-

lations and redshift space distortions fσ8), and Pantheon. We explore scenarios

both with and without incorporating a prior on parameter S8 obtained from the

KiDS1000/Viking+BOSS+2dFLens data3.

Our findings indicate that the model νNTΛCDM alleviates the tension between

direct S8 measurements and Planck. However, this resolution is somewhat dimin-

ished when the analysis includes Pantheon and BOSS data. To gain a deeper

insight into the characteristics of the model responsible for resolving the discrep-

ancy, we compare our non-thermal model with the standard model involving mas-

sive neutrinos and additional relativistic degrees of freedom. We observe that,

for a nearly identical effect on the CMB power spectra, the nonthermal sterile

neutrino model leads to a much stronger suppression in the total matter power

spectra at late times, resulting in a more substantial reduction in σ8. While the

effect of the νNTΛCDM model is barely noticeable on the luminosity distances and

BAO scales, it does influence the predictions for fσ8. Therefore, the model faces

further constraints from redshift space distortions data (from BOSS). Upcoming

observations of the matter power spectrum, as well as fσ8 at later times, will serve

as critical tests for this scenario Benisty (2021).

Although our MCMC analysis specifically addresses sterile particles with the de-

scribed momentum distributions, its implications extend to a broad class of mod-

els. As established in prior work (see e.g. Acero and Lesgourgues (2009b); Cuoco

3For related analyses with a focus on short baseline neutrino experiments, see e.g. Roy Choud-
hury and Hannestad (2020); Roy Choudhury and Choubey (2019b). In this context, we assume
that the momentum distribution of such sterile particles follows the patterns motivated by neu-
trino physics, i.e., either thermal or the Dodelson-Widrow distribution Dodelson and Widrow
(1994a).
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et al. (2005)), the cosmological consequences of a hot dark component can be ef-

fectively summarized by two parameters: a) its contribution to the present-day

energy density, often parameterized as the effective mass meff ; and b) its contri-

bution of the relativistic component to the energy density at the time of CMB

decoupling, parameterized in terms of ∆Neff
4. The above parameters can be cal-

culated through the first couple of moments of the momentum distribution and the

desired particle’s mass. A variety of models with identical values of meff and ∆Neff

will exhibit the same phenomenological effects, even if their origin and shape of the

momentum distribution function differ. We leverage these properties to imply our

analysis results for our model parameters to phenomenological parameters. Con-

sequently, our findings hold direct relevance for other well-discussed nonthermal

momentum distributions in literature, for example a thermal distribution with a

distinct temperature from that of the visible standard sectorFeng et al. (2008);

Das et al. (2018); Das and Sigurdson (2012); Berlin et al. (2019), the Dodelson-

Widrow distribution Dodelson and Widrow (1994a), or distributions akin to the

Dodelson-Widrow distribution as discussed in Refs. Gelmini et al. (2004, 2008).

3.2 Non-thermal Hot Dark Matter

3.2.1 The Model

The characteristics of a dark matter constituent species are contingent on their

masses, interactions, and momentum distributions. For species that undergo ther-

malization, the process leads to a momentum distribution following the Bose-

Einstein or the Fermi-Dirac form. Conversely, the momentum distribution of non-

thermal components is inferred through their production mechanism. Hence, it is

4In the models under discussion, this is equivalent to ∆Neff at the time of neutrino decoupling.
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Figure 3.1: The momentum distribution in units of Tncdm,0 for nonthermal
Hot dark matter species (orange) compared with a thermal distribution (blue).
The parameters set in nonthermal model as τ = 108/mφ,mφ = 10−6Mpl. Both
plots correspond to the same ∆Neff = 0.15.

crucial to identify the natural production mechanism for such species, obtain the

related momentum distribution, and understand their cosmological implications.

Here, we provide an overview of how we got the momentum distribution for the

production mechanism we are considering. Although our discussion will be short,

we urge the readers to review Ref. Bhattacharya et al. (2020) for more details and

cited references. In the earlier stages, the universe’s overall energy density mostly

comprises heavy (cold) particles belonging to a species φ of mass mφ and τ is

their decay width. We will specifically focus on the scenario where φ serves as the

inflaton, with inflation occurring at the GUT era and then inflaton decaying due

to a non-renormalizable interaction at that same scale. Consequently, we have

τ ∼ 108/mφ and mφ ∼ 10−6Mpl, Bsp is the branching fraction of decay of φ parti-

cles to the daughter sterile particles. These produced sterile particles are assumed

not to undergo thermalization. We also believe that the rest of the decay prod-

ucts thermalize because this sector includes the Standard Model. This category

is referred to as the Standard Model sector. All decay products are considered

relativistic at the time of generation. When almost all of the φ particles decay,

the universe transitions from a matter-dominated state to a radiation-dominated
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universe. During the transition period, the universe’s evolution is governed by the

following equations:

ρ̇mat + 3Hρmat = −ρmat

τ
, (3.1)

ρ̇rad + 4Hρrad = +
ρmat

τ
, (3.2)

and

H =

(
ȧ

a

)
=

√
ρmat + ρrad

3M2
pl

. (3.3)

Here, ρmat represents the matter-energy density, and ρrad represents radiation, the

energy density. Note that radiation density includes both the Standard Model

sector and sterile particles (because they were relativistic at production time). It

is convenient to use the dimensionless variables:

θ = t
τ
, ŝ(θ) = a(τθ),

emat(θ) =
τ2ρmat(τθ)

M2
pl

and erad(θ) =
τ2ρrad(τθ)

M2
pl

. (3.4)

As soon as nearly all φ particles decay, the universe can be considered to comprise

a thermal bath (containing the Standard sector particles) and sterile particles,

and standard equations govern evolution. Practically, at an ’initial time’ (t =

θ = 0), we begin with a matter-dominated universe and the universe evolves

using equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) up to a dimensionless fiducial time θ∗ (we

choose θ∗ = 15 in practice), which is sufficiently large so that most of φ particles

decay till that time. The findings of this procedure are the initial conditions for

conventional cosmic evolution. For the initial energy densities, we set erad(0) = 0

and emat(0) =
4
3
α and with α ≫ 1 (for our analysis, we took α = 104, the factor

4/3 is chosen for simplicity). This tells that we begin with an entirely matter-

dominated universe with the initial Hubble parameter (Hin) fulfilling Hinτ ≫ 1.

This fact ensures that our results will not depend on different choices of initial

conditions.
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To determine the momentum distribution of such sterile neutrinos, We use the

fact that the comoving number density of the sterile particles decreases as N(t) =

N(0)e−t/τ as a result of decay. The branching ratio to sterile particles is Bsp.

The particles will free-stream after they have been produced. This nonthermal

momentum distribution of sterile particles has been incorporated in the publicly

accessible code CLASS. This was obtained in Bhattacharya et al. (2020) as:

f(q⃗) =
32

πÊ3

(
N(0)Bsp

ŝ3(θ∗)

)
e−ŝ

−1(y)

|q⃗|3Ĥ(ŝ−1(y))
, (3.5)

where y = |q⃗|
4
ŝ(θ∗), and the argument of the function q⃗ is constrained so that

4

ŝ(θ∗)
< |q⃗| < 4. (3.6)

Here,N(0) is the initial number density of the φ particles, Ê = mφ/2, ŝ(θ
∗) is the

value scale factor at the reference dimensionless time θ∗, ŝ−1 represents the inverse

function of the scale factor in units of dimensionless time. Meanwhile, Ĥ = ŝ′(θ)
ŝ(θ)

signifies the dimensionless Hubble constant. The momentum vector q⃗ in equation

3.5 is expressed in units relative to the typical momentum magnitude of sterile

particles today, denoted as Tncdm,0.

In a previous study by Bhattacharya et al. (2020), it was determined that

Tncdm,0 = 0.418

(
m2
φτ

Mpl

)1/2
Tcmb

(1−Bsp)1/4
≡ ζTcmb (3.7)

The distribution function in equation 3.5 is measured in units of T 3
ncdm,0. There-

fore, when you consider the function f(q⃗)d3q, it provides the number density of
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particles whose dimensionless momentum falls within the range (qi, qi+ dqi), with

the number density measured in units of T 3
ncdm,0.

Mapping onto General Parameters

Our model consists of four additional microscopic parameters: mφ (mass of de-

caying particle) and τ (decay width), Bsp (indicating the branching fraction for

decay into the sterile particle), and msp (denoting the mass of the daughter par-

ticle), in addition to those of ΛCDM. The selection of the first two parameters

(mφ ∼ 10−6Mpl and τ ∼ 108/mφ) is influenced by considering φ as the driving

force behind inflation at the GUT scale and its subsequent decay through GUT

scale interactions.

On the contrary, the remaining parameters Bsp andmsp will be exchanged for effec-

tive parameters more directly tied to observables. Indeed, the tangible impacts of

the new sterile particle/species on the cosmological perturbation and background

evolution can be fully characterized by three parameters: ∆Neff (representing

the effective number of relativistic neutrinos at the time of neutrino decoupling),

wsp ≡ Ωsph
2 (where Ωsp signifies the fractional contribution of the particle to to-

day’s energy density, and h is the reduced Hubble parameter, often expressed in

terms of the effective mass of the particle meff
sp . = wsp × 94.05eV), and λFS (the

free-streaming length associated with the species). The free-streaming length is

determined once the first two quantities are known, effectively resulting in two

parameters Acero and Lesgourgues (2009b). From a physical standpoint, the two

key parameters for diminishing σ8 are ωsp, which sets the depth of the power sup-

pression, and λFS, which establishes the scale above which modes are suppressed.

Nevertheless, for their more straightforward connection with micro-physics, in this

context, we consider ∆Neff and meff
sp as two independent quantities, defined as
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∆Neff ≡ ρrels
ρν

=
1

π2

[∫
dp p3f̂(p)

]
/

[
7

8

π2

15
T id
ν

4
]

(3.8)

with T id
ν ≡ (4/11)1/3Tγ and

meff
sp

94.05eV
≡ ωs ≡ Ωsh

2 =
1

π2

[
msp

∫
dp p2f̂(p)

]
×
[
h2

ρ0c

]
(3.9)

where f̂(p) signifies the distribution function as a function of the magnitude of

the physical momentum in the conventions of Acero and Lesgourgues (2009b).

In these conventions, an additional species of neutrinos at temperature Ts has

f̂(p) = 1
ep/Ts+1

. For our non-thermal distribution, f̂(p) = 4π3f( p
Tncdm,0

ê), where

the function f is as defined in Eq. 3.5 and ê is an arbitrary unit vector. ρ0c is the

critical density today, and h is the reduced Hubble parameter.

In our model, the effective parameters meff and ∆Neff in terms of the microscopic

parameters are given by 3.5:

∆Neff =
43

7

Bsp

1−Bsp

(
g∗(T (tν))

g∗(T (t∗))

)1/3

(3.10)

and

meff
sp =

62.1msp

g
1/4
∗ (T (t∗))

Bsp

(1−Bsp)3/4

(
Mpl

τm2
φ

)1/2

, (3.11)

where g∗(T (tν)) and g∗(T (t∗)) are the effective number of degrees of freedom at

the time of neutrino decoupling and the end of the reheating epoch (we will take

the latter to be equal to 100). We will thus explore over msp and Bsp (maintaining

mφ = 10−6Mpl and τ ∼ 108/mφ constant), and see Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11 to establish

relationships with phenomenological parameters.
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On the relationship between observables and effective parameters

The fact that the two parameters ∆Neff and meff determine the physical observ-

ables is well known, as mentioned already Acero and Lesgourgues (2009b). In

fact, this is also used by the Planck collaboration for their analysis; see, e.g., fig-

ure 37, section 7.5.2 of Aghanim et al. (2020b). In this section, we analyze this

expectation in our setting for completeness. In the model discussed in the main

text mφ = 10−6Mpl and τ = 108/mφ (we will refer to this as model X). Here, we

consider mφ = 10−8Mpl and τ = 109
/
mφ (we will refer to this as model Y).

Note that equations (3.10) and (3.11) imply that if BY
sp = BX

sp andm
Y
sp = mX

sp

/√
10,

models X and Y will have equal values of ∆Neff and meff . We compare the CMB

and matter power spectra today for equal values of msp and Bsp in figure 3.2.

As expected, we find that the CLASS inputs of models X and Y are in very good

agreement (better than 10−5). Therefore, our constraints are robust to the specific

choice of these parameters.

parameter model X1 model Y1 model X2 model Y2 model X3 model Y3

mφ 10−6Mpl 10−8Mpl 10−6Mpl 10−8Mpl 10−6Mpl 10−8Mpl

τ 108
/
mφ 109

/
Mφ 108

/
mφ 109

/
mφ 108

/
mφ 109

/
mφ

msp (in eV) 38.62194 38.62194√
10

38.62194 38.62194√
10

28.62194 28.62194√
10

Bsp 0.0118 0.0118 0.0218 0.0218 0.0218 0.0218

Table 3.1: Table shows the parameters of three pairs of model(X1,Y1),(X2,Y2)
and (X3,Y3). Both the models of each pair have different values of τ and mϕ

but same (∆Neff ,m
eff
sp )
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Figure 3.2: Residuals of Matter power spectra and CMB TT EE and ϕϕ power
spectra for various models (see legend). Here the models (X1,Y1),(X2, Y2) and
(X3, Y3) correspond to the models described in table 3.1.
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3.3 Data and methodology

3.3.1 Data

• The Planck 2018 observations encompass a range of measurements, includ-

ing the low-ℓ Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) TT, EE power spectra,

and the high-ℓ TT, TE, EE power spectra. These observations also involve

reconstructing the gravitational lensing potential, as detailed in Planck Col-

laboration and Aghanim (2020).

• Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) measurements originate from diverse

sources. Specifically, data from the 6-degree Field Galaxy Survey (6dFGS)

at a redshift of z = 0.106 Beutler et al. (2011), the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-

vey Data Release 7 (SDSS DR7) at z = 0.15 Ross et al. (2015), and the

Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey Data Release 12 (BOSS DR12) at

multiple redshifts (z = 0.38, 0.51, 0.61) Alam et al. (2017a) have been em-

ployed. Additionally, the combined limits from the extended Baryon Oscil-

lation Spectroscopic Survey Data Release 14 (eBOSS DR14), involving Ly-α

auto-correlation at z = 2.34 and cross-correlation at z = 2.35, have been

integrated de Sainte Agathe et al. (2019), Blomqvist et al. (2019).

• The growth function fσ8(z) (FS) was determined by CMASS and BOSS

DR12 (LOWZ galaxy samples) at redshifts (z = 0.38, 0.51, 0.61) Alam et al.

(2017a).

• The Pantheon catalog of Type Ia supernovae covers a range of redshifts

(0.01 < z < 2.3) Scolnic et al. (2018b).

• Weak lensing data from KIDS1000+BOSS+2dfLenS was condensed into a

split-normal likelihood for the parameter S8, yielding a value of 0.766+0.02
−0.014

Heymans et al. (2020).
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Model ΛCDM νΛCDM νNTΛCDM

Parameter Planck Planck + S8 Planck Planck + S8 Planck Planck + S8

100 ωb 2.24(2.24)+0.014
−0.015 2.252(2.256)+0.014

−0.015 2.244+0.016
−0.018 2.257(2.259)± 0.017 2.241(2.247)+0.015

−0.016 2.247(2.247)+0.014
−0.015

ωcdm 0.1198(0.1195)+0.0013
−0.0012 0.1182(0.1177)± 0.0011 0.1217+0.0015

−0.002 0.1198(0.1182)+0.0013
−0.0018 0.118(0.1198)+0.0041

−0.0022 0.1142(0.1110)+0.0049
−0.003

100 ∗ θs 1.04190(1.04178)+0.00029
−0.0003 1.04202(1.04217)+0.00029

−0.0003 1.04166+0.00037
−0.00033 1.04179(1.04191)+0.00035

−0.00032 1.04180(1.04187)± 0.00032 1.04186(1.04190)+0.00031
−0.00029

ns 0.9661(0.9663)+0.0041
−0.0043 0.9695(0.971)+0.0039

−0.0041 0.9685+0.0049
−0.006 0.9717(0.9732)+0.0048

−0.0056 0.9652(0.9677)+0.0044
−0.0051 0.9652(0.9661)+0.0047

−0.0045

ln(1010As) 3.044(3.044)± 0.014 3.041(3.042)+0.014
−0.015 3.052+0.015

−0.016 3.048(3.050)+0.016
−0.017 3.047(3.0480)± 0.015 3.046(3.044)+0.014

−0.016

τreio 0.0541(0.0541)+0.0075
−0.0071 0.0542(0.0556)+0.0074

−0.0078 0.0558+0.0073
−0.0081 0.0555(0.0590)+0.0077

−0.0082 0.0545(0.0559)+0.0073
−0.0081 0.0548(0.0536)+0.0069

−0.0079

mν [eV] − − < 0.073 < 0.1(0) − −
meff

sp [eV] − − − − < 1.02(0) 0.67(0.90)+0.26
−0.48

∆Neff − − < 0.28 < 0.24(0.03) < 0.15(0.03) 0.0614(0.034)+0.0052
−0.047

S8 0.834(0.832)± 0.013 0.814(0.809)+0.01
−0.011 0.834(0.838)+0.013

−0.013 0.812(0.814)± 0.011 0.815(0.831)+0.022
−0.018 0.789(0.791)± 0.016

Ωm 0.3078(0.3068)+0.0074
−0.0076 0.2981(0.2948)+0.0061

−0.0066 0.3154(0.3084)+0.0094
−0.015 0.3084(0.295)+0.0081

−0.018 0.3138(0.305)+0.0084
−0.0097 0.311(0.308)+0.008

−0.01

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 68(68.04)± 0.56 68.73(68.99)+0.49
−0.51 67.83(67.95)+1.2

−1 68.26(69.11)+1.5
−0.93 67.72(68.34)+0.62

−0.65 67.91(68.04)+0.67
−0.61

χ2
min 2774.8 2783.4 2774.9 2782.0 2775.0 2778.60

Table 3.2: The cosmological parameters in format ”mean (best-fit) ±1σ error”
for the ΛCDM and νNTΛCDM model extracted from the analysis of Planck
Aghanim et al. (2018a) as well as Planck+S8 Heymans et al. (2020) data. The
parameter meff

sp is defined in Eq. 3.11 and Upper bounds are given at the 95%
Confidence Limit.

Model ΛCDM νΛCDM νNTΛCDM

Parameter Planck+Ext Planck+Ext+S8 Planck+Ext Planck+Ext+S8 Planck+Ext Planck+Ext+S8

100 ωb 2.241(2.238)+0.013
−0.014 2.248(2.258)± 0.013 2.249(2.248)± 0.015 2.257(2.250)± 0.015 2.245(2.245)± 0.014 2.250(2.253)+0.013

−0.014

ωcdm 0.1197(0.1204)± 0.0009 0.1187(0.1182)+0.0009
−0.0008 0.121(0.1194)+0.0012

−0.0019 0.1198(0.1186)+0.0011
−0.0017 0.1181(0.1179)+0.0030

−0.0018 0.1152(0.1101)+0.0036
−0.0023

100 ∗ θs 1.04192(1.04204)+0.00028
−0.00029 1.04197(1.04186)+0.0003

−0.00029 1.04172(1.04194)+0.00034
−0.00031 1.04179(1.04194)+0.00036

−0.00031 1.04187(1.04193)+0.0003
−0.00029 1.04193(1.04194)+0.00029

−0.00028

ns 0.9664(0.9660)+0.0038
−0.0037 0.9683(0.9705)+0.0036

−0.0038 0.9699(0.9693)+0.0044
−0.0049 0.9721(0.9706)+0.0043

−0.0048 0.9667(0.9664)+0.0039
−0.0041 0.9669(0.9678)+0.0039

−0.004

ln(1010As) 3.044(3.05)+0.014
−0.015 3.038(3.045)+0.013

−0.015 3.052(3.049)+0.014
−0.016 3.046(3.035)+0.015

−0.016 3.049(3.052)+0.014
−0.015 3.046(3.054)+0.014

−0.015

τreio 0.0542(0.0574)+0.0069
−0.0073 0.0526(0.056)+0.0069

−0.0076 0.0561(0.0569)+0.0066
−0.0081 0.0548(0.0515)+0.0073

−0.0081 0.0559(0.0576)+0.007
−0.0076 0.0556(0.0586)+0.0068

−0.0076

mν [eV] − − < 0.040(0.005) < 0.057(0.01) − −
meff

sp [eV] − − − − < 0.67(0.21) 0.48(0.92)+0.17
−0.36

∆Neff − − < 0.27(0.02) < 0.26(0.006) < 0.12(0.02) 0.0457(0.0336)+0.0038
−0.031

S8 0.832(0.842)± 0.011 0.818(0.815)+0.0091
−0.0094 0.830(0.827)± 0.011 0.814(0.815)+0.01

−0.0097 0.815(0.820)+0.017
−0.015 0.795(0.787)+0.015

−0.013

Ωm 0.3067(0.31)± 0.0055 0.3007(0.2974)+0.0051
−0.0049 0.3084(0.3042)+0.0059

−0.006 0.3045(0.3037)+0.0061
−0.0072 0.309(0.308)+0.0057

−0.0061 0.306(0.304)± 0.006

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 68.07(67.82)+0.41
−0.43 68.52(68.78)+0.38

−0.4 68.35(68.33)+0.56
−0.7 68.58(68.28)+0.64

−0.73 68.06(67.97)+0.44
−0.47 68.22(68.37)+0.41

−0.43

χ2
min 3810.4 3818.2 3809.5 3816.4 3809.7 3814.5

Table 3.3: Same as Tab.3.2, this including data BAO/FS+Pantheon.

3.3.2 Methodology

Our fundamental cosmological framework is defined by a specific amalgamation of

six ΛCDM parameters denoted as {ωcdm, ωb, 100 × θs, ln(10
10As), ns, τreio}. Addi-

tionally, we introduce two parameters related to the non-thermal HDM model, de-

noted as {Bsp,msp}. This model is called νNTΛCDM. It is assumed that standard-

model neutrinos possess zero mass.
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To get a deeper insight into how the νNTΛCDM model addresses the discrepancy

represented by S8, we will contrast it with two other models: the standard model

( ΛCDM) considering only massless neutrinos; also the ΛCDM model considering

additional relativistic degrees of freedom ∆Neff and variable neutrino masses mν .

In the latter scenario, we assume neutrino masses to be degenerate and incorpo-

rate a freely moving ∆Neff . Noteworthy is the fact that in this model, the ∆Neff

component remains unaltered and does not acquire mass at later stages, which

differs from what occurs in the non-thermal neutrino model. This discrepancy

plays a pivotal role in distinguishing between the two models. This variant is

termed νΛCDM. Our Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations are con-

ducted using the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm, using the code ”MontePython-v3”

interfaced with our modified version of code ”CLASS”. All computed minimum

χ2 values are derived using the Python package iMinuit James and Roos (1975).

To handle a substantial number of nuisance parameters, we employ a Choleski

decomposition for improved efficacy Lewis et al. (2000). We also ascertain the

convergence of the chains using the Gelman-Rubin convergence criterion, ensuring

R− 1 ≲ 0.05 Gelman and Rubin (1992).

3.4 Results

We conduct two sets of runs: in the first set of runs, we compare the νNTΛCDM

with ΛCDM, νΛCDM models against Planck data alone, as well as Planck com-

bined with S8. We incorporate BAO and Pantheon data sets into our analysis for

the second set of runs.

Our primary findings are outlined in Tables 3.2 and 7.3, and visually presented in

Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The results for the νNTΛCDM model are expressed in terms
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of ∆Neff and meff
sp as defined in Equations 3.10 and 3.11. We provide the minimum

χ2 per experiment, as detailed in Appendix 6.65.
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Figure 3.3: 2D posterior distributions of the parameters {∆Neff ,m
eff
sp , S8,Ωm}

reconstructed from analysis of Planck and Planck+S8 data (left panel) as well
as Planck+BAO+SN1a and Planck+BAO+SN1a+S8 data (right panel).
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Figure 3.4: Same as above fig. 3.3 in the thermal standard neutrino case.

5It’s worth noting that we assume both thermal and non-thermal neutrinos to have degenerate
masses, whereas the ΛCDM model features two zero mass neutrinos and one with a mass of 0.06
eV (in accordance with Planck convention). This leads to negligible practical discrepancies,
explaining why an exact recovery of the ΛCDM model’s χ2 is not achieved in massive neutrino
cases. Similarly, the non-thermal model does not ’precisely’ reduce to the thermal model in
certain parameter regions. Consequently, slight discrepancies in χ2 are anticipated and deemed
statistically insignificant.
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Figure 3.5: Residuals of the CMB TT, EE, ϕϕ power spectra of (top panel)
and matter power spectra (bottom panel). Residuals are here shown for best
fit νΛCDM and νNTΛCDM models for two different datasets (see legends) with
respect to standard ΛCDM. The ‘Ext’ data denotes to BAO/FS+SN1a. Note
that shaded regions are 1σ error bars from Aghanim et al. (2018c).
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3.4.1 Understanding the MCMC

3.4.1.1 Planck only

When we examine the νNTΛCDM model against Planck data exclusively, we derive

an upper limit6 of meff
sp < 1.02 eV and ∆Neff < 0.15. Similarly, in the νΛCDM

scenario, we obtain mν < 0.073 eV and ∆Neff < 0.28 (noting that this constraint

applies to individual neutrino masses in the degenerate case). The minimum χ2

value for Planck in both the νΛCDM and νNTΛCDM scenarios does not show

improvement over that of ΛCDM. It is worth mentioning that the νNTΛCDM

model predicts a lower value of S8 compared to other models. Specifically, we

find S8(νΛCDM) = 0.831+0.012
−0.013 and S8(ΛCDM) = 0.832 ± 0.011, in contrast to

S8(νNTΛCDM) = 0.816+0.022
−0.016, representing a downward shift of ≳ 1σ. Conse-

quently, the S8 tension is mitigated from roughly ∼ 2.7σ to about ∼ 1.9σ in the

non-thermal HDM model. Note that decrease of tension level comes through shift

of posterior peak and increased uncertainties in S8. It’s worth noting that our con-

straints on ∆Neff in the non-thermal case are more stringent than those reported in

Ref. Aghanim et al. (2018a) (with constraints being identical in the thermal case).

So overall it results in a better fit to data. This discrepancy likely arises from the

influence of running on physical parameters rather than just phenomenological

parameters when exploring the parameter space.

With the inclusion of the prior on S8, we observe a modest indication of non-zero

values for meff
sp = 0.67+0.26

−0.48 eV and ∆Neff = 0.0614+0.0052
−0.047 in the νNTΛCDM model.

In contrast, the constraints on the thermal neutrino mass simply relax to mν < 0.1

eV. This leads to a deduced S8(νNTΛCDM) = 0.789 ± 0.016 and S8(νΛCDM) =

0.812± 0.011, as compared to the baseline S8(ΛCDM) = 0.814+0.01
−0.011. As a result,

the minimum χ2 value in the combined analysis is lower in the non-thermal HDM

6Throughout, we present one-sided constraints at 95% confidence level (C.L.), and two-sided
constraints at 68% C.L.
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case, with ∆χ2
min(νNTΛCDM) = χ2

min(ΛCDM)−χ2
min(νNTΛCDM) = −4.8, in com-

parison to the thermal neutrino case where ∆χ2
min(νΛCDM) = χ2

min(ΛCDM) −
χ2
min(νΛCDM) = −1.4. Should the S8 tension intensify in the future, a more

comprehensive Bayesian analysis comparing these models would be of interest. It

is worth noting, however, that the total minimum χ2 value is far less affected by

the incorporation of the S8 prior in the non-thermal case (+3.6) compared to the

thermal case (+6.9). This is an encouraging sign, suggesting that the νNTΛCDM

model may potentially alleviate the tension between Planck and KIDS+BOSS.

Nevertheless, it remains to be seen whether this holds true with additional data

sets (and in the future, it should be validated against the full KiDS and BOSS

likelihoods).

Before incorporating external data, we address the potential of non-thermal hot

dark matter to reconcile the Hubble tension (as discussed in, for instance, Riess

et al. (2020); Freedman et al. (2020); Di Valentino et al. (2021a) for an overview).

Our findings indicate that, regardless of whether we incorporate the S8 prior or

not, the value ofH0 is scarcely influenced by the additional ∆Neff (in fact, it is even

marginally shifted towards lower values of H0 due to the well-established inverse

relationship with meff
sp Lesgourgues (2011)). As a result, we affirm that these

models cannot account for the elevated H0 measurement obtained from certain

local probes.

3.4.1.2 Planck+BOSS+SN1a

Upon inclusion of the BAO/FS and SN1a data in our analysis, the constraints on

both the thermal neutrino mass and the non-thermal hot dark matter mass become

more stringent. In the νNTΛCDM model, we obtain meff
sp < 0.67 eV and ∆Neff <

0.12, while in the thermal case, we find mν < 0.04 eV and ∆Neff < 0.27. Nev-

ertheless, the derived S8 values, S8(νNTΛCDM) = 0.814+0.017
−0.014 and S8(νΛCDM) =
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0.83±0.011, are marginally smaller compared to the Planck-only analysis. This is

attributed to a slight reduction in the reconstructed value of ωcdm in the combined

analysis with BAO/FS and SN1a data, regardless of the model.

Upon adding the prior on S8 to the analysis, we again observe a modest indication

of non-zero values for meff = 0.48+0.17
−0.36 eV and ∆Neff = 0.0457+0.0038

−0.031 . However,

the mean value has decreased by 0.5σ due to the inclusion of BAO/FS and SN1a

data. This leads to a slightly higher reconstructed S8 value, S8(νNTΛCDM) =

0.795+0.015
−0.013. A similar trend is observed in the thermal case, where the relaxation

of the constraint to mν < 0.057 eV is much milder than without BAO/FS and

SN1a data, while the reconstructed S8(νΛCDM) = 0.814± 0.01 remains stable.

Examining the χ2
min values, we observe that the non-thermal case still provides

a better fit, with ∆χ2
min(νNTΛCDM) = −3.7, compared to the thermal case with

∆χ2
min(νΛCDM) = −1.8. However, including the S8 prior has increased the total

χ2
min by +4.8 in the non-thermal case and +6.9 in the thermal case.

It is worth noting an interesting development: the tension level between Planck

and KiDS increases from 1.9σ to 2.2σ once BAO data are included. In other

words, these data exacerbate the tension. This contrasts the ΛCDM case, where

the tension shifts from 2.9σ (without BAO) to 2.8σ (with BAO). Consequently,

more accurate BAO/FS and SN1a data could present a substantial challenge to

this model.

3.4.2 Understanding MCMC

To gain deeper insights into the outcomes of our MCMC analyses, we examine

the residuals of the CMB TT, EE, lensing (top panel of figure 3.5), and matter

(bottom panel of figure 3.5) power spectra in comparison to the ΛCDM model.
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These results are based on the best-fit parameters obtained for the νΛCDM and

νNTΛCDM models, considering both Planck+S8 and Planck+Ext+S8 data. Ad-

ditionally, we display the transverse BAO (top panel), longitudinal BAO (middle

panel), and growth factor (bottom panel) in Fig. 3.6.

A prominent observation is that, for a similar impact on the CMB power spec-

tra, the corresponding suppression in the matter power spectrum is notably more

pronounced in the νNTΛCDM model compared to the νΛCDM model. This dis-

crepancy accounts for the νNTΛCDM’s superior performance in alleviating the S8

tension.

Upon inspecting the BAO and fσ8 predictions, the most significant disparity lies in

the latter, which exhibits a substantial reduction at all redshifts in the νNTΛCDM

due to the aforementioned power suppression. This elucidates the slight degrada-

tion in χ2 observed in the combined analysis with S8. Furthermore, the inferred

dark matter density ωcdm in the νNTΛCDM experiences a downward shift of ap-

proximately ∼ 1σ (to compensate for the higher energy density stemming from

the non-relativistic transition of the non-thermal neutrinos). This shift also con-

tributes to a minor decrease in the fit to Planck data, albeit it is scarcely discernible

in the CMB power spectra residuals.

This modest discrepancy in the matter density is also apparent in the small-k (large

scales) branch of the matter power spectrum, which is particularly sensitive to Ωm

Lesgourgues et al. (2013). Although these distinctions do not definitively disqualify

the νNTΛCDM as a resolution to the S8 tension, they offer an intriguing avenue

for further probing the model with forthcoming data. This is especially relevant

through precise measurements of the matter power spectrum, CMB lensing power

spectrum, and growth factor fσ8.

One potential method to enhance the results of the νNTΛCDM model presented
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here is to consider that the hot component arises from the decay of a metastable

cold dark matter species in the late universe Abellan et al. (2020); Abellán et al.

(2021b), rather than being present throughout all epochs. A satisfactory fit to all

data can then be achieved when the mass ratio of the daughter to mother particle,

ε, is approximately ∼ 0.007, and the CDM lifetime τ ∼ 55 Gyrs Abellán et al.

(2021b).
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Figure 3.6: Transverse BAO (top panel), longitudinal BAO (middle panel) and
growth factor (bottom panel) in the best fit νΛCDM and νNTΛCDM models for
two different datasets (see legend). The ‘Ext’ data refers to BAO/FS+SN1a.
The transverse BAO has been normalized to the ΛCDM prediction, as in
Ref. Aghanim et al. (2020a).
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Model Non-thermal Thermal Dodelson Widrow

Data set msp [eV] Bsp msp [eV] Ts
Tν

msp [eV] χ

Planck 0.05 0.01 0 0.40 0 0.03

Planck+S8 38.62 0.012 11.36 0.43 26.43 0.03

Planck+Ext 18.98 0.01 04.59 0.36 12.85 0.02

Planck+Ext+S8 39.81 0.01 11.75 0.43 27.49 0.03

Table 3.4: Best-fit values of the physical parameters in the non-thermal, ther-
mal, and Dodelson-Widrow sterile neutrino models derived from our analyses.

3.4.3 Implication for other dark matter models
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Figure 3.7: Residuals of linear matter power spectra for various nonthermal
neutrino models. The residuals here are with respect to different models (see
legend). Note that the residual plot of the nonthermal model to ΛCDM model
is not shown because of the small differences, that lie upon each other.

As discussed in the introduction and detailed in section 3.2.1, it’s important to

note that any distribution sharing identical values for ∆Neff and meff
sp as our model

should also mitigate the σ8 tension. Consequently, our findings can be leveraged

to draw implications for the microscopic characteristics of models characterized

by different momentum distributions than the ones we have employed. Here, we

present such results for two specific models:
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Figure 3.8: Residuals of CMB TT, EE, and ϕϕ power spectra for a variety of
nonthermal neutrino models. The residuals here are with respect to different
models (see legend). Note that the residual plot of the nonthermal model to
ΛCDM model is not shown because of the small differences, that lie upon each
other.

a) Sterile particles at a distinct temperature from that of the Standard Model neu-

trinos. In this model, sterile neutrinos follow a thermal Fermi-Dirac Distribution,

represented as:

f̂(p) =
1

ep/Ts + 1
(3.12)

where Ts denotes the temperature of sterile particles. For a thermal sterile par-

ticle distribution with a Fermi-Dirac profile and a different temperature Ts, the

quantities ∆Neff and ωs are given by:

∆Neff =

(
Ts
T id
ν

)4

, ωs =
msp

94.05

(
Ts
Tν

)3

. (3.13)

b) The Dodelson-Widrow distribution Dodelson and Widrow (1994a), defined as:

f̂(p) =
χ

1 + ep/Tν

In this distribution, Tν represents the temperature of the neutrinos today, while χ

is a parameter associated with the phenomenological parameters as described in
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Acero and Lesgourgues (2009b). Specifically:

∆Neff = χ, meff
sp = msp × χ , (3.14)

where msp represents the individual neutrino mass in this particular model. We

present the model parameter values in Tab. 3.4, derived from translating our

constraints on ∆Neff and meff
sp . Figures 3.7 and 3.8 showcase the discrepancies

in the matter power spectra and CMB TT, TE, EE power spectra between our

optimal non-thermal HDM model and these two counterparts. This conclusively

establishes our assertion that once ∆Neff and meff
sp are set, the observables become

indistinguishable. We must note, however, that the residuals between the thermal

neutrino model at different temperatures and our non-thermal HDM model are of

a magnitude close to the sensitivity of forthcoming LSS experiments like EUCLID

and LSST. As a result, this simple mapping might face limitations in the future.

We abstain from converting our reconstructed posterior on ∆Neff and meff
sp into the

model parameters to avoid potential biases from prior effects.

The values presented in Tab. 3.4 bear direct implications for the thermalized hid-

den sector, both from a particle physics Reece and Roxlo (2016) and cosmological

standpoint Gariazzo et al. (2013); Cyr-Racine et al. (2014). Of particular interest

is the pivotal parameter for constructing a thermal hidden sector model, namely

the temperature ratio χs =
Ts
Tvis

. Our analysis provides a competitive constraint

on this parameter (though it is contingent on the specific model), which may carry

significant ramifications for light sterile neutrino scenarios Gariazzo et al. (2013)

or other models within the hidden sector particle physics framework Foot (2014);

Franχbcaet al . (2013). If the thermally active hidden particle interacts with dark

matter or other entities within the dark sector, our findings can offer constraints

on the coupling and other particle physics parameters Brust et al. (2013).
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It is intriguing to consider a potential connection between the hot dark matter un-

der discussion and the longstanding (and debated) short baseline (SBL) anomalies

Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (2001, 2013) (for recent reviews, see Maltoni; Dentler et al.

(2018)). Specifically, within the ”3+1” neutrino scenario, these anomalies could

be explained by a sterile neutrino with ms ≃
√

∆m2
41 1eV and a mixing angle

leading to ∆Neff ≃ 1. However, our findings suggest that the sterile particles re-

quired to address the S8 tension fall into a somewhat higher mass range, around

ms ∼ O(10) eV (see Tab. 3.4), and exhibit an almost negligible ∆Neff . Hence, our

constraints, regardless of whether we include the S8-prior or not, further affirm

that a viable sterile neutrino solution to the SBL anomalies would necessitate an

additional mechanism to curtail substantial ∆Neff production (for examples, see

e.g. Hamann et al. (2011); Archidiacono et al. (2016); Chu et al. (2015); de Salas

et al. (2015)). Nonetheless, it could be of interest to conduct an analysis incorpo-

rating results from short baseline neutrino oscillation experiments (e.g. with an

additional prior, as in Ref. Gariazzo et al. (2013)). This is currently beyond the

scope of our paper and is earmarked for future investigation.

Finally, we acknowledge that integrating data from experiments such as the Bi-

cep2/Kek array Ade et al. (2016, 2018), SPT-3G Balkenhol et al. (2021), or ACT

Aiola et al. (2020) could offer further constraints on the sterile neutrino parame-

ters, thanks to their higher precision measurements of the CMB damping tail and

lensing spectrum. We defer this to future studies but refer to Refs. Roy Choudhury

and Choubey (2019a); Balkenhol et al. (2021) for examples (typically resulting in

an increase in constraints by approximately ∼ 10%, without considering a prior

on S8).
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3.5 Discussion and Conclusions

This paper has delved into the potential solution to the persistent ‘S8-tension’.

We have considered the existence of a non-thermal HDM component contribut-

ing fractionally to the DM density in the universe. There is suppression in the

matter power spectra at small scales due to this new component (a product of

moduli decay). However, we argued that any similar model that contributes to

the same ∆Neff and meff
sp as our model (without having new physics elements ad-

ditionally) would yield comparable effects on the cosmological observables; thus,

our constraints can be generalized to a broader class of HDM models.

For our extensive MCMC analysis, we used the latest data from Planck, BOSS

(fσ8 and BAO), and Pantheon, both with prior and without prior on the value

of S8 obtained from KiDS/Viking+BOSS+2dFLens data. Our key findings are as

follows:

• The νNTΛCDM model demonstrates potential in alleviating the tension be-

tween Planck and S8 measurements, albeit this resolution weakens when we

include BOSS and Pantheon data.

• The νNTΛCDM leads to a notably stronger suppression in the matter power

spectrum at small scales compared to standard model thermal neutrinos for

a similar impact on the CMB power spectrum, consequently resulting in a

more significant reduction in σ8.

• While the νNTΛCDM model exerts minimal impact on the BAO scale and

luminosity distance, it does affect fσ8 predictions. This implies that the

νNTΛCDM model is mildly constrained by current BOSS ( growth factor )

measurements and the forthcoming data of the matter power spectra and

fσ8 at late-times will serve as further tests.
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• We connected our model and generic phenomenological parameters that are

generally constrained by the observational data. Thus we translated our con-

straints to the other similar nonthermal HDM models such as the Dodelson-

Widrow models or a thermal sterile particle with a different temperature in

the hidden sector. Our study provides competitive constraints on the hidden

sector temperature of the thermal model and the scaling parameter of the

Dodelson Widrow model, which may hold intriguing particle physics implica-

tions, particularly in the context of Short Baseline anomalies Aguilar-Arevalo

et al. (2001, 2013); Maltoni; Dentler et al. (2018).

In conclusion, it would be intriguing to subject this model to a Lyman-α forest flux

power spectrum analysis akin to recent works Wang et al. (2013); Murgia et al.

(2017); Baur et al. (2017); Murgia et al. (2018); Archidiacono et al. (2019); Miller

et al. (2019b); Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2020); Enzi et al. (2020). This could

potentially probe the model given its distinctive spectrum behavior at certain

scales. Nevertheless, it’s important to note that the non-thermal neutrino-like

HDM constitutes only a small portion of the total DM budget of the universe,

and the constraints may not straightforwardly apply to the model due to the

suppression’s halt at larger scales.

Moreover, the recent study related to the thermal warm dark matter and neutri-

nos has shown a mild tension (3σ) between Lyman-α and Planck data Palanque-

Delabrouille et al. (2020). Given the σ8 tension, it would be worthwhile to thor-

oughly examine whether a non-thermal hot dark matter model can contribute to

resolving the ”Lyman-α tension”. Additionally, the forthcoming high-precision

observational data for the matter-power spectra at small scales by surveys like

Euclid Amendola et al. (2018), LSST Alonso et al. (2018), and DESI Aghamousa

et al. (2016) can further scrutinize these models as potential resolutions to the

S8-tension.
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χ2 Tables referred in the main text

We report χ2
min per experiment in each analysis.

Data sets ΛCDM

Planck high−ℓ TT,TE,EE 2346.7 2350.8 2346 2349.1

Planck low−ℓ EE 396 396.1 396.8 396.2

Planck low−ℓ TT 23.2 22.5 23.4 22.6

Planck lensing 8.8 9.6 9.2 9.1

Pantheon set − − 1026.9 1026.7

BOSS DR12 (BAO/FS) − − 6.9 6.5

BOSS low−z − − 1.2 2.3

KiDS/BOSS/2dFGS − 4.6 − 5.9

total 2774.8 2783.4 3810.4 3818.2

Table 3.5: Minimum of χ2 for each data sets (also total) in the ΛCDM model.

Data sets νΛCDM

Planck high−ℓ TT,TE,EE 2345.98 2348.2 2346.9 2348.6

Planck low−ℓ EE 396.54 396.8 396.5 395.7

Planck low−ℓ TT 23.3 22.2 22.8 22.4

Planck lensing 9.03 8.9 8.8 9.3

Pantheon data − − 1026.8 1026.7

BOSS DR12(BAO/FS) − − 6.1 5.9

BOSS low−z − − 1.7 1.7

KiDS/BOSS/2dFGS − 5.8 − 6.1

total 2774.9 2782.0 3809.5 3816.4

Table 3.6: Minimum of χ2 for each data sets (also total) in the model with
massive thermal neutrinos and additional relativistic degrees of freedom.
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Experiment νNTΛCDM

Planck high−ℓ TT,TE,EE 2346.7 2348.7 2 2346.4 2349.1

Planck low−ℓ EE 396.3 395.9 396.8 396.9

Planck low−ℓ TT 23.1 23.3 23.4 23.1

Planck lensing 8.8 9.2 8.8 9.1

Pantheon data − − 1026.8 1026.7

BOSS DR12(BAO/FS) − − 6.1 6.8

BOSS low−z − − 1.4 1.7

KiDS/BOSS/2dFGS − 1.6 − 1.2

total 2775.0 2778.6 3809.7 3814.5

Table 3.7: Minimum of χ2 for each experiment (also total) in the non-thermal
sterile neutrino model.
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Nonlinear Signatures of Light

massive relics1

4.1 Introduction

The pursuit of understanding the fundamental constituents of Dark Matter, or the

mysterious dark sector that interacts weakly with the visible domain, continues to

propel research at intersecting particle physics and cosmology. The Early efforts in

constructing models of Dark Matter around the Weakly Interacting Massive Parti-

cle (WIMP) concept featuring a single cold, non-collisional component. However,

diverse and well-grounded models have emerged in recent years, proposing a more

complex dark sector.

Some of the models support the existence of massive yet light particles, consti-

tuting a minor portion of the dark sector and, consequently, the Universe’s total

energy content (e.g. Cheung and Yuan 2007; Feldman et al. 2007; Abel et al. 2008;

1This chapter is based on publication Banerjee et al. (2022)

77
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Burgess et al. 2008; Arkani-Hamed and Weiner 2008; Essig et al. 2009; Arvanitaki

et al. 2010; Beranek et al. 2013; Chacko et al. 2015; Arkani-Hamed et al. 2016). In

certain extensions of neutrino sector theories beyond the standard model of par-

ticle physics, these lightly massive relics could easily possess mass within the eV

range (Das and Weiner 2011; Abellán et al. 2021b; Bjaelde and Das 2010). Other

concealed sector relics originating from various particle physics theories are also

discussed in works such as Das and Sigurdson (2012); Ko et al. (2017); Bogorad

and Toro (2021). This chapter refers to these entities as Light Massive Relics

(LiMRs).

LiMRs can influence both the epoch of the CMB and the later epochs in the Uni-

verse. If these particles are not entirely non-relativistic during recombination, they

mimic ”dark radiation,” so their impact can be detected through parameter ∆Neff

(deviations in Neff from standard scenarios). Even if at late times, LiMRs turn

non-relativistic, their thermal velocities are so high compared to their gravitational

peculiar velocities. Corresponding to such high velocities, often a characteristic

free-streaming scale is associated. On the scales below the free-streaming scale, the

growth in perturbations of the LiMR component is damped. If LiMRs constituents

a significant fraction of dark matter, it suppresses the growth of matter pertur-

bations at small scales. Recent studies have explored limitations on such models

by combining observations from both the early Universe observational probes (e.g.

CMB) and the later Universe observational probes (e.g., galaxy clustering and

lensing), (as seen in Baumann et al. 2016; Banerjee et al. 2018a; DePorzio et al.

2021; Xu et al. 2021).

LiMRs can be thermal or non-thermal in nature, depending on their origin. Light

sterile neutrinos with masses in the eV range are one of the candidates for LiMRs.
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These sterile neutrinos are potentially linked to Short Baseline (SBL) anomalies.2.

The CMB and Large-scale Structure (LSS) observations notably limit the sim-

plest scenario where this new light sterile neutrino species remains inert and free-

streaming. In such a minimal context, reconciling SBL anomalies while remaining

consistent with CMB and LSS data becomes highly improbable. Consequently,

several models have been proposed that extend beyond the basic non-interacting

thermal LiMR concept, introducing hidden interactions Archidiacono et al. (2020)

or alternative non-thermal or partially thermal distribution functions Archidiacono

et al. (2013).

Meanwhile, recent investigations have uncovered a consistent 2σ-3σ discrepancy

between the forecasts of later-stage clustering as projected by the optimal-fit model

to the Planck CMB primary data (Planck Collaboration and Aghanim 2020) and

the empirical measurements (e.g. Krolewski et al. 2021; DES Collaboration et al.

2021; Tröster et al. 2021; Hikage et al. 2019; Ivanov et al. 2020; D’Amico et al.

2020). This disparity is commonly contextualized in terms of variations in the

σ8 value, representing the amplitude of matter fluctuations on an 8h−1Mpc scale

based on linear perturbation theory, or in relation to S8 = σ8(Ωm/0.3)
0.5. Although

the outcomes of the Planck data and low-redshift observations do not inherently

conflict from a statistical standpoint, the recurring trend among all low-redshift

analyses revealing a lower σ8 value lends intrigue to this matter. With LiMR mod-

els inherently introducing power damping on minor scales, they offer a tangible

avenue for resolving the σ8 discrepancy. Consequently, it becomes imperative to

thoroughly explore LiMR phenomenology within the context of structure forma-

tion, encompassing both particle physics and cosmological viewpoints.

Despite extensive scrutiny of the effects of LiMRs on structure formation and the

2Recent findings from the MicroBooNE experiment Abratenko et al. (2021); Argüelles et al.
(2021) challenge the sterile neutrino interpretation of the MiniBooNE anomaly as electron neu-
trino appearance from a muon neutrino beam. However, a recent analysis indicates a 2.2σ pref-
erence for an eV-scale sterile neutrino mass if the MicroBooNE data is considered as electron
neutrino disappearance Denton (2021).
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potential limitations imposed on LiMR models by survey data for large (linear)

scales, the precise ramifications on nonlinear scales (below ∼ 10h−1Mpc), partic-

ularly concerning nonthermal LiMRs, have remained uncharted — for discussions

regarding small-scale effects of thermal LiMRs, refer to Brandbyge and Hannes-

tad (2017)3. A comprehensive investigation into these effects becomes essential,

given the compelling theoretical grounds supporting LiMRs and the imminent

observational pursuits targeting these scales. Furthermore, the σ8 disparity is a

direct empirical incentive to characterize the nonlinear effects of LiMR models. In

light of this incongruity, it is vital to grasp the interplay between the influences

of LiMRs and potential rescalings or adjustments in the tilt of the initial power

spectrum within the ΛCDM framework. Both scenarios lead to modifications in

the linear σ8, thus highlighting the significance of their effects on smaller scales for

distinguishing between models. Moreover, nonlinear scales possess the potential

to differentiate between various LiMR models featuring distinct velocity distri-

butions. In linear theory, the progression of perturbations is determined by the

effective velocity dispersion, namely the second moment of the velocity distribu-

tion, rather than the overall distribution itself. This implies that different LiMR

models could yield identical effects on larger scales, provided their velocity dis-

persions match, even if their actual distributions substantially differ. Conversely,

on nonlinear scales, the clustering of the LiMR component can be highly sensitive

to the intricacies of the velocity distribution, providing a means to discriminate

between models.

Building upon these significant considerations, this study employs cosmological

N -body simulations to trace LiMR cosmologies’ nonlinear evolution meticulously.

The approach involves a direct representation of both the LiMR component and

the CDM+baryon component. The investigation delves into the impacts on spe-

cific cosmological observables of relevance to ongoing and upcoming photometric

3For cosmologies involving mixed dark matter with somewhat heavier relics, refer to works
such as Parimbelli et al. (2021); Anderhalden et al. (2013); Boyarsky et al. (2009); ?
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surveys, including the DES4 and the Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST) by

VRO5. Our examination encompasses LiMRs characterized by explicitly nonther-

mal velocity distributions and those that can be matched to thermal distributions.

Given the extensive array of potential LiMR models, our analysis relies on a par-

ticular model for this inaugural exploration. Specifically, we adopt the model pre-

sented in Bhattacharya et al. (2021b); Das et al. (2022), a choice aligned with its

relevance due to its implications in the context of the σ8 tension Das et al. (2022).

The study involves a comparative analysis, contrasting the predictions originating

from the LiMR model against the Planck best-fit ΛCDM model. Furthermore, we

juxtapose the nonlinear predictions stemming from the LiMR model with those of

an ΛCDM universe wherein the linear power spectrum has been globally rescaled

to align its σ8 with that of the LiMR model. The methodologies developed here

readily extend to various LiMRs featuring diverse velocity distributions as long

as they exhibit minimal interactions. In section 4.4, we demonstrate the general-

izability of our outcomes and discoveries to other LiMR models explored within

the literature, such as LiMRs following a Dodelson-Widrow distribution (Dodelson

and Widrow 1994b). We also outline the scenarios under which their predictions

diverge.

4.1.1 Nonthermal Relics

LiMRs characterized by negligible interactions are fully defined by their distribu-

tion functions and mass. Within the linear theory, the physics primarily responds

to the first two moments of these distribution functions (refer to Acero and Les-

gourgues 2009a), culminating in observables contingent on two associated param-

eters. The foremost parameter is the effective mass (meff), a gauge of the sterile

4https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/
5https://lsst.org/
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particles’ contribution to the present-day energy density, given by:

meff

94.05eV
≡
[
msp

∫
dp p2f(p)

]
×
[
h2

ρ0c

]
, (4.1)

where msp denotes the mass of sterile particle, and ρ0c denotes the universe’s cur-

rent total energy density. The second parameter, ∆Neff , quantifies the effective

relativistic degrees of freedom during neutrino decoupling:

∆Neff ≡
[∫

dp p3f(p)

]
/

[
7

8

π2

15
Tν

4

]
, (4.2)

with Tν ≡ (4/11)1/3Tcmb, the present-day temperature of the cosmic neutrino

background. The linearity of cosmological dynamics, dictated by a mere two pa-

rameters, implies that both the CMB and linear matter power spectra do not com-

prehensively probe specific LiMR models. Addressing this limitation, the objective

of this chapter, as introduced earlier, involves scrutinizing nonlinear signatures.

Let’s briefly revisit the LiMR distribution functions that hold relevance for our

discussion.

Dodelson-Widrow Distribution: The Dodelson-Widrow momentum distribu-

tion is given by Dodelson and Widrow (1994b):

f(p) =
χ

exp(p/Tν) + 1
,

where χ is a model parameter, this distribution function can be equivalently ex-

pressed as a thermal distribution function with a temperature different from Tν

through parameter redefinition. It finds widespread use in the context of sterile
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neutrino relics.

Gaussian Distribution: Non-equilibrium decays can yield distribution functions

that approximate a Gaussian form (see, for instance Cuoco et al. 2005):

f(p⃗) =N
T 3
ν

|p⃗|2 exp
(
−
(
(|p⃗| − p0)

2

2σ2

))
;

N =
(
4π

√
2πσ2

)−1

.

where p0 and σ are model parameters.

Non-thermal Distribution from Decays: Non-thermal distribution of LiMRs

can also stem from the decay of a heavy scalar (Hasenkamp and Kersten 2013a;

Conlon and Marsh 2013a; Miller et al. 2019a; Bhattacharya et al. 2021b). In

this scenario, the distribution function’s exact form is somewhat intricate. Here,

we provide a qualitative description of the production process and direct readers

to the aforementioned references for precise distribution function details. At the

universe’s early stages, the energy density is dominated by cold particles of a

species φ. φ subsequently decays into the Standard Model sector and a light

sterile particle (the LiMR). Although the Standard Model sector attains thermal

equilibrium, the sterile particles remain non-thermalized. The LiMR production

rate hinges on the φ particle’s decay rate and the branching ratio for the LiMR

channel. The LiMRs’ late-time momentum distribution results from redshifting

them from their production time. The distribution function is characterized by

the mass of the heavy particle (mφ), its decay rate (τ), and the branching ratio

for decay into LiMRs (Bsp).

In the study conducted by Das et al. (2022), a detailed analysis using the MCMC

method was undertaken to examine sterile Light Massive Relics (LiMRs) in light
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Figure 4.1: Left panel: Comparision of the velocity distribution corresponding
to three nonthermal models, namely the Nonthermal distribution from decays
(blue), DodelsonWidrow model (orange), and the Gaussian distribution (Green)
at redshift z = 99. All the plots corresponds to ∆Neff = 0.034 and meff =
0.90eV. Right panel: The Residuals of CMB CTT

l , CEE
l , and Cϕϕ

l power spectra
for all three models (see legend) to ΛCDM model using best-fit values of Planck
data with a late-time S8 prior. The grey shaded area is the Planck 2018 1σ
uncertainties. ∆Neff = 0.034 and meff = 0.90eV in all three cases. All three
models are indistinguishable from the baseline ΛCDM model given the Planck
error bars.

of contemporary data from sources including Planck (Planck Collaboration and

Aghanim 2020), BOSS (BAO and fσ8) (Beutler et al. 2011; Ross et al. 2015;

Alam et al. 2017a), and Pantheon data (Scolnic et al. 2018a). The investiga-

tion was carried out both with and without incorporating a prior linked to the

value of S8, as gauged by KiDS/Viking+BOSS+2dFLens data (Heymans et al.

2020). The study revealed that the tension between Planck and S8 measurements

could be alleviated through the presence of the nonthermal LiMR component.

The optimal fit parameters derived from Planck data, incorporating an S8 prior,

were ∆Neff = 0.034 and meff = 0.90 eV. In terms of parameters pertinent to

the late-time Universe, these constraints translate to ΩLiMR ≈ 0.021 at z = 0.

These effective boundaries on meff and ∆Neff are convertible to parameters for the

discussed models above6: for the Dodelson-Widrow Model, the deduced best-fit

6For both the Gaussian distribution and the nonthermal distribution from decays, specific
values of ∆Neff and meff don’t single out precise points in their parameter spaces but rather
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values imply χ = 0.034 and ms = 26.43 eV. In the case of the Gaussian distribu-

tion, they suggest p0 = 0.01957Tν , σ = p0
/
5, and msp = 0.1644 eV. Finally, for the

nonthermal distribution from decays, the values are mφ = 10−6Mpl, τ = 108
/
mφ,

Bsp = 0.0118, andmsp = 38.62 eV. The parameter matching implies that the three

models exhibit indistinguishable behavior at the linear level. Visual representation

of the residuals of the CMB CTT
l , CEE

l , and Cϕϕ
l for all three models compared

to the baseline ΛCDM model, utilizing the best-fit values from Planck and S8

data, is presented in Fig. 4.1. Notably, all residuals fall within the Planck 2018 1σ

uncertainties, thus confirming the statistical indistinguishability of the models, as

anticipated.

The pivotal input necessary for calculating the impact of Light Massive Relics

(LiMRs) at the non-linear scale is the normalized velocity distribution (f̂(v⃗)) at

the initialization redshift of z = 99, a customary practice in simulations, as elabo-

rated upon in the subsequent section. This normalized distribution is conveniently

derived from the momentum distribution functions of the LiMRs. In Fig. 4.1, we

present the normalized velocity distributions for the three models under considera-

tion. Notably, this velocity distribution pertains to the underlying background and

does not encompass the peculiar velocities stemming from perturbations within

the density field. The latter aspect is comprehensively addressed in the ensuing

section.

To maintain the paper’s coherence, our primary focus within the main text will

revolve around the non-thermal distribution originating from decays, as discussed

in (Bhattacharya et al. 2021b; Das et al. 2022). Specifically, the model’s parame-

ters will be adopted in accordance with the description provided above, signifying

the best-fit parameters aligned with Planck data in conjunction with an S8 prior.

In section 4.4, we will document the outcomes pertaining to the other models and

specify subspaces. For these models, we will select particular points from these subspaces while
reserving in-depth exploration of the entire parameter spaces for future endeavors.
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Figure 4.2: Projected density fields from a (30h−1Mpc)3 simulation volume
from the model with a LiMR component. The left panel shows the simulation’s
projected density field for the CDM+b component. The right panel shows the
projected density field of the LiMR component. While the cosmic web structure
is clear in both components, the LiMR structures are more smeared out(not
directly visible to eyes). Note LiMRs parameters are chosen to best fit Planck
18 Das et al. (2022)

delve into the potential for distinguishing between these models by harnessing the

information conveyed by non-linear signatures.

4.2 Methodology

To investigate the non-linear evolution of matter perturbations in LiMR models

and compare the outcomes with those of the Planck best-fit Λ-CDM model at

low redshifts, we employ N -body simulations. These simulations use a suitably

adapted version of the publicly available cosmological N -body code Gadget2

(Springel 2005). For simulations involving the LiMR model, two types of parti-

cles are utilized: one type represents the mass-weighted average of the Cold Dark

Matter (CDM) and baryon constituents, while the other stands for the LiMR com-

ponent. The particle masses are determined based on the background abundances

of these distinct components. It’s important to note that standard neutrinos are
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not explicitly modeled in the simulations employed in this study. Instead, they

are incorporated into the background evolution, where a value of Mν = 0.06 eV is

used. This approach is justifiable because this value typically induces an effect on

the power spectrum of approximately 5%, which is considerably smaller than the

effects arising from the LiMR model. Thus, we adopt the simplifying assumption

of not actively simulating Standard Model (SM) neutrinos for the current inves-

tigation. The joint modeling of both these light components will be addressed in

future research.

Generating initial conditions involves leveraging the linear power spectrum and

growth rate of various components at z = 99 from the publicly accessible Boltz-

mann code CLASS (Blas et al. 2011). The requisite modifications to incorpo-

rate LiMRs, encompassing different velocity distributions, within CLASS have

been verified and discussed in Das et al. (2022). These modified outputs are sub-

sequently translated into the initial positions and velocities of particles in the

N -body simulation utilizing the Zel’Dovich approximation (Zel’Dovich 1970), a

procedure implemented through the NGenIC code7. To account for the fact that

the N -body evolution does not incorporate the radiation component, unlike the

CLASS outputs (see e.g. Zennaro et al. 2017, for an in-depth discussion), an over-

all rescaling of the z = 99 power spectrum is applied. This adjustment ensures

that the simulations accurately capture the correct linear growth rate on large

scales at z = 0.

In the context of the CDM simulation particles, their initial positions and velocities

are solely determined by the z = 99 power spectrum and growth rate. However,

an additional consideration arises for the simulation particles representing the

LiMR component due to the substantial velocity distribution, elaborated upon in

Section 4.1.1. Regarding SM neutrinos, there is a lot of literature available about

various approaches for integrating the velocity distribution into cosmic N -body

7https://www.h-its.org/2014/11/05/ngenic-code/
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simulations, as well as their benefits and limitations (see e.g. Ali-Häımoud and

Bird 2013; Brandbyge et al. 2008; Elbers et al. 2021; Viel et al. 2010; Banerjee and

Dalal 2016; Banerjee et al. 2018b; Bayer et al. 2021, and references therein). To

assign velocities to the LiMR particles in our work, we use a mechanism similar

to that used in Viel et al. (2010). The technique is given shortly below: The

Cumulative Distribution Function CDF(v) is computed starting with a theoretical

velocity distribution f(v). CDF(v), by definition, takes values between 0 and 1.

Generate a random number x from a uniform distribution inside the interval (0, 1)

for each LiMR particle in the simulation. Subsequently, the velocity v∗ satisfying

CDF(v∗) = x is selected as the magnitude of the velocity attributed to the particle.

Furthermore, a random direction within the simulation box is chosen, and this

velocity is added as a 3-vector to the gravitational peculiar velocity derived from

the linear P (k) and growth factor. This procedure is iteratively applied for each

LiMR particle in the simulation8.

In this configuration, we conduct two distinct simulations: one involves the non-

thermal LiMR component, while the other corresponds to the ΛCDM best-fit

model, both within (1 h−1Gpc)3 volumes. Additionally, a separate ΛCDM simu-

lation is carried out with the goal of matching the value of σ8 at z = 0 to that

of the nonthermal LiMR cosmology. To ensure a consistent basis for compari-

son, the same seed is utilized to generate pseudo-random numbers in the initial

conditions module for the amplitude and phase of each mode. This ensures that

all three simulations pertain to the same ”realization” of their initial power spec-

trum, thus mitigating the influence of sample variance. Specifically, for the ΛCDM

simulations, a particle count of 10243 is used to represent both the CDM and bary-

onic components, with a particle mass of 7.92 × 1010M⊙/h. Correspondingly, for

simulations involving nonthermal LiMRs, an additional 10243 particles are allo-

cated to represent this component, with particle masses of 7.51 × 1010M⊙/h and

8While in principle, the velocity distribution of the LiMR could be influenced by the local
potential (see e.g. Bird et al. 2018), at sufficiently high redshifts, where typical LiMR veloci-
ties dwarf gravitationally-induced peculiar velocities, the assumption of a position-independent
velocity distribution is well-justified.
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5.51× 1010M⊙/h for the CDM+baryon and LiMR simulations, respectively. The

force softening scale for both simulations is set at 25 h−1kpc.

In Figure 4.2, we present the projected density fields from the simulation incor-

porating the LiMR component. This visualization showcases two distinct fields:

the CDM+baryon component displayed on the left and the LiMR component on

the right. Owing to the initial velocity distribution of the LiMR component, the

resulting structures exhibit a ”fuzzier” appearance characterized by less prominent

peaks and voids, as compared to the CDM+baryon component. Dark matter halos

are identified by employing the Rockstar halo finder code (Behroozi et al. 2013),

which identifies halo positions and masses using solely the Gadget Type 1 par-

ticles, representing the CDM+baryon component within the simulations. While

this approximation may introduce some inaccuracies in terms of identifying halo

centers and boundaries, it’s a widely used approach within the context of massive

neutrino literature (e.g., Liu et al. (2018); Villaescusa-Navarro et al. (2020)), re-

gardless of the specific halo finder algorithm employed. Although the exact level of

inaccuracy stemming from this approximation isn’t quantified within the context

of LiMR models in this work, it’s noteworthy that since the CDM+baryon compo-

nent clusters more intensely than the LiMR component, halos are predominantly

governed by CDM+baryon matter, both in comparison to the overall universe

and the background. In terms of proportion, the considered LiMR model consti-

tutes approximately 7% of the total matter, signifying its subdominant role in the

background. Consequently, within the virialized regions of halos, its influence is

expected to be even more marginal. Throughout the remainder of this chapter,

we employ the Mvir and Rvir values reported by Rockstar to denote the mass

and radius of halos.
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4.3 Results

In this section, we present the outcomes derived from the N -body simulation

and delve into the distinctions between the Planck best-fit ΛCDM model and the

nonthermal LiMR model, focusing on three distinct ”observables.” As previously

indicated, our attention in this section is directed solely towards the outcomes of

simulations involving the nonthermal LiMR model (Bhattacharya et al. 2021b). A

comprehensive comparison involving other LiMR models defined by their velocity

distributions is available in section 4.4.

4.3.1 Power Spectrum

Our initial examination concerns the comparison of the nonlinear matter power

spectrum at z = 0 between the ΛCDM simulation and the nonthermal LiMR

simulation. For the nonthermal LiMR cosmology, multiple power spectra can be

formulated. The total matter power spectrum, denoted as Pm(k), is expressed as

follows:

Pm(k) = f 2
cbPcb(k) + 2fcbfntPcb,nt + f 2

ntPnt , (4.3)

where the subscript cb pertains to the CDM+baryon component, the subscript nt

pertains to the nonthermal LiMR component, and:

fcb =
Ωcb

Ωcb + Ωnt

; fnt =
Ωnt

Ωcb + Ωnt

. (4.4)

In this specific model, fnt = 0.068 and fcb = 0.932. Pcb(k) signifies the auto power

spectrum of the CDM+baryon component, Pnt represents the auto power spec-

trum of the nonthermal component, and Pcb,nt indicates the cross power spectrum

between the two components. It’s important to note that while observables such

as weak and strong lensing, contingent on the total gravitational potential, are
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Figure 4.3: Ratio of matter-power spectrum of nonthermal LiMRs with re-
spect to the ΛCDM model. Solid blue lines represent the total matter power
spectra; the matter power spectra corresponding to only CDM+baryon compo-
nents are shown in dashed yellow lines. The dashed maroon line also shows the
linear prediction of total matter power spectra. The green dashed line corre-
sponds to ΛCDM model for which the value of σ8 is matched to the nonthermal
model (by adjusting amplitude parameter (As)).

directly influenced by Pm, the clustering of galaxies, determined by the peaks of

overdensities in the CDM+baryon component, is directly impacted by Pcb. The

other two components, Pnt,cb and Pnt, do not correspond directly to any cosmo-

logical observable. In a pure ΛCDM cosmology, Pm and Pcb coincide. However, in

massive neutrino cosmologies, such as this one, the distinction can be significant

(Villaescusa-Navarro et al. 2014; Banerjee and Dalal 2016; Banerjee et al. 2020b).

In Figure 4.3, we depict the ratio of various P (k) to the P (k) derived from the

Planck best-fit ΛCDM simulation. The solid blue line symbolizes the ratio for

the total Pm(k) from the nonthermal LiMR simulation, while the dotted yellow

line illustrates the ratio for Pcb. For reference, the linear theory forecast for the

ratio of Pm(k)/P (k)ΛCDM is depicted with the dashed maroon line. Evidently, the

damping of both Pm and Pcb on small scales is evident; however, the magnitude

of damping is notably lower compared to the linear theory prediction. This aligns
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with the findings from Brandbyge and Hannestad (2017) in the context of thermal

LiMRs. Nonetheless, the observed damping of around 15% at k ∼ 1hMpc−1

remains substantially larger than the damping attributed to standard neutrinos

with Mν = 0.06eV. Importantly, contrary to the standard neutrino case where

substantial damping typically begins at k ∼ 10−2 hMpc−1, the onset of damping in

this scenario transpires at k ∼ 10−1 hMpc−1. The divergence in the damping scale,

associated with the free-streaming scale of the LiMR, stems from the variance in

velocity distribution between nonthermal LiMRs and standard neutrinos. The dot-

dashed green line in Fig. 4.3 corresponds to the ΛCDM cosmology ratio, featuring

a linear σ8 matched to the nonthermal LiMR cosmology. As anticipated, the ratio

remains scale-independent on larger scales yet significantly deviates in shape on

smaller scales, distinct from the pattern observed in the nonthermal LiMR case.

This distinct behavior sets it apart from standard massive neutrino cosmologies,

where small-scale damping of P (k) is generally degenerate between Mν and σ8

(Bayer et al. 2022).

In a photometric survey sensitive to both Pcb, via galaxy clustering, and Pm,

through cosmic shear or galaxy-galaxy lensing, the signal of small-scale damping

should be detectable provided sufficient sensitivity on those scales. Furthermore,

the fact that a change in σ8 doesn’t confound this damping simplifies the task of

either confirming or disproving this model using a combination of galaxy clustering

and lensing. However, the precise estimation of constraints from these observables

is deferred to subsequent research.

4.3.2 Halo Mass Function

The halo mass function (HMF), representing the number density of dark matter

halos within specific mass intervals, is a sensitive probe of the power spectrum’s

shape and various cosmological parameters influencing it (e.g. Holder et al. 2001;
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Figure 4.4: The blue (starred) points represent the ratio of the halo mass
function in the nonthermal LiMR cosmology to the Planck best-fit ΛCDM cos-
mology. The green points (triangles) represent the same ratio for a ΛCDM
cosmology with σ8 matched to the nonthermal LiMR cosmology. While a sim-
ple change in σ8 within the ΛCDM framework affects the high end of the HMF,
with minimal effects on smaller objects, the LiMR cosmology produces fewer
halos on all mass scales.

Weller et al. 2002; Tinker et al. 2008; McClintock et al. 2019). In cosmologies

involvingWarm Dark Matter (WDM), for instance, the presence of a damping scale

in the power spectrum, resulting from the suppression of small-scale perturbations

due to the thermal velocity of dark matter, often manifests as a cut-off scale in

the HMF (e.g. Schneider et al. 2012)9. Observationally, the halo mass function

can only be indirectly probed across diverse mass scales – from galaxy clusters

residing within the most massive virialized halos (∼ 1015M⊙/h) (e.g. Burenin and

Vikhlinin 2012; Mantz et al. 2015; Cataneo et al. 2015; Bocquet et al. 2019; Abbott

et al. 2020; To et al. 2021), to dwarf galaxies inhabiting halos of approximately

108M⊙/h (e.g. Wang et al. 2021).

For HMF computations in simulations, we rely on the halo mass values provided

9For a discussion on numerical artifacts that make the cut-off challenging to identify, refer to
Angulo et al. (2013)
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by Rockstar10. We categorize the halos into 15 logarithmic bins spaced evenly

between 1013M⊙/h and 1015M⊙/h. To highlight disparities in the HMF across

different cosmologies, we depict the ratio of HMFs for various cosmologies nor-

malized to the HMF from the Planck best-fit ΛCDM cosmology in Figure 4.4.

Blue data points (stars) represent the ratio for the cosmology featuring the non-

thermal LiMR component. The green data points (triangles) portray the ratio

for the ΛCDM cosmology with σ8 aligned to the LiMR cosmology. Notably, both

cases significantly deviate from a ratio of 1. In the LiMR cosmology, the HMF

experiences a reduction across the range of mass scales shown in Figure 4.4, with a

slightly more pronounced decrease at higher mass scales. The scatter observed in

the highest mass bin is likely a consequence of limited statistics. On the contrary,

for the ΛCDM cosmology with matched σ8 (akin to the LiMR cosmology), the

ratio varies extensively with a mass scale, particularly impacting the high-mass

range. Smaller halos around 1013M⊙/h show far less susceptibility. Therefore, akin

to the power spectrum, precise HMF measurements hold the potential to differen-

tiate between the Planck best-fit ΛCDM model and the LiMR model, which also

aligns with Planck data. Furthermore, the HMF can discern between the implica-

tions of the LiMRs-inclusive cosmology and a straightforward scale-independent

rescaling of the power spectrum within the ΛCDM model.

4.3.3 Mass-Concentration Relationship

The developmental trajectory of dark matter halos throughout cosmic history is

encoded in several attributes of their density profiles. Among these, the mass-

concentration relationship stands out – an average concentration of halos contin-

gent on their virial mass (Navarro et al. 1996; Bullock et al. 2001). Concentration

(c) is defined as the ratio of the virial radius of a halo (rvir) to its scale radius

10It’s worth noting that Rockstar conducts halo identification and mass estimation based
solely on CDM-type particles in the simulation. In simulations containing the LiMR component,
this definition may not be optimal.
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Figure 4.5: Top panel: Mean mass-concentration relation obtained for the
three models. The maroon (square) points are for the Planck best-fit ΛCDM
model, the blue (star) points are for the nonthermal LiMR model, while the
green (triangle) points are for the ΛCDM model with σ8 matched to the non-
thermal LiMR model. Bottom panel: Residual of the nonthermal LiMR model
and the matched σ8 model with respect to the Planck best-fit model in the up-
per panel. The nonthermal LiMR model has a marked effect, lowering the mean
concentration at fixed mass, and a simple change of σ8 within the ΛCDM model
is unable to replicate the same level of suppression.

(rs), i.e. c = rvir/rs. The scale radius itself is the radius where the logarithmic

derivative of the halo’s density profile, d log ρ/d log r, equals −2. Numerous ob-

servational endeavors have aimed to discern the mass-concentration relationship

in the Universe, utilizing various methods. Gravitational lensing, encompassing

strong and weak lensing, constitutes one such approach (see e.g., Comerford and

Natarajan 2007; Mandelbaum et al. 2008; Covone et al. 2014; Umetsu et al. 2014,

2016; Du et al. 2015; Merten et al. 2015; Van Uitert et al. 2016). As wider-area
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photometric surveys continue, gravitational lensing is poised to provide increas-

ingly precise assessments of the mass-concentration relation.

In Warm Dark Matter (WDM) cosmologies, where the power spectrum experiences

damping on minor scales due to the thermal motion of the primary dark matter

component, the typical correlation between halo mass and concentration deviates

from that exhibited in Cold Dark Matter (CDM) models (Schneider et al. 2012;

Macciò et al. 2013; Ludlow et al. 2016). Conceptually, this occurs because damping

delays the inception of nonlinear evolution on small scales, causing low-mass halos

to form later than in CDM scenarios. Given that halo concentration correlates

with the background universe’s density during formation, postponed formation

entails diminished background density and, consequently, lower concentrations.

Unlike CDM scenarios where mean concentration increases with descending mass,

WDM models yield a non-monotonic relationship. Concentration diminishes on

both sides of a specific halo mass scale (dictated by the WDM particle mass).

In the nonthermal LiMR model considered here, power damping on minor scales

emerges due to a completely distinct mechanism from WDM models. In this

case, it results from a subdominant yet non-negligible component clustering less

than the CDM component. Consequently, we explore whether this model elicits a

similar impact on the mass-concentration relationship. In WDM models featuring

realistic masses, damping initiates at k > 1h−1Mpc, exerting minimal influence on

the mass-concentration relationship for larger halos, such as clusters and groups

(≳ 1013M⊙/h). In the nonthermal LiMR model, relative damping to the CDM

model arises on notably larger scales, as depicted in Figure 4.3. This discrepancy

potentially influences higher-mass halos.

To ascertain the mean association between mass and concentration, we leverage the

halo mass data provided by Rockstar. Our methodology involves categorizing

halos into 20 logarithmically spaced bins spanning from 1013M⊙/h to 1015M⊙/h.

For each individual halo, we calculate its concentration (c) by employing the values
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of Rvir and the scale radius Rs supplied by Rockstar, utilizing the formula

c = Rvir/Rs. Subsequently, we compute the average concentration of halos within

a specific mass bin. It’s important to note that in the case of the lowest mass

bin, each halo contains approximately ∼ 200 particles, which implies that the

Rockstar estimates for Rs may not be fully converged. However, this limitation

is expected to affect all simulations in a fairly uniform manner. The outcomes

stemming from various simulations are depicted in Figure 4.5.

The maroon (square) data points signify the mass-concentration relationship within

the framework of the Planck best-fit ΛCDM model. Meanwhile, the blue (starred)

data points represent the mass-concentration relationship of the nonthermal LiMR

model, while the green (triangular) data points illustrate the relationship in the

context of the ΛCDM model, with σ8 adjusted to align with the nonthermal LiMR

model. Notably, the nonthermal LiMR model, within the considered scales, does

not exhibit the non-monotonic mass-concentration relationship that is evident in

WDM models. Instead, it demonstrates an overarching reduction in mean con-

centration across the entire spectrum of mass scales. This reduction encompasses

objects at the uppermost range of mass scale, specifically massive galaxy clusters.

An intriguing observation is that modifying σ8 within the ΛCDM framework, rep-

resented by the green data points, generates a notably smaller effect. Given that

the mass-concentration relation is intricately tied to the complete evolutionary

history simply aligning σ8 at z = 0 is insufficient to capture the repercussions

of the nonthermal LiMRs. Although the average relation retains its monotonous

nature over the range of well-resolved halo mass scales in these simulations, fur-

ther investigation into the behavior at lower mass scales is warranted, along with

potential implications for smaller systems, including the satellite population of

systems like the Milky Way. Addressing this would necessitate simulations with

higher resolutions, a task we defer to future endeavors.
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Figure 4.6: Residual of ∆Σ, with respect to the ΛCDM Planck best-fit. The
maroon (dotted) line represents 0 residual. The blue (solid) line represents the
residual for the nonthermal LiMR model. The green (dashed) line represents the
residual for a ΛCDM model with σ8 matched to the nonthermal LiMR model.
The lightest shaded region corresponds to error estimates from the measure-
ments in Chang et al. (2018) in DES Y1 data, rescaled to the measurement of
the signal in the Planck best fit ΛCDM model (see text for more details). The
progressively darker shaded regions represent projections for error bars expected
in DES Y3 and LSST (VRO), based on the increase in the fraction of the sky
covered by those surveys compared to DES Y1.

4.3.3.1 Exploring Weak Lensing Measurements around Cluster-Mass

Halos

Lastly, we delve into analyzing stacked weak lensing measurements surrounding

halos with masses typically exceeding 1014M⊙/h. In recent years, the precision

and accuracy of such measurements have shown significant improvements (see

e.g., Miyatake et al. 2016; Chang et al. 2018; Shin et al. 2021). These measure-

ments offer a sensitive means of probing clustering within the range of scales

0.1h−1Mpc ≲ r ≲ 10h−1Mpc. Given that the presence of the nonthermal compo-

nent predominantly affects these smaller scales, cluster lensing emerges as a potent

tool to either constrain or potentially disprove models involving such components.
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The observed weak lensing signal is directly linked to the surplus surface mass

density, expressed as:

∆Σ(R) = Σ(< R)− Σ(R) , (4.5)

where R denotes the projected distance from the cluster’s center. Our simulation-

based computation of this metric entails selecting a specific direction within the

simulation volume as the line-of-sight (LOS) direction. We extract all particles

within a cylinder along the LoS direction for each halo, centered at the halo’s loca-

tion as identified by Rockstar and with a height of 100h−1Mpc. The first term

on the right-hand side of Eq. 4.5, which represents the mass enclosed within the

cylinder up to radius R, is determined by tallying the enclosed mass and dividing it

by the enclosed area. Meanwhile, the second term corresponds to the mass within

the circular annulus around R. We calculate ∆Σ(R) within logarithmically spaced

bins ranging from 0.15h−1Mpc to 15h−1Mpc. The process is repeated around the

centers of the 20, 000 most massive halos in each simulation box, and the resulting

measurements are averaged (stacked).

It is worth noting that the halo mass utilized here is derived from the Rockstar

catalog, which only considers Type 1 particles (representing the CDM and baryonic

components) for halo identification and mass determination.

Figure 4.6 showcases the residuals of the ∆Σ(R) measurements compared to those

obtained from the Planck best-fit ΛCDM simulation. The (dotted) maroon line

indicates no deviation from the baseline model. The (solid) blue line depicts the

residuals associated with the nonthermal LiMR model, while the (dashed) green

line portrays the residuals stemming from the ΛCDM simulation, with linear σ8

matched to the nonthermal LiMR model.

The lightest gray-shaded region denotes the relative 1σ error ranges derived from

measurements on a cluster sample conducted by Chang et al. (2018), using the

Dark Energy Survey (DES) Year 1 data. These measurements were performed
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on a set of redMaPPer clusters (Rykoff et al. 2016) within a richness range of

20 < λ < 100 and a redshift span of 0.2 < z < 0.55. To adapt the data error

bars for meaningful interpretation within the simulation sample of this study, we

adjust the data covariance matrix by squaring the ratio between the mean signal in

the data and that obtained from the fiducial ΛCDM simulation. This adjustment

maintains the covariance structure between different radial bins, encompassing the

off-diagonal terms. Additionally, it’s important to note that while the simulation

measurements are at z = 0, the data spans a redshift range of 0.2 < z < 0.55.

Hence, we make the simplifying assumption that the error bars exhibit minimal

redshift dependence. The progressively darker gray regions reflect the same errors

adjusted to account for the extended sky coverage anticipated in DES Year 3 and

LSST data from the VRO. However, these rescaled error bars do not factor in the

enhanced coverage depth and the subsequent increase in the density of background

lensed galaxies. Consequently, these shaded regions provide a rough guide to how

the nonthermal LiMR model could be discerned from the best-fit ΛCDM model

across various surveys. We observe that the nonthermal LiMR model generates no-

tably distinct predictions, as indicated by the shaded gray regions, for the stacked

weak lensing signal encircling the top 20, 000 most massive halos within the sim-

ulations. Referring to the DES Y1 data covariance matrix, recalibrated based on

the simulation mean as previously explained, the ∆χ2 between the Planck best-fit

ΛCDM model and the nonthermal LiMR model amounts to 31.32 across 16 de-

grees of freedom. Translating to the anticipated DES Y3 error bars, the ∆χ2 value

increases to 93.64, while for the projected LSST (VRO) error bars, it skyrockets to

313.21. In the latter case, the resulting p-value stands below 1× 10−5, signifying

that the nonthermal LiMR model and the baseline ΛCDM model can be discerned

with an exceedingly high level of statistical significance. Although this assessment

involves multiple approximations, we have aimed to maintain a conservative ap-

proach regarding the projected signal-to-noise enhancements in DES Y3 and LSST.
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It’s important to highlight that the distinction in the lensing signal is evident

both within the 1-halo virialized region, roughly ∼ 1h−1Mpc, and extends to

the largest scales we’ve measured, around 10h−1Mpc in the infall regime of these

entities. This stands in contrast to another expansion of the ΛCDM model known

as the Self-Interacting Dark Matter (SIDM) model, where the signal is impacted

solely within the virial radius due to (elastic) interactions between dark matter

particles (Banerjee et al. 2020a).

Additionally, it’s noteworthy that alterations in σ8 do not overlap with the presence

of the nonthermal LiMR component, as evidenced by the disparity between the

blue and yellow curves. This contrast between the two models is particularly pro-

nounced on smaller scales, roughly ≲ 1h−1Mpc. This discrepancy on small scales

holds significant relevance, given that a number of studies indicating the tension in

σ8, or equivalently S8 = σ8(Ωm/0.3)
0.5, between Planck primary anisotropies and

low redshift clustering measurements (e.g. Ivanov et al. 2020; Tröster et al. 2021;

Hikage et al. 2019; DES Collaboration et al. 2021; Krolewski et al. 2021; D’Amico

et al. 2020), typically do not incorporate these smaller scales. Therefore, even if

the nonthermal LiMR model is fine-tuned to address the σ8 tension on interme-

diate, quasi-linear scales, the difference in predictions for the smaller scale, the

nonlinear regime can be utilized to constrain or disprove the model. For further

details, we direct readers to section 4.4, where we illustrate how the discussion

above applies to other classes of LiMR models.

4.4 Effect of LiMR velocity distributions on non-

linear structure formation

In this section, we are examining how altering the velocity distribution of a specific

particle model (referred to as LiMR) affects the characteristics of the model on
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Figure 4.7: Left panel: Ratio of the total matter power spectrum at z = 0
for the Dodelson-Widrow model (solid yellow curve) and the Gaussian model
(dashed maroon curve), to the total matter power from the nonthermal LiMR
model discussed in Sec. 6.5. The dotted line is the expectation for no deviation
from the fiducial nonthermal LiMR model. Right panel: Residual of ∆Σ to the
nonthermal LiMRmodel discussed in the main text. Once again, the solid yellow
line is the residual for the Dodelson-Widrow model, and the dashed maroon line
is the residual for the Gaussian model. The dotted line represents zero deviation
from the fiducial nonthermal LiMR model. Shaded regions represent expected
data error bars from DES-Y1, DES-Y3 and VRO LSST (see Sec. 4.3.3.1 for
details on how the error bars are computed). Even with future surveys, it will be
difficult to distinguish the fiducial nonthermal LiMR model and a LiMR model
with a Dodelson-Widrow distribution. However, if the velocity distribution is
sufficiently different, as is the case for the Gaussian distribution, the differences
in the observables are large enough to be detected. Note that, in contrast to
Figs. 4.3 and 4.6, the fiducial model in this figure (both panels) is the nonthermal
model from Das et al. (2022), rather than the Planck best-fit ΛCDM model.

small scales (less than 10 Mpc/h).

In this section, I will compare this nonthermal model with two other models: the

Dodelson-Widrow model and the Gaussian model, which we discussed in Section

4.1.1. I perform N-body simulations, as explained in Section 4.2. The key differ-

ences between these models are the initial predictions from the ”CLASS” model,

a tool for linear theory predictions, and the velocity distributions at a specific

redshift, which are depicted in Figure 4.1.
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We analyze two aspects of these models. First, in the left panel of Figure 4.7,

we illustrate how changing the LiMR velocity distribution impacts the overall

matter power spectrum. The curves represent the power spectrum ratio in each

LiMR model compared to the standard nonthermal LiMR model. The solid yellow

line corresponds to the Dodelson-Widrow model, and the dashed maroon curve

represents the Gaussian model. The dotted line indicates no deviation from the

standard model.

In the right panel of Figure 4.7, we explore the effects of altering the LiMR ve-

locity distribution on weak lensing measurements, particularly the excess surface

density ∆Σ(R) around the 20,000 most massive halos in each simulation. We

show the differences from the standard nonthermal LiMR model. Again, the yel-

low solid curve represents the Dodelson-Widrow model, and the dashed maroon

curve represents the Gaussian model. The dotted line indicates no deviation from

the standard model. The shaded grey areas represent expected fractional error

margins for measurements similar to those of DES Y1 (lightest grey band), DES

Y3, and LSST (darkest grey band).

It’s crucial to note that the model parameters are tuned to ensure that the linear

theory predictions for all three LiMR models are identical. However, we observe

deviations on small, nonlinear scales, breaking the formal degeneracy. Neverthe-

less, the differences between the standard non-thermal model and the Dodelson-

Widrow model remain small, and even with a powerful survey like LSST at VRO,

distinguishing between the two models might not be possible. This implies that

the results in Section 6.5 and the discussions in Section 7.5, derived from the spe-

cific nonthermal LiMR model in the original paper, can be extended to the broader

class of Dodelson-Widrow models.

The Gaussian model’s velocity distribution differs notably from the other models,
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leading to distinct small-scale structural features. This model has lower parti-

cle occupancy at low velocities, as shown in Figure 4.1, compared to the other

models. This low-velocity behavior significantly affects nonlinear clustering, as

demonstrated in a previous study for massive neutrinos. Consequently, the LiMR

component in the Gaussian model exhibits reduced clustering and a more sub-

stantial damping effect on the power spectrum on small scales, as evident from

the comparison between the yellow and maroon curves in the left panel of Figure

4.7. In terms of weak lensing measurements (right panel of Figure 4.7), the Gaus-

sian model stands out from the other two models for the same reasons. In fact,

these differences are substantial enough that it might be feasible to distinguish

the Gaussian model from the others with high statistical significance using future

data.

4.5 Discussion and Summary

This chapter comprehensively investigates the nonlinear characteristics of a mixed

dark matter cosmology combining Cold Dark Matter (CDM) and a nonthermal

Light Relic (LiMR) component. The focus is on discerning effects and distinctions

from the standard ΛCDM universes, with implications for observations in present

and forthcoming photometric surveys. Our approach employs cosmological N -

body simulations incorporating cold and LiMR components simultaneously. The

primary model used in this initial study is that of Bhattacharya et al. (2021b); Das

et al. (2022); additional explorations involving alternative distribution functions

were conducted in the supplementary section. To summarize our findings:

• Initially, we investigate the influence on the power spectrum and identify a

scale-dependent attenuation on small scales. The magnitude of this atten-

uation significantly deviates from what linear theory predicts, underscoring
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the necessity for comprehensive N -body simulations to calibrate the impact

of this model on small scales. Crucially, the attenuation pattern also differs

from what would be obtained by simply rescaling the initial power spectrum

within the ΛCDM model. This implies that characteristics on small scales

can potentially differentiate between the two models, potentially resolving

ambiguities that exist on larger scales.

• Subsequently, we scrutinize the effects on the mass function and the mass-

concentration relationship of dark matter halos. In terms of the Halo Mass

Function (HMF), the nonthermal LiMR model leads to a reduction in the

HMF across all mass scales between 1013M⊙/h and 1015M⊙/h, with no sub-

stantial variation as a function of mass. In contrast, a modification in σ8

through a scale-independent factor within ΛCDM has a much more pro-

nounced impact on the high-mass end of the HMF compared to the low-mass

end. Regarding the mass-concentration relation, we observe that the non-

thermal LiMR model results in an overall decrease in the mean concentration

relative to halo mass across the range of 1013M⊙/h < Mh < 1015M⊙/h, while

maintaining a roughly monotonic trend. Once again, this reduction cannot

be replicated by merely adjusting the ΛCDM power spectrum to match the

σ8 of the nonthermal LiMR model.

• We examine the discernible effects of the nonthermal LiMR model on weak

lensing measurements around the most massive galaxy clusters. Under spe-

cific simplifying assumptions, we demonstrate that the expected signal-to-

noise ratio in these types of measurements, particularly in DES Y3 and LSST

(VRO), should be substantial enough to differentiate between the nonther-

mal LiMR model and the best-fit ΛCDM model derived from Planck data,

with a high level of statistical significance. To our knowledge, this repre-

sents the first simulation-based investigation into the effects of a category of

LiMRs on cluster lensing, underscoring the feasibility of distinguishing these

models from a standard ΛCDM universe using such measurements.
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• Finally, in the supplementary section, we delve into the nonlinear character-

istics of LiMR models that are entirely indistinguishable at the linear level.

Notably, we identify disparities at the nonlinear level, which can serve as in-

dicators of the LiMR velocity distribution functions. Encouragingly, as the

velocity distributions of LiMRs are linked to their production mechanism,

these disparities offer a potential window into early universe dynamics.

Therefore, the optimal approach for testing and constraining LiMRmodels involves

a combined analysis of data from Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and late-

time structure formation, encompassing both large and small scales.

We now focus on some intriguing aspects of our findings and avenues for future

research. One notable point emphasized throughout Section 6.5 is that the effects

of the LiMR model lie between those observed for massive neutrinos and those

in Warm Dark Matter (WDM) cosmologies without aligning completely with ei-

ther. The scale at which the power spectrum initiates damping, relative to the

ΛCDM model, is approximately 10−1h−1Mpc. In contrast, for massive neutrinos,

this scale typically stands at 10−2h−1Mpc, while for permissible WDM models, it

exceeds 1h−1Mpc. Another point of divergence from massive neutrinos is that the

behavior on small scales is not entirely synonymous with a change in σ8. This

bears significance for the proposed role of LiMRs in resolving the σ8 discrepancy.

Lastly, the LiMR influences the mass-concentration relationship of even the most

massive halos, in contrast to viable WDM models, which exclusively impact the

relationship for lower mass entities.

It is worth noting that the specific parameters of the LiMR model explored in this

study yield a satisfactory fit to the primary Planck data. In other words, early

Universe observations alone do not provide sufficiently robust constraints on LiMR

models. In light of our findings, it becomes imperative to integrate early Universe

data with late-time structure formation to obtain the most robust constraints on
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these models. Moreover, incorporating small, nonlinear scales of structure for-

mation into such analyses offers the added benefit of potentially distinguishing

between different velocity distributions of the LiMRs despite their identical pre-

dictions for linear evolution on large scales.

LiMR models have been proposed as a potential resolution to the modest tension

between early Universe and late-time clustering probes, parameterized in terms

of σ8. It should be noted that Standard Model neutrinos, by themselves, cannot

account for the extent of this discrepancy. Clustering probes at low redshifts

that point to a σ8 tension (e.g. Hikage et al. 2019; D’Amico et al. 2020; Ivanov

et al. 2020; Tröster et al. 2021; DES Collaboration et al. 2021; Krolewski et al.

2021), do not encompass small nonlinear scales in their analysis. Consequently, it

is always possible to fine-tune the parameters of a specific LiMR model to yield

a late-time σ8 consistent with these studies. A comprehensive characterization

of the nonlinear predictions of the models on small scales, as undertaken in this

study, is therefore pivotal in rendering the models predictive and testable once

more. The fact that we ascertain that the nonlinear effects of this specific LiMR

model do not align with an overall rescaling of the initial power spectrum within

the ΛCDM framework suggests that it is entirely conceivable to either rule out or

constrain the model with present and future data. If the model is indeed ruled

out, alternative solutions to the σ8 tension will need to be pursued.

While our focus has centered on a subset of the signatures of LiMRs on small, non-

linear scales that bear relevance for large-scale photometric surveys, their impacts

should also be evident in other observables. For instance, the small-scale damp-

ing in the power spectrum will influence Lyman-α forest measurements, thereby

enabling these measurements to be translated into effective constraints on LiMR

models, akin to what has been achieved for WDM (Viel et al. 2013; Iršič et al.

2017b), and Fuzzy Dark Matter (FDM) (Iršič et al. 2017a; Rogers and Peiris 2021)

models. This damping also implies effects on the satellite population of the Milky
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Way, which now stands as a source of some of the most stringent constraints on

various dark matter models (see e.g. Nadler et al. 2019, 2021; Das and Nadler

2021). A thorough exploration of LiMR effects on these observables and potential

constraints will be reserved for future investigations.



Chapter 5

Constraints on Nonthermal

Warm dark matter from small

scale structure 1

5.1 Introduction

The ΛCDM model has effectively explained the accelerated expansion of the Uni-

verse and the evolution of large-scale perturbations. It also aligns well with various

cosmological observations. These observations, including those from the Cosmic

Microwave Background, galaxy clustering, weak lensing, and Lyman-α measure-

ments, suggest that around 30 percent of the current Universe’s energy density is

attributed to matter Alam et al. (2017b); Aghanim et al. (2020b); Abbott et al.

(2022). The majority of this matter is of a mysterious nature referred to as ”dark

matter.” In the framework of the ΛCDM model, this dark matter is characterized

as cold, implying its negligibly small free-streaming effects. Despite being the

1This chapter is based on publication Banerjee et al. (2023)
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simplest model consistent with the data, the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) theory

has been subject to investigations regarding potential tensions at small non-linear

scales Bullock and Boylan-Kolchin (2017). Over time, issues like the ”missing

satellites” Moore et al. (1999); Klypin et al. (1999), ”too big to fail” Boylan-

Kolchin et al. (2011), and ”core–cusp” Moore (1994); Flores and Primack (1994)

have drawn significant attention. Additionally, more subtle evaluations of galaxy

diversity have surfaced in recent years Sales et al. (2022).

Though many of these tensions can potentially be reconciled by considering bary-

onic physics, they have also triggered proposals for alternative dark matter physics

beyond the CDM paradigm. One established model is warm dark matter (WDM),

where dark matter particles exhibit free-streaming on macroscopic scales ofO(kpc)

or more, causing small-scale suppression compared to CDM Bond and Szalay

(1983); Bode et al. (2001). WDM particle candidates, including sterile neutrinos,

are often modeled with production mechanisms leading to a thermal phase-space

distribution Dodelson and Widrow (1994a), but these are significantly limited

by small-scale structure constraints Abazajian and Koushiappas (2006). Recent

exploration has also extended to production mechanisms with non-thermal distri-

butions Shi and Fuller (1999); De Gouvêa et al. (2020), though such models also

face stringent structure formation restrictions Nadler et al. (2021a); Zelko et al.

(2022); An et al. (2023).

In this chapter, we investigate the consequences of WDM production through the

decay of a massive scalar particle, influenced by moduli decay models Bhattacharya

et al. (2021b); Das et al. (2022); Banerjee et al. (2022), where the neutrino-like

hot dark matter arises from the decay of moduli in the early universe, contributing

small fraction to the total dark matter content. This chapter focuses on a scenario

where the entire dark matter relic density emerges in a warm state due to the decay

of a moduli field. Remarkably, despite the non-thermal phase-space distribution,

our model generates linear matter power spectra that closely resemble those of
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thermally-produced WDM while establishing a unique connection to a thermal-

relic mass. This connection enables us to establish constraints on the non-thermal

particle mass through modern observations of small-scale structures.

The limits from the small-scale structure have been derived from observations of

the satellite population of the Milky Way galaxy by the Dark Energy Survey Ab-

bott et al. (2005) and Pan-STARRS1 Chambers et al. (2016). Specifically, the

presence of satellite galaxies, especially the smallest ”ultra-faint” dwarf galaxies

in proximity, has been utilized to set a lower limit on the abundance of low-

mass (≳ 108 M⊙) subhalos around the Milky Way Nadler et al. (2020). This

measurement subsequently constrains any dark matter scenario that suppresses

subhalo abundance, resulting in a 95% confidence lower bound on the thermal-

relic WDM (Th-WDM) particle mass of 6.5 keV Nadler et al. (2021a); Maamari

et al. (2021); Das and Nadler (2020); Nguyen et al. (2021); Mau et al. (2022); An

et al. (2023). Additionally, we incorporate strong gravitational lensing constraints,

which have been used to establish limitations on WDM Gilman et al. (2020) and

other dark matter physics Gilman et al. (2023); Laroche et al. (2022); Dike et al.

(2023). Recent work Nadler et al. (2021b) combines WDM constraints from strong

lensing and Milky Way satellite galaxies to set a 95% confidence lower BOUND

on the Th-WDM mass of 9.7 keV, providing us with a stringent constraint on our

non-thermal production mechanism.

It is crucial to note that the thermal-relic WDM limits we consider, both from

Milky Way satellites alone and in combination with strong lensing, account for

uncertainties in system properties and non-linear effects (e.g., galaxy formation

physics in the case of satellites and tidal stripping in the case of lensing) that

could impact observables. This ensures that the constraints we derive remain

conservative. Moreover, due to the nearly identical transfer functions generated

by our model and thermal-relic WDM, and the absence of additional non-linear

physics, the constraints based on the mapping to existing WDM limits are robust.
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5.2 Short overview of Production Mechanism and

Phase-space Distribution

WDM scenarios are characterized by the initial phase-space distribution of the

warm species, which is determined by the production mechanism. Our focus is

on WDM produced through the decay of a massive scalar, following previous

works Hasenkamp and Kersten (2013a); Conlon and Marsh (2013a); Miller et al.

(2019a); Bhattacharya et al. (2021a). In this context, the energy density of the

universe is dominated by a heavy, cold species φ at early times. This dominance

could arise from perturbative reheating post-inflation or due to moduli domination.

Subsequently, φ decays into the Standard Model sector and WDM particles. The

decay mode to WDM particles is 1 → 2, leading to the production of two identical

relativistic WDM particles. While the Standard Model sector attains thermal

equilibrium, the WDM particles are considered sterile and thus do not thermalize.

This scenario emerges naturally when considering sterile dark matter resulting

from the decay of a heavy parent particle or in cases where sterile dark matter

originates directly from the decay of the inflaton.

The rate of WDM production in this model is determined by the decay rate of φ

and the branching ratio for the WDM channel. As φ decays, WDM particles are

continuously generated, possessing momentum mφ/2 at the time of production.

The final momentum of a WDM particle is determined by redshifting its initial

momentum. Because different WDM particles are produced at different times

(though with identical initial momentum), this redshifting effect gives rise to a

non-thermal momentum distribution, as depicted in Fig. 5.1.

The mass of the heavy particle governs the distribution function in our model,

(mφ), its decay rate, τ , and the branching fraction for the decay to WDM, Bsp.

Particularly, the momentum distribution of the WDM particles can be computed
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.

by considering that, due to the decays, the co-moving number density of φ dimin-

ishes as N(t) = N(0)e−t/τ with a branching fraction Bsp to the WDM particles.

Once generated, the WDM particles freely stream. We employ the publicly avail-

able package CLASS Lesgourgues (2011); Lesgourgues and Tram (2011) to assess

the influence of WDM, using Eq. 3.5 normalized by T 3
ncdm,0.

A comparison between a typical momentum distribution in our model and that of

thermal-relic WDM is shown in Fig. 5.1. For equivalent ∆Neff (the effective num-

ber of additional neutrino-like species) at Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), the

non-thermal distribution peaks at higher momentum values and exhibits a broader

profile compared to the thermal distribution. Notably, the small-scale structure

constraints we derive later indicate that permissible WDM particle masses in our

model are significantly lower than the universe’s temperature during BBN.

Note that although naively f(q⃗) appears to rely on N(0), the complete expres-

sion remains independent of N(0) provided we assume the universe to be entirely

matter-dominated at the initial time Bhattacharya et al. (2021a). Conversely,
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altering the parameter Bsp results in an overall constant scaling of the distribu-

tion function. For any chosen WDM particle mass, the CLASS package scales the

distribution function to maintain consistency with observational ΩWDM values.

Consequently, our analysis effectively explores different Bsp values. The other pa-

rameters in the distribution function are mφ and τ . Informed by the concept of

high-scale inflation as the theory governing the early universe and the decay of the

inflaton via perturbative Grand Unified Theory (GUT) scale interactions, we focus

on mφ ∼ O(10−6Mpl) and τ ∼ O(108/mφ). In the Appendix, we demonstrate that

our results remain largely unaffected by the specific values of these parameters.

5.3 Transfer function and Linear Matter Power

Spectra

We employ a modified version of CLASS2 Lesgourgues (2011); Lesgourgues and

Tram (2011) to produce the linear matter power spectra for our non-thermal warm

dark matter model. Our analysis uses the same values of cosmological parameters

detailed in Ref. Das et al. (2022). For our WDM CLASS runs, we set ωcdm = 0. We

incorporate two non-CDM species, the first corresponding to standard massless

neutrinos and the second representing the WDM species with Nncdm = 2 and

ωncdm = 0.12. We keep the fiducial phase-space distribution parameters consistent

with our non-thermal WDM production mechanism as outlined in Ref. Das et al.

(2022), namely Bsp = 0.0118, mϕ = 10−6Mpl, and τ = 108/mϕ. We establish

in the Appendix that our outcomes remain robust against parameter variations;

hence, our constraints remain independent of this selection.

The left section of Fig. 5.2 represents the ratio of the linear matter power spectra

relative to CDM, referred to as the transfer function, for diverse non-thermal

2https://github.com/ravi398/WDM

https://github.com/ravi398/WDM
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Figure 5.2: Left panel : The plot shows the ratio of matter power spectra
of nonthermal model (orange) for WDM mass values (5 keV,20 keV,50 keV
100 keV) light to dark color with respect to ΛCDM model. The transfer func-
tions for Th-WDM corresponding to masses 9.7 keV and 6.5 keV are plotted in
dot-dashed and dashed lines, respectively. Right panel : relation between half
mode wavenumber and mass of nonthermal WDM particles as shown in equation
5.5. The horizontal dashed (dot-dashed) lines indicate half-mode wavenumbers
for 6.5 keV (9.7 keV) Th-WDM models, respectively.

particle masses. Specifically, we define

T 2(k) ≡ P (k)

PCDM(k)
. (5.1)

We juxtapose these transfer functions with the Th-WDM transfer function fit

from Ref. Viel et al. (2005). Notably, the correlation between Th-WDM mass

and the cutoff scale deduced from the Ref. Viel et al. (2005) fitting function be-

comes inaccurate for adequately cold models, encompassing those proximate to

our 95% confidence restrictions. Nonetheless, the profile of the Ref. Viel et al.

(2005) transfer function cutoff remains accurate Decant et al. (2022); Vogel and

Abazajian (2022). Considering that the analyses we compare to also adopted the

Ref. Viel et al. (2005) functional form, which we only use as a mechanism to map

to effective thermal-relic models, this disparity does not influence our constraints.

Evidently, the transfer function cutoff in our non-thermal model closely resembles

that in Th-WDM. This enables us to establish a mapping between these models,

following a methodology akin to Refs. Nadler et al. (2019, 2021b). As depicted in
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Fig. 5.2, we ascertain that (given our standard cosmological parameters) the half-

mode scale khm, determined by T 2(khm) ≡ 0.25, correlates with the non-thermal

particle mass as indicated by

khm =
(
3.3 +

mnon−thermal

1 keV

)
h Mpc−1, (5.2)

where mnon−thermal denotes our non-thermal particle mass.

As elaborated in Viel et al. (2005), the transfer function for Th-WDM can be

expressed as

T (k) =
[
1 + (αk)2ν

]−5/ν
, (5.3)

with ν = 1.12, and

α =0.049
(mWDM

1 keV

)−1.11
(
ΩWDM

0.25

)0.11(
h

0.7

)1.22

h−1 Mpc. (5.4)

To derive the relationship between khm and mWDM, we sample values of mWDM ∈
[3 keV, 12 keV], solve for their half-mode wavenumbers khm using Eq. 5.3, and fit

the outcomes to obtain

khm = 12.5
(
−0.6 +

mWDM

1 keV

)
h Mpc−1, (5.5)

where mWDM represents the Th-WDM mass. By comparing Eqs. 5.5 and 5.2, we

infer the ensuing relationship between mWDM and mnon−thermal:

mnon−thermal = 12.2
(
−0.9 +

mWDM

1 keV

)
keV. (5.6)

Based on comparing the corresponding transfer functions, we have validated this

relationship across the entire spectrum of non-thermal masses we explore. Along
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the initial cutoff, disparities between matched transfer functions typically remain

at the sub-percent level; such deviations remain undetectable in the datasets from

which we deduce our constraints. Consequently, Eq. 5.6 offers a robust avenue

to translate prevailing Th-WDM constraints into constraints on our non-thermal

model.

It is noteworthy that mnon−thermal significantly surpasses the corresponding mWDM

as per Eq. 5.6. This outcome mirrors the findings for hot dark matter in the con-

sidered non-thermal distribution Bhattacharya et al. (2021a). This follows because

the non-thermal momentum distribution exhibits an extended tail toward higher

velocities (as seen in Figure 5.1). Consequently, non-thermal WDM particles in

our model demonstrate higher average velocities than Th-WDM particles, even

when possessing the same mass at a given redshift.

Further insight into the relationship betweenmnon−thermal andmWDM can be gleaned

by computing the free-streaming length using

λfs =

∫ aeq

0

⟨v(a)⟩
a2H(a)

da, (5.7)

where the contributions from the relativistic and non-relativistic regimes are re-

spectively given by

λfs = 2ct0anr + I.

Here, the non-relativistic contribution I takes the form

I =

∫ aeq

anr

⟨v(a)⟩
a2H(a)

da,

with the average velocity given by

⟨v(a)⟩ =
∫∞
0
vf(v)4πv2dv∫∞

0
f(v)4πv2dv

.

For Th-WDM, these integrals can be analytically evaluated under the assumption
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Figure 5.3: The relation between masses of nonthermal WDM model and
Th-WDM model as shown by equation 5.6. The shaded regions show excluded
limits at 95% by Milky Way population (dark) and Milky Way combined strong
lensing (light).

that H2(a) = Ωma
−3+Ωrada

−3+ΩΛ, where Ωi represent fractional energy densities

and a is the scale factor. We numerically solve the integral equations for non-

thermal WDM to compute the free-streaming scale as a function of mnon−thermal.

We have verified that the non-thermal and thermal-relic free-streaming scales

match each other well along the relationship provided by Eq. 5.6.

5.4 Constraints from Thermal Relic WDM Map-

ping

We derive constraints on our non-thermal model based on Eq. 5.6. In particular,

we use the 95% confidence lower limits on Th-WDM of 6.5 keV, derived from

the satellite population Milky Way galaxy, and 9.7 keV, derived from its combi-

nation with strong lensing flux ratio statistics. These constraints are illustrated

in Figure 5.3 and map to lower limits on the non-thermal WDM mass of 68 and

107 keV, respectively. Following our calculation above, the corresponding free-

streaming lengths are λfs = 31 kpc for mnon−thermal = 107 keV and λfs = 29 kpc for
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mWDM = 9.7 keV. The latter value reasonably agrees with the fit in Ref. Schneider

et al. (2012).

We emphasize that our non-thermal transfer functions are essentially identical to

thermal-relic models, including for non-thermal masses at our 95% confidence lim-

its (e.g., see the left panel of Figure 5.2). Furthermore, there is no new, non-linear

physics introduced by our model: in both the non-thermal and Th-WDM cases,

suppression of structure formation relative to CDM is set by the free-streaming

scale, which is imprinted well before matter-radiation equality. Thus, we expect

nonlinear observables that drive the small-scale structure limits we map to, such

as the halo and subhalo mass functions and mass-concentration relations, to be

practically identical to those in Th-WDM, which are well-studied.

We note that the precise mapping between our non-thermal transfer functions

and Th-WDM at and below the cutoff scale justifies our use of combined Milky

Way satellite and strong lensing limits. In particular, the lensing limits depend

sensitively on halo concentrations (Gilman et al. 2020, 2022), which are in turn

sensitive to power on scales even smaller than khm.

5.5 Conclusions

We put constraints on nonthermal Warm Dark Matter (produced from moduli

decay) from small-scale structures. Theoretically, this production mechanism is

well motivated, and WDM particles obey nonthermal phase space distributions.

Considering that this WDM accounts for the entire dark matter budget of the

Universe, the linear matter power spectra are equivalent to corresponding thermal

Warm dark matter relics. Using this equivalence, we established a relation between

nonthermal WDM particles’ mass and thermal WDM relics’ mass. We get a lower
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mass bound on the nonthermal WDM particles around 107 keV at 95% confidence

through observations data from the satellite population of Milky Way and strong

gravitational lensing. These are the first precise constraints on the nonthermal

WDM model to date (also see Ref. Ballesteros et al. (2021)).

However, The precision of these data sets (Milky Way galaxy and string lensing)

will increase in the future. Specifically, the combination of next-generation obser-

vational facilities, including the VRO Ivezić et al. (2019), and space telescopes,

including the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope Spergel et al. (2015), is ex-

pected to probe most of the undiscovered Milky Way satellite galaxy population

as well as faint dwarf galaxies throughout the Local Volume Drlica-Wagner et al.

(2019); Gezari et al. (2022). The above-mentioned observational facilities will

also significantly enhance the sample of strongly-lensed systems available for deep

follow-up observations that is required to constrain dark matter Oguri and Mar-

shall (2010); Weiner et al. (2020), and will also provide qualitatively new probe

of low-mass halos Pardo and Doré (2021). Combinedly, these observations are

supposed to constrain WDM masses up to ∼ 20 keV Drlica-Wagner et al. (2019),

which is equivalent to ∼ 200 keV for non-thermal WDM particles masses produced

via moduli decay.

In the above analysis, we considered that nonthermal WDM accounts for the en-

tire dark matter budget of the universe. The next generation’s constraints may

change in the case of a smaller fraction of lower mass WDM. Also, we assumed

the nonthermal WDM model parameters as phenomenological; however, it will

be interesting to consider explicit realizations of this scenario that naturally yield

mixed cold-plus-warm dark matter scenarios. In the string theory, two WDM

production scenarios are particularly relevant: the decay of the inflaton to excita-

tions at the bottom of a warped throat Frey et al. (2009), or a hidden sector with

keV-scale condensation (e.g., see Ref. Halverson and Langacker (2018)). Accord-

ing to string theory, there can be mixed scenarios of warm and cold dark matter
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the warm component coming from sterile particles of moduli decay and the cold

component corresponding to a thermal relic that freezes out from the Standard

Model sector (see Ref. Cicoli et al. (2023) for a recent review of various scenarios

for dark matter in string theory). A detailed study of such mixed scenarios is left

for future research.





Chapter 6

Early Dark Energy beyond Slow

Roll and Cosmological Tensions 1

6.1 Introduction

The most successful cosmological paradigm, known as the ΛCDM model, combin-

ing a cosmological constant and cold dark matter, explains most of the character-

istics of our universe. It has demonstrated remarkable agreement with a variety

of cosmological observations. However, recently, a few mismatches have occurred

between the model’s predictions and empirical measurements of selected observ-

ables. Among the mismatches that have commanded substantial attention over

the past decade, determining the Universe’s expansion rate remains a subject of

enormous discussion. Noteworthy in this context are the most recent evaluations

of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) undertaken by the Planck satellite.

These evaluations, within the purview of the ΛCDM framework, yield a derived

value for the Hubble parameter denoted as H0 = 67.36±0.54 km/s/Mpc Aghanim

1This chapter is based on two publications Gogoi et al. (2021); Sharma et al. (2023)
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et al. (2018c). Extending beyond the ambit of Planck, observations calibrated

with information predating recombination, such as BAO Abbott et al. (2018b)

and BBN Cooke et al. (2016), collectively tend to align with a lower value of the

Hubble constant as inferred from the CMB.

Conversely, the SH0ES team has embarked on a measurement of the Hubble pa-

rameter, giving an estimate of H0 = 73.04± 1.04 km/s/Mpc. This determination

derived from an intricate construction of a distance ladder predicated on type 1a

supernovae (SN1a) Riess et al. (2019, 2020, 2022). While numerous other local and

direct measurements tend to corroborate a higher Hubble parameter value, it is

essential to acknowledge that the tension level experienced by these measurements

is not as pronounced as that encountered in the SH0ES findings (for an in-depth

synthesis, refer to Ref. Abdalla et al. (2022)).

As experimental precision of cosmological observations continues to scale new

heights and access to more and more data, the Hubble tension got greater signifi-

cance, thereby drawing more interest and scrutiny from the cosmological research

community Schöneberg et al. (2021); Di Valentino et al. (2021b,a).

A relatively milder discrepancy is also evident in the determination of the local

growth parameter, denoted by S8 = σ8

√
ΩM

0.3
, wherein ΩM represents the current

total matter density and σ8 signifies the rms of matter fluctuations at the scale of

8 Mpc/h.

The Planck 2018 CMB measurements, using the ΛCDM framework, estimate

S8 = 0.832 ± 0.013. In contrast, estimations garnered from the study of galaxies

via the technique of weak lensing, as undertaken by the CFHTLenS collaboration,

intimate a ΛCDM model forecast for S8 that ostensibly surpasses the direct mea-

surement by a statistically meaningful margin at the 2σ confidence level Heymans

et al. (2013); MacCrann et al. (2015).
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This tension has also got enhanced importance due to the amalgamation of various

datasets, such as those from the KiDS/Viking initiative Hildebrandt et al. (2020);

Joudaki et al. (2020) and the DES endeavor Abbott et al. (2018a, 2022). Of late,

the synergy between KiDS/Viking and SDSS datasets has accentuated the tension

to a 3σ significance level, manifesting as S8 = 0.766+0.02
−0.014 Heymans et al. (2020). It

is to acknowledge, however, that the amalgamation of KiDS and DES data points

to a slightly lower significance of this tension Abbott et al. (2023).

No investigations have thus far reported inaccuracies or systematic issues within

the data that could account for the Hubble constant (H0) tension. This has pro-

pelled the notion of novel physics into the limelight, prompting substantial interest.

Recent studies Knox and Millea (2019); Schöneberg et al. (2021) showed the epoch

preceding recombination appears to be the likeliest candidate for harboring con-

cealed new physics, capable of relaxing the Hubble tension by lowering the cosmic

microwave background (CMB) sound horizon.

The concept of early dark energy (EDE), initially introduced in references such as

Karwal and Kamionkowski (2016); Poulin et al. (2019); Lin et al. (2019), intro-

duces a scalar field that remains inert until the equilibrium between matter and

radiation is achieved, at which point it undergoes a sudden transition to dynamism

and dilutes at a faster pace than radiation. While EDE exhibits the potential to

alleviate the H0 tension significantly, it grapples with several formidable challenges

(expounded upon in discussions found in references like Kamionkowski and Riess

(2022); Poulin et al. (2023)). Primarily, akin to models aiming to rectify the Hub-

ble tension by reshaping the pre-recombination era, EDE cosmology introduces

an augmentation in the power spectra of matter on smaller scales, inadvertently

exacerbating the tension related to S8 Hill et al. (2020); Vagnozzi (2021). Sec-

ondarily, the EDE model confronts the predicament of coincidence, necessitating

a transition of EDE’s dynamism at a specific juncture—namely, the juncture of
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matter-radiation equality—which, in turn, raises queries about the need for fine-

tuning within the model (as expounded upon in studies like Gogoi et al. (2021);

Niedermann and Sloth (2022); Lin et al. (2023)).

Simultaneously, the persistence of present-day dark energy remains an enigma,

plagued by its own fine-tuning challenge. Within this context, dynamical dark

energy emerges as one of the most extensively scrutinized alternatives to the cos-

mological constant for grappling with the fine-tuning quandary.

Several physical models have emerged wherein early dark energy seems to natu-

rally manifest around the period of matter-radiation equality Gogoi et al. (2021);

Carrillo González et al. (2023); Lin et al. (2023). In select physical frameworks,

the prospect arises to facilitate a dynamic evolution for early dark energy before

its rapid dilution. An illustrative example, presented in Ref. Gogoi et al. (2021),

revolves around a scenario involving an interaction between a neutrino-like parti-

cle and a scalar field. Depending on the form of the scalar field’s potential, the

equation of state of early dark energy can undergo modifications, as demonstrated

by the ϕ2 potential case, where the initial equation of state is wi = −1
3
.

Drawing inspiration from this premise, our present study explores whether a dy-

namic early dark energy model could hold advantages over a purely static (akin

to cosmological constant) behavior. Should early dark energy indeed possess dy-

namical attributes, the notion could suggest that a unifying mechanism underlies

the activation of dark energy at various cosmic epochs—whether it be inflation,

early dark energy, or present-day dark energy. Our investigations uncover intrigu-

ing tendencies, indicating that contemporary cosmological datasets might favor an

equation of state wi ̸= −1.

This chapter is arranged as follows: In section 6.2, we present the physical model.

In Section 6.3, we introduce our phenomenological modeling for the early dark
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energy component, encompassing both the background and perturbations levels.

Section 6.3.1 delves into the influence of the initial equation of state (before fluid di-

lution) on observables. Transitioning to Section 6.4.1, we present our core analysis

setup and methodology, with the ensuing results outlined in Section 6.5. Finally,

our findings culminate in concluding remarks offered in Section 6.6.

6.2 Neutrino scalar interaction

An eV mass fermion ψ interacts with a scalar field ϕ in this scenario. The equation

of motion of this interacting field is governed by effective potential Veff(ϕ), not

just V(ϕ). The field adiabatically stays at a minimum of potential Veff(ϕ). This

interaction acts as early dark energy. The Lagrangian of this interacting field is

given by Fardon et al. (2004)

L ⊃ mDψ1ψ2 + f(Φ)ψ2ψ2 + V (Φ) + H.c., (6.1)

The coupled Euler and continuity equations are as follows :

ρ̇ν + 3H(ρν + Pν) = −dln (m)ν (ϕ)

dϕ
(ρν − 3Pν) (6.2)

ρ̇ϕ + 3H(ρϕ + Pϕ) = −dln (m)ν (ϕ)

dϕ
(ρν − 3Pν) (6.3)

The idea is that when the neutrinos were extremely relativistic, the right-hand

side term of the equation 6.2, 6.3 vanishes. So effectively, ”no interaction”. But

slowly, as the neutrino becomes semi-relativistic, the interaction term on the right-

hand side becomes relativistic and hence the interaction takes place. During this

time, the field feels the effective potential of interaction, not just the scalar field

interaction. The equation of state of this effective fluid is negative, and this acts as

early dark energy. Finally, when the neutrinos become extremely non-relativistic,
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Figure 6.1: The equation of state of the interacting neutrino fluid for quadratic
potentials and logarithmic potentials of scalar field

the interaction stops, and neutrinos clump down to form nuggets and contribute

to the dark matter, and the scalar fields roll away. Thus, this model is where the

early dark energy component arrives naturally around matter radiation equality,

unlike the conventional EDE models, which are tuned to appear at that epoch.

Equation of state: When the scalar field is in interaction with fermions (neu-

trinos), the equation of motion is not governed just by Vscalar(ϕ) but the effective

potential given as Veff(ϕ) = Vint+Vscalar(ϕ). The interaction potential is Vin ∝ 1
a3ϕ

Gogoi et al. (2021); Fardon et al. (2004). The equation of state of this interacting

fluid is also demonstrated in figure 6.1 as follows:

wϕψ =

−1
3

Vscalar(ϕ) = m2
ϕϕ

2

−1 Vscalar(ϕ) = log(ϕ)

(6.4)
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6.3 Dynamical early dark energy

We are examining a uniform, isotropic, and flat universe, as the FLRW metric

describes. This universe is filled with the standard components found in the ΛCDM

model, including photons, baryons, neutrinos, cold dark matter, and dark energy.

To introduce Early Dark Energy (EDE), we incorporate an additional component

using a generalized fluid description. This necessitates specifying its equation of

state (w), sound speed (c2s), and, if applicable, its anisotropic stress. We assume

the anisotropic stress is zero for this scalar field, as discussed in Ref. Sabla and

Caldwell (2022).

The equation of state is parameterized as:

wEDE(a) =
wf − wi[

1 +
(
ac
a

)3×(wf−wi)
] − wi (6.5)

Here, wf and wi represent the final and initial parameters of the equation of

state, respectively, and ac denotes the scale factor at the time of transition. The

parameter p controls the width of the transition. The background energy density

of the early dark energy component evolves according to:

ρEDE(a) = ρEDE(1)× exp

(
3

∫ a

1

(1 + wEDE(a)) da

)
(6.6)

To describe perturbations in the fluid, we apply the generalized dark matter for-

malism Hu (1998). The perturbation equations (Euler and Continuity) in the

synchronous gauge are expressed as:

d

dη

(
δEDE

1 + wEDE

)
= − (θEDE + h′)

−3H(c2s − c2a)

(
δEDE

1 + wEDE

+ 3H
θEDE

k2

)
,
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d

dη
(θEDE) = −H

(
1− 3c2s

)
θEDE + c2sk

2 δEDE

1 + wEDE

. (6.7)

Here, δEDE represents the density perturbation, while θEDE represents the velocity

divergence of the EDE fluid. The sound speed of the EDE fluid governs the

relationship between density and pressure perturbations, defined as c2s =
δP
δρ
. Here,

k denotes the comoving wave-number, H refers to the conformal Hubble parameter,

and c2a is the adiabatic sound speed, defined as:

c2a = wEDE − 1

3

dwEDE/dln (a)

1 + wEDE

(6.8)

By employing equation (6.5), we determine that:

c2a =

wi a≪ ac ,

wf a≫ ac .

(6.9)

The sound speed c2s is established as follows:

c2s =

1 a < ac ,

wf a ≥ ac ,

(6.10)

However, we observe that the outcomes are not notably influenced by the manner

in which we parameterize c2s when we enforce c2s = wf in the decaying phase.

To establish the initial conditions, we assume that the system initiates in the

radiation-dominated era, thus H = 1
η
. If the energy density of early dark energy

is negligible at the initially, the solution for the metric perturbation h remains

unchanged and is given by h = (kη)2

2
. For super-Hubble modes where kη ≪ 1,

equations (6.7) and (6.7) simplify to:

d

dη

(
δEDE

1 + wEDE

)
=
k2η

2
− 3

1

η
(c2s − c2a)

(
δEDE

1 + wEDE

+ 3
1

η

θEDE

k2

)
(6.11)
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Figure 6.2: (a) Effect of varying wi on the equation of state. (b) Effect of
varying wi on the slope.

d

dη
(θEDE) = −1

η

(
1− 3c2s

)
θEDE + c2sk

2 δEDE

1 + wEDE

(6.12)

These can be solved in powers of (kη)2, yielding the initial conditions:

δEDE

1 + wEDE

= − (4− 3c2s)/2

8 + 6c2s − 12c2a
(kη)2 (6.13)

θEDE = − c2s/2

8 + 6c2s − 12c2a
k(kη)3 (6.14)

These equations, along with the initial conditions, have been incorporated into

an adapted version of the Boltzmann code CLASS Lesgourgues (2011); Blas et al.

(2011).

6.3.1 Influence on Background and Perturbation Dynam-

ics

To examine the impact of altering background and perturbation effects, we vary

the parameter wi over a range of values, specifically wi = −1,−0.8,−0.6,−0.4.

The effect of this variation on wEDE(a) and
dwEDE(a)

da
is depicted in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.3: Effect of varying wi on the evolution of EDE density fraction.

Effect of wi on EDE Background Evolution : Initially, we explore the influ-

ence on the evolution of the early dark energy’s background energy density. This

is presented in Figure 6.3. It is readily apparent that as wi increases, the energy

density spreads out over time. The transition becomes more gradual, resulting in

the EDE component persisting for longer and influencing the expansion rate from

earlier redshifts. Consequently, this leads to a diminished sound horizon value and

an increased Hubble parameter value at the present epoch.

We will now explain in detail the impact of wi on the perturbations of early dark

energy and its influence on the matter component.

Effect of wi on EDE Density Perturbations :

In Figure 6.4, we present a graphical representation of the influence of varying

wi on the density fluctuations of early dark energy, considering modes with k =

0.01, 0.06, 0.3 Mpc−1. These modes correspond to those entering the horizon after,

around, and before ac, respectively. Additionally, we indicate the points of horizon
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Figure 6.4: Effect of varying wi on the evolution of EDE density fluctuations
for three modes k = 0.01, 0.06, 0.3Mpc−1.

crossing for each mode, defined as kτ(ak) ≡ 2π, and denote the values of ac with

red and green dotted vertical lines.

The equation governing early dark energy (EDE) perturbations can be derived by

simplifying Equations 6.7 and 6.7 into a second-order differential equation:

d2

dη2

(
δEDE

1 + wEDE

)
+ k2c2s

δEDE

1 + wEDE

+ (1− 3c2a)
a′

a

d

dη

(
δEDE

1 + wEDE

)
= 0 .

This equation bears a resemblance to that of a damped simple harmonic oscillator.
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Figure 6.5: Effect of varying wi on the evolution of Weyl potential. We
show the difference relative to the ΛCDM model with identical cosmological
parameters.

Its solution oscillates, with the amplitude either decreasing or increasing, contin-

gent on the sign of the damping terms. The oscillation frequency is determined

by k2c2s, while the term 1− 3c2a can be either negative or positive, acting as either

a driving force or a friction term, assuming wi < −1
3
:

1− 3c2a =

1− 3wi > 0 a≪ ac

1− 3wf < 0 a≫ ac .

(6.15)

The impact of wi on the growth of EDE density fluctuations for various k modes

can be comprehended as follows:

• For modes that enter the horizon well before ac (i.e., ak ≪ ac): Prior to

horizon crossing, the growth of δEDE follows the initial condition [Eq. (6.13)],

showing a growth proportional to (kτ)2 and 1+wEDE. Consequently, models
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with higher wi exhibit faster growth, particularly evident for the mode with

k = 0.3 Mpc−1, which crosses the horizon earlier. In the ak < a < ac region,

where wi < 0, the solution of δEDE is oscillatory but with a decreasing

amplitude (see Equation 6.15). At ac, models with high wi exhibit a higher

amplitude. Finally, in the a > ac region, the solution remains oscillatory, but

the damping factor changes sign, acting as a driving force and resulting in

oscillations with a larger amplitude for modes that had a higher amplitude

at ac, i.e., modes with higher wi.

• For modes that enter the horizon well after ac (i.e., ak ≫ ac): In this scenario,

all modes have a similar evolution since they are essentially frozen ((kτ)2 ≪
1) when the fields become dynamic. Around horizon crossing, all modes grow

proportionally to 1 + wede as dictated by [Eq. (6.13)], while after horizon

crossing, they oscillate with increasing amplitude, similar to larger modes.

• For modes that enter the horizon around ac (i.e., ak ∼ ac): Before and

around horizon crossing, the growth of δEDE is still determined by the initial

condition [Eq. (6.13)]. After horizon crossing, modes oscillate with increasing

amplitude. However, wEDE evolves with time as the modes enter the horizon,

and can even become positive around ak. This introduces a non-trivial time-

evolution to the damping term, such that modes with higher amplitude at

ak now have a smaller amplitude of oscillations at a > ak. For instance, the

model with wi = −0.4 displays a much lower amplitude of oscillations than

the model with wi = −0.99 at this scale, whereas it exhibits a significantly

larger oscillation amplitude at larger k. It is important to emphasize that

this is a specific consequence of our chosen parameterization of wEDE(a),

rather than an effect solely attributable to wi.

Influence on the Weyl Potential Evolution :
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Figure 6.6: Effect of varying wi on matter power spectra (right panel) and
CMB TT power spectra (left panel).

To grasp the effect of wi on the CMB power spectra, it is insightful to visualize

the quantity −(Ψ + Φ), commonly referred to as the Weyl potential. This is

determined as Poulin et al. (2023):

Φ = − 3

4k2

(
a′

a

)2
(
2δ +

∑
i

[1 + wi]

[
6(a′/a)θi

k2
+ 3σi

])
. (6.16)

In Figure 6.5, we present the influence of wi on the evolution of the Weyl poten-

tial for various k modes (consistent with the previous figure), normalized to the

standard ΛCDM scenario. As discussed earlier, the impact on the Weyl potential

can be elucidated through a combination of background and perturbation effects.

• For a≫ ac, the Weyl potential experiences suppression because of the pres-

ence of EDE, which contributes to the Hubble rate but doesn’t exhibit clus-

tering behavior. In the case of modes that come within the horizon prior to

ac, a higher wi leads to a more prolonged EDE phase, resulting in greater

suppression of the Weyl potential. For modes entering the horizon much

later, the degree of suppression remains consistent since EDE primarily in-

fluences these modes after ac, when all models converge.
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• At a ≈ ac, residual oscillations with diminishing amplitude become evi-

dent, attributed to EDE perturbations. The frequency of these oscillations

is higher for larger k modes, as the EDE oscillations are characterized by

(kcs)
2. For modes entering the horizon before ac (k = 0.3 Mpc−1), a higher

wi leads to a greater amplitude of δEDE, consequently enhancing the contri-

bution to the Weyl potential around ac. For the mode entering the horizon

around ac (k = 0.06 Mpc−1), a noteworthy non-uniform behavior is observed.

Here, the model with a smaller wi exhibits a more pronounced initial oscil-

lation. As previously discussed, this discrepancy arises from the evolving

nature of w, influencing the damping term. Finally, for modes entering the

horizon very late (k = 0.001 Mpc−1), EDE perturbations are essentially

negligible, and the Weyl potential experiences suppression around ac due

to the presence of non-clustering EDE. Minor distinctions arise from slight

variations in the time evolution of wEDE.

6.3.2 Influence of wi on the CMB and Matter Power Spec-

tra

In the left panel of Figure 6.6, we present the residuals of the CMB temperature

anisotropy power spectra (TT) when wi is varied while keeping other parameters

constant, using ΛCDM as the reference. The primary impact of EDE is compre-

hensively detailed in Ref. Poulin et al. (2023). Here, we concentrate on elucidating

the influence of varying wi. The most prominent effect of wi on the CMB TT power

spectra arises from the following contributions:

• Diffusion Damping: Increasing wi augments the impact of EDE on the back-

ground expansion. Since we maintain θs as a constant, and the effects of EDE
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on the sound horizon and damping scales differ, adjusting the angular di-

ameter distance DA through the increase in H0 cannot simultaneously leave

the angular diffusion damping scale θd = rd
DA

unaffected. Consequently, θd

increases, resulting in a more pronounced suppression of CMB TT power

spectra at high ℓ, a suppression that is more pronounced for larger wi.

• Sachs-Wolfs Contribution: The alterations to the Weyl potential stemming

from the escalation of wi (and the prolonged EDE phase) significantly im-

pact the Sachs-Wolfs contribution around ℓ ∼ 500. The larger the wi, the

greater the contribution to the Sachs-Wolfs effect at intermediate ℓ’s, thereby

enhancing the amplitudes of the first acoustic peaks.

In the right panel of Figure 6.6, we illustrate the effect of increasing wi on the

total matter power spectra. Increasing wi results in a suppression of matter power

at smaller scales compared to the case with wi = −1, attributable to the extended

period of EDE (which suppresses the Weyl potential). Consequently, we observe

a reduced σ8 for higher wi, indicating that allowing wi to vary might help in

removing discrepancies with weak lensing surveys. The enhancement in power at

larger scales arises from the fact that ωΛ = 1−Ωm is smaller in models with larger

wi, a consequence of the increased h value that has elevated Ωm = ωmh
2 while

keeping ωm constant.

6.4 Details of Analysis

6.4.1 Data sets

• The Planck 2018 observations encompass a range of measurements, includ-

ing the low-ℓ Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) TT, EE power spectra,
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and the high-ℓ TT, TE, EE power spectra. These observations also involve

reconstructing the gravitational lensing potential, as detailed in Planck Col-

laboration and Aghanim (2020).

• Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) measurements originate from diverse

sources. Specifically, data from the 6-degree Field Galaxy Survey (6dFGS)

at a redshift of z = 0.106 Beutler et al. (2011), the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-

vey Data Release 7 (SDSS DR7) at z = 0.15 Ross et al. (2015), and the

Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey Data Release 12 (BOSS DR12) at

multiple redshifts (z = 0.38, 0.51, 0.61) Alam et al. (2017a) have been em-

ployed. Additionally, the combined limits from the extended Baryon Oscil-

lation Spectroscopic Survey Data Release 14 (eBOSS DR14), involving Ly-α

auto-correlation at z = 2.34 and cross-correlation at z = 2.35, have been

integrated de Sainte Agathe et al. (2019), Blomqvist et al. (2019).

• The growth function fσ8(z) (FS) was determined by CMASS and BOSS

DR12 (LOWZ galaxy samples) at redshifts (z = 0.38, 0.51, 0.61) Alam et al.

(2017a).

• The Pantheon catalog of Type Ia supernovae covers a range of redshifts

(0.01 < z < 2.3) Scolnic et al. (2018b).

• The SH0ES collaboration’s result was modeled with a Gaussian likelihood,

centered on a value of H0 = 73.2± 1.3 km/s/Mpc Riess et al. (2020).

• Weak lensing data from KIDS1000+BOSS+2dfLenS was condensed into a

split-normal likelihood for the parameter S8, yielding a value of 0.766+0.02
−0.014

Heymans et al. (2020).
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6.4.2 Methodology

Our base cosmological framework encompasses the six fundamental ΛCDM param-

eters, namely {ωb, ωcdm, 100×θs, ns, ln(1010As), τreio}, coupled with four additional

EDE parameters, as detailed in Section 6.3: wi, wf , zc, fEDE.

To scrutinize the EDE model, we conduct MCMC analyses using various com-

binations of CMB, BAO, and supernovae datasets (elaborated in Section 7.3.1).

We employ the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm integrated into the MontePython-v3

Brinckmann and Lesgourgues (2018) code, interfaced with our modified CLASS

version. The reported χ2
min values are derived using the iMinuit Python package

James and Roos (1975). To effectively handle a large number of nuisance param-

eters, we implement a Choleski decomposition Lewis et al. (2000) and consider

chains to have converged if they satisfy the Gelman-Rubin convergence criterion

with R− 1 < 0.05 Gelman and Rubin (1992).

We conduct analyses for three distinct variations of the EDE model: i) a two-

parameter fluid model of EDE, exclusively varying (fEDE, zc), while holding the

equation of state parameters fixed at (wi = −1, wf = 1), denoted as 2pEDE; ii) a

three-parameter model (wf , fEDE, zc), referred to as 3pEDE; iii) a four-parameter

model (wi, wf , fEDE, zc), termed 4pEDE. We conduct three sets of runs for each

model, starting from the baseline Planck+BAO+Pantheon, then incorporating the

SH0ES prior, and finally the S8 prior. We also perform the same sets of runs with

ΛCDM for the sake of comparison. We apply broad flat priors for all ΛCDM

parameters. The prior ranges for Early Dark Energy parameters are imposed as

follows:

It’s important to note that we allow wi to exceed −1/3, ensuring that EDE doesn’t

strictly correspond to a Dark Energy-like component in certain regions of the
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Parameter name prior range

wi [-1,0]

wf [0,1]

fEDE [0,0.3]

log10(zc) [2,5]

Parameters ↓ ΛCDM 2 param EDE 3 param EDE 4 param EDE

100 θs 1.042066(1.04198)+0.00029
−0.00028 1.04158(1.04159)+0.00034

−0.00035 1.04160(1.04156)+0.00033
−0.00038 1.04124(1.04094)+0.0006

−0.00053

100 ωb 2.253(2.249)+0.013
−0.014 2.284(2.283)+0.022

−0.023 2.283(2.278)+0.022
−0.025 2.285(2.271)+0.023

−0.024

ωcdm 0.1184(0.1183)+0.00089
−0.00088 0.1258(0.1247)+0.0035

−0.0031 0.1274(0.1267)+0.0034
−0.0032 0.128(0.1326)+0.0044

−0.0041

log 1010As 3.054(3.056)+0.015
−0.016 3.063(3.067)+0.015

−0.015 3.065(3.072)+0.015
−0.017 3.063(3.066)+0.015

−0.016

ns 0.9697(0.9701)+0.0037
−0.0037 0.9803(0.9819)+0.0062

−0.0062 0.9841(0.9849)+0.0066
−0.0068 0.983(0.9922)+0.0078

−0.007

τreio 0.0602(0.0617)+0.0073
−0.0082 0.0569(0.0600)+0.007

−0.0076 0.0573(0.0616)+0.0073
−0.0078 0.0578(0.0554)+0.0071

−0.0081

fEDE − 0.112(0.105)+0.047
−0.036 0.118(0.121)+0.044

−0.034 0.112(0.160)+0.054
−0.04

log10(zc) − 3.53(3.51)+0.09
−0.12 3.67(3.61)+0.091

−0.15 3.82(3.81)+0.15
−0.23

wi − − − −0.651(−0.783)+0.086
−0.35

wf − − 0.74(0.79)+0.12
−0.13 0.61(0.60)+0.1

−0.13

σ8 0.8097(0.8108)+0.006
−0.0064 0.831(0.8305)+0.011

−0.011 0.834(0.836)+0.011
−0.011 0.830(0.841)+0.012

−0.011

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 68.18(68.12)+0.39
−0.41 70.03(70.09)+0.91

−0.85 70.46(70.52)+0.9
−0.91 70.68(71.59)+1.2

−1.1

χ2
min 3826.58 3816.46 3814.53 3812.16

∆χ2
min 0 -10.12 -12.05 -14.5

Table 6.1: The table of various cosmological parameters outcome of MCMC
analysis from the lensing-marginalized Planck+BAO+SN1a data with H0 prior.
The reported values are in the format of ”mean (best-fit) ±1σ error”.

parameter space. However, it’s worth emphasizing that this doesn’t lead to any

mathematical inconsistencies in the equations. For an examination of the wi > 0

region of the parameter space, please refer to section 6.5.3.
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Figure 6.7: Posterior distributions in the ΛCDM and EDE models recon-
structed from Planck+BAO+Pantheon+H0

6.5 Results

6.5.1 Results including H0 prior

Let’s begin by assessing the effectiveness of various models in addressing the Hub-

ble tension. For this, we primarily focus on the Planck+BAO+Pantheon+SH0ES

analyses.

Table 6.1 provides the reconstructed mean and best-fit values of parameters. In
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Appendix 6.6, we present the minimum χ2 values for the ΛCDM, 2pEDE, 3pEDE,

and 4pEDE models, both without SH0ES (Table 6.4) and with SH0ES (Table 6.5).

Figure 6.7 displays the 1D and 2D posterior distributions of the EDE parameters,

along with H0 and S8, comparing ΛCDM to the three different EDE models.

Upon analysis, it’s clear that the Hubble parameter value is higher for the 4pEDE

model (H0 = 70.68+1.2
−1.1) in comparison to the 3pEDE model (H0 = 70.46+0.9

−0.91)

and the 2pEDE model (H0 = 70.03+0.91
−0.85). Notably, the overall χ2

min also sees an

improvement of 2.4 in the 4pEDE model relative to the 3pEDE model, which is a

more substantial enhancement than the transition from 2pEDE to 3pEDE.

However, it’s worth noting that the value of wi is only weakly constrained, with

only an upper limit at the 1σ level (wi < −0.565), but it remains compatible with

0 at the 2σ level. In section 6.5.3, we establish that the sole stringent limit on

wi is wi < 1/3, stemming from the requirement that EDE doesn’t dominate the

energy density at early times.

Most significantly, while the H0 value experiences a slight increase, the σ8 value

undergoes a marginal decrease, approximately 0.4σ lower. This suggests that wi

might contribute to the S8 tension. Consequently, our attention now shifts towards

incorporating S8 measurements into the analysis.

6.5.2 Results of S8 prior

The mean and best-fit values for various parameters can be found in Table 6.2,

and the same parameters are plotted in Figure 6.8. All the minimum χ2 values

are provided in Table 6.6.
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Parameters ↓ ΛCDM 3 param EDE 4 param EDE

100 θs 1.04210(1.04214)+0.00028
−0.00028 1.04185(1.04178)+0.00034

−0.00042 1.04143(1.04163)+0.00072
−0.00051

100 ωb 2.258(2.268)+0.013
−0.013 2.277(2.271)+0.02

−0.023 2.281(2.271)+0.021
−0.024

ωcdm 0.1177(0.1179)+0.00085
−0.00081 0.1227(0.1225)+0.0029

−0.0035 0.1238(0.1228)+0.0034
−0.0044

log 1010As 3.048(3.037)+0.014
−0.015 3.053(3.050)+0.015

−0.015 3.053(3.044)+0.015
−0.015

ns 0.9708(0.9712)+0.0036
−0.0037 0.9797(0.9814)+0.0072

−0.0074 0.9795(0.9802)+0.0071
−0.0074

τreio 0.0580(0.0520)+0.007
−0.0078 0.0562(0.0544)+0.0072

−0.0074 0.0569(0.0526)+0.0071
−0.0077

fEDE − 0.069(0.068)+0.036
−0.048 0.075(0.054)+0.041

−0.048

log10(zc) − 3.79(3.72)+0.14
−0.32 3.89(4.02)+0.22

−0.33

wi − − unconstrained (-0.34)

wf − unconstrained(0.65) 0.58(0.45)+0.1
−0.16

σ8 0.8051(0.8015)+0.0057
−0.006 0.817(0.817)+0.01

−0.011 0.8161(0.8109)+0.0095
−0.0096

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 68.48(68.50)+0.38
−0.38 69.94(69.92)+0.92

−1 70.25(69.93)+1.1
−1.2

χ2
min 3832.41 3823.99 3823.79

∆χ2
min 0 -8.42 -8.62

Table 6.2: The table of various cosmological parameters outcome of MCMC
analysis from Planck+BAO+SN1a data with H0 + S8 priors. The reported
values are in format of ”mean (best-fit) ±1σ error”

The primary impact of introducing the S8 prior is a reduction in the preference

for non-zero EDE, along with a decrease in the value of H0 and a lowering of

σ8. Additionally, the ∆χ2 in comparison to ΛCDM sees a significant reduction

when compared to the case without the S8 prior. Moreover, the fit of the 4pEDE

model is only marginally superior to that of the 3pEDE model, and wi is now

unconstrained.

In conclusion, while the inclusion of wi does lead to a slight reduction in the S8

parameter, it doesn’t solve both the H0 and S8 tensions simultaneously within the

EDE model.
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Figure 6.8: Same as Fig. 6.7, now also include the S8 prior.

6.5.3 Impact of Prior Changes on wi

In the previous sections, we investigated the potential of modifying the initial

equation of state parameter, wi, within the range of [−1, 0]. Now, we extend

this inquiry beyond Dark Energy, considering wi in the range of [−0.33, 1]. The

remaining parameters are adjusted as detailed in the main body of the paper.

The primary results are presented in Figure 6.9, comparing the outcomes of

wi ∈ [−0.33, 1] with the standard prior outlined in the previous section, using

Planck+BAO+Pantheon+H0+S8 data. Additionally, Table 6.3 provides the re-

constructed parameters when including either only the H0 prior or both the H0

and S8 priors.
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Figure 6.9: Effect of changing prior on wi

Initially, the posterior distribution of wi exhibits a strict upper bound around

0.3. This arises from the fact that fluid with a higher wi would dominate the

expansion rate in the early universe, leading to discrepancies with observational

data. Additionally, it can be observed that the posterior distribution of S8 precisely

matches that of ΛCDM, while H0 shows a significantly higher value. Essentially, a

model featuring an ”Early Dark Energy” (EDE) with wi > −0.33 can yield results

comparable to the standard EDEmodel in alleviating tension without exacerbating

the S8 tension.
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Parameters ↓ H0 prior H0+S8 prior

100 θs 1.04143(1.04036)+0.0011
−0.00095 1.04108(1.04026)+0.0013

−0.00065

100 ωb 2.278(2.285)+0.02
−0.024 2.279(2.272)+0.019

−0.023

ωcdm 0.126(0.1298)+0.0042
−0.0042 0.1233(1.268)+0.0027

−0.0051

log 1010As 3.059(3.060)+0.015
−0.015 3.051(3.062)+0.014

−0.016

ns 0.979(0.9826)+0.007
−0.0067 0.977(0.9810)+0.0061

−0.0075

τreio 0.0590(0.0576)+0.0073
−0.0078 0.0577(0.0605)+0.0069

−0.0079

fEDE 0.081(0.120)+0.041
−0.045 0.065(0.094)+0.028

−0.055

log10(zc) 4.11(3.96)+0.12
−0.28 4.134(4.038)+0.31

−0.5

wi < 0.33(−0.20) < 0.33(0.0978)

wf 0.461(0.483)+0.082
−0.089 0.486(0.409)+0.057

−0.15

σ8 0.8195(0.8252)+0.0085
−0.0087 0.8109(0.8172)+0.0074

−0.0088

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 70.23(70.97)+1.1
−1.1 70.08(70.78)+0.99

−1.3

χ2
min 3813.32 3822.69

∆χ2
min -13.26 -9.72

Table 6.3: The table of cosmological parameter outcome of MCMC analysis
from Planck+BAO+SN1a data with H0 and S8 when wi ∈ [−0.333, 1]. The
reported values are in format as” mean(bestfit)± 1σ”

In terms of the χ2 value, the EDE model with wi ∈ [−1, 0] performs slightly better

(by −1.2) when the H0 prior is excluded from the analysis. However, the model

with wi ∈ [−1/3, 0] performs better when S8 is included, as the EDE effect persists

for an extended period, further reducing the growth of cosmic structures.

6.6 Conclusions

This study delves into the cosmological implications of early dark energy (EDE)

beyond the slow-roll approximation, specifically by altering the initial equation of

state wi typically set to −1. Here are the key findings:
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• Elevating wi while keeping fEDE and zc constant extends the contribution

of EDE to the expansion rate before recombination. This leads to a di-

minished sound horizon of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and

consequently an augmented H0.

• The background effect suppresses the Weyl potential due to the larger con-

tribution of non-clustering EDE to the total energy density. This leads to a

relatively lower power at small scales and thus a diminished σ8. Addition-

ally, we observe additional perturbative effects attributable to wi for modes

entering the horizon around or before zc, though these effects on observables

are relatively minor compared to the primary background effect.

• We subjected three variants of the EDE model to a combination of

Planck18+BAO+Pantheon+SH0ES, a two-parameter EDE model with fixed

wi and wf , a three-parameter EDE model with a free wf , and a four-

parameter EDE model with both wi and wf free. We found that the overall

minimum χ2 improved by -2.4, at the cost of introducing one more param-

eter (wi) compared to the three-parameter model and by -4.4 compared

to the two-parameter model. However, wi was not conclusively detected

in this analysis, and we derived only a weak upper limit at the 1σ level

(wi < −0.565).

• Notably, the model with wi left free yielded a slightly higher H0 and a S8

value reduced by approximately 0.4σ. Nevertheless, incorporating S8 data

diminished the preference for non-zero EDE, resulting in a degradation of

the minimum χ2.

While the findings from this study suggest that a non-cold dark energy (non-cc)

EDE might not be able to simultaneously address both the H0 and S8 tensions,

it is hoped that this work will inspire further investigations to mitigate the surge

in small-scale power induced by the EDE cosmology. This is crucial not just for
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Experiments/Data ΛCDM 2-param EDE 3-param EDE 4-param EDE

Planck high−ℓ TT,TE,EE 2347.90 2348.99 2346.49 2346.95

Planck low−ℓ EE 396.60 396.03 396.65 396.63

Planck low−ℓ TT 22.97 22.22 21.89 22.19

Planck lensing 8.76 9.016 9.04 9.16

Pantheon 1025.92 1025.99 1025.81 1026.02

BOSS DR12 (BAO/FS) 6.61 7.23 6.68 7.38

BOSS low−z 1.19 1.10 1.30 1.06

total 3809.99 3810.59 3807.90 3809.44

Table 6.4: Minimum of χ2 for each experiment (also total) when no prior was
included.

EDE, but also for models that need to compensate for the effects of both an

enlarged H0 (as measured by SH0ES) and a well-constrained Ωm (as gauged by

Pantheon and BAO data), leading to earlier matter domination and an amplified

σ8. Consequently, it remains an open avenue to explore how one might build upon

these results, either within an EDE cosmology or other cosmological frameworks,

to ultimately resolve cosmic tensions simultaneously McDonough et al. (2022);

Joseph et al. (2023); Schöneberg et al. (2023).

Tables of χ2
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Experiments/Data ΛCDM 2-param EDE 3-param EDE 4-param EDE 4-param wi ∈ [−0.333, 1]

Planck high−ℓ TT,TE,EE 2348.49 2349.17 2347.96 2349.86 2349.51

Planck low−ℓ EE 397.97 397.16 397.77 396.09 396.63

Planck low−ℓ TT 22.67 21.57 21.33 20.69 21.37

Planck lensing 8.95 8.96 9.16 9.81 9.24

Pantheon set 1025.69 1025.64 1025.64 1025.70 1025.68

BOSS DR12(BAO/FS) 5.93 6.42 6.61 6.99 6.42

BOSS low−z 1.61 1.82 1.79 1.47 1.51

SH0ES 15.23 5.68 4.23 1.52 2.92

total 3826.58 3816.46 3814.53 3812.16 3813.32

Table 6.5: Minimum of χ2 for each experiment (also total) when the SH0ES
prior is included.

Experiments/Data ΛCDM 3-param EDE 4-param EDE 4-param wi ∈ [−0.333, 1]

Planck high−ℓ TT,TE,EE 2353.87 2350.49 2351.38 2350.96

Planck low−ℓ EE 395.68 395.89 395.75 397.42

Planck low−ℓ TT 22.30 21.29 21.32 21.56

Planck lensing 10.63 10.02 10.46 9.40

Pantheon 1025.63 1025.62 1025.63 1025.62

BOSS DR12 (BAO/FS) 5.87 6.29 6.10 6.14

BOSS low−z 1.92 2.154 2.069 1.90

SH0ES 13.06 6.36 6.29 3.40

S8(KIDS1000) 3.41 5.84 4.74 6.25

total 3832.41 3823.99 3823.79 3822.69

Table 6.6: Minimum of χ2 for each experiment (also total) when SH0ES+S8

prior is included.



Chapter 7

Extended dark energy models

and neutrino mass 1

7.1 Introduction

From the observations of type Ia supernovae, we know that the Universe is ac-

celerating. This accelerated expansion of the Universe just can not be explained

through the presence of known components such as ordinary matter, dark mat-

ter, or radiation. There must be a hidden entity that has negative pressure and

dominates the total energy density of the Universe. We call this hidden entity

the Dark Energy. The most successful candidate for dark energy is the vacuum or

cosmological constant. Although the cosmological constant is the most fit candi-

date for cosmological observations, It still faces a few problems. The first of them

is ”From the theoretical point of view, its understanding is not clear see Sahni

(2002).”. There is a big mismatch between the observed dark energy density and

theoretically calculated vacuum energy density through the quantum field theory

1This chapter is based on publication Sharma et al. (2022)
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description. The other problems are fine-tuning and coincidence problems. There

have been some alternatives that can replace the cosmological constant descrip-

tion of dark energy. Some of them are modified gravity, phantom dark energy

scalar fields such as quintessence field Ballardini et al. (2016); Nojiri et al. (2017);

Farhang and Khosravi (2021); Braglia et al. (2021). These alternatives are still

active areas of research, as no cosmological observations have strictly ruled out

such possibilities. Dynamical dark energy is one such promising model. In this

type of model, the equation of the state of dark energy differs from ’-1’. Current

and future precision cosmological observations will definitely shed light on this

mysterious component of the Universe.

Apart from these, the cosmological constant and Cold Dark Matter model (dubbed

as ΛCDM model) face a few cosmological tensions, such as Hubble tension and

S8 tension. There is a mismatch between values of the Universe’s expansion rate

(Hubble parameter H0) from direct measurements such as Type 1a supernovas and

early universe observations such as Cosmic Microwave background. This mismatch

is called Hubble tension. The SH0ES (Supernovae H0 for Equation of State) team

uses the distance ladder method and gets the value H0 = 73.2 ± 1.3 km/s/Mpc

Riess et al. (2019, 2020). On the other hand, The measurement of CMB infers

the value H0 = 67.36± 0.54 km/s/Mpc using ΛCDM model Planck Collaboration

and Aghanim (2020). So, there is a 4 to 5 σ mismatch between SH0ES and CMB.

More details about the tension are already discussed in the introduction. There

also exists a tension in the measurement of the S8 parameter, which tells about

the growth of structures. S8 = σ8

√
ΩM

0.3
where σ8 root mean square of matter

density fluctuations on 8 Mpc/h scale, ΩM is total matter budget of the Universe.

Initially, observations of weak lensing of galaxies by the CFHTLenS collaboration

indicated a discrepancy between the ΛCDM model’s prediction of the S8 value

and the direct measurement at a significance level of 2σ Heymans et al. (2013);

MacCrann et al. (2015). This tension has subsequently been reaffirmed within

the KiDS/Viking dataset Hildebrandt et al. (2020); Joudaki et al. (2020), albeit
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to a lesser degree in the DES data Abbott et al. (2018a). Nevertheless, a fresh

analysis of the DES data, included with KiDS/Viking observations, has yielded a

determination of S8 that significantly deviates from Planck’s estimation, reaching

a significance level of 3σ, with a value of S8 = 0.755+0.019
−0.021 Joudaki et al. (2020).

More recently, the synthesis of KiDS/Viking and SDSS data has established a

value of S8 = 0.766+0.02
−0.014 Heymans et al. (2020). The details of this tension are

also discussed in the Introduction.

A plethora of proposed solutions has emerged to address these cosmological ten-

sions, necessitating modifications in the early Universe—specifically the pre-recombination

era—as well as in the late Universe. Nonetheless, no single model has managed to

entirely resolve both the H0 and S8 tensions in tandem. A category of solutions

involving adjustments in the dynamics of dark energy during the late Universe

has gotten substantial attention in recent times. These solutions inherently leave

the sound horizon at drag unaffected. To reconcile the elevated value of H0,” a

strategy involves diminishing ΩDE or Ωm at redshifts below zrec in such a manner

that dA(z) remains unaltered. This objective is attainable, for instance, by in-

troducing variations in the equation of state for dark energy Poulin et al. (2018);

Bhattacharyya et al. (2019); Poulin et al. (2018); Di Valentino et al. (2017, 2016a,

2015); Poulin et al. (2019); Gogoi et al. (2021); Visinelli et al. (2019); Vagnozzi

(2020), through changing primordial spectra Hazra et al. (2022), or through decay-

ing dark matter Pandey et al. (2020), Poulin et al. (2016), Abellán et al. (2021b),

or non-thermal dark matter Das et al. (2022), with varying degrees of success.

The exploration of the dynamic behavior of dark energy often involves examining

its equation of state, denoted as w(z) = P (z)
ρ(z)

, which is capable of changing as a

function of redshift. The equation of state w = −1 corresponds to the cosmological

constant.
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Recent studies have unveiled instances where the resolution of the H0 and S8 ten-

sions necessitates the condition w(z) < −1 at certain redshifts z > 0, implying

a time-varying dark energy equation of state that crosses the phantom barrier

Heisenberg et al. (2022). Furthermore, studies have indicated that a substantial

range of quintessence models (w > −1), including those emerging from the string

swampland conjecture, tend to lower the H0 parameter, exacerbating the H0 ten-

sion Banerjee et al. (2021). However, there is hope in the form of interacting

dark energy models, such as those described in Das et al. (2006), where the evolu-

tion of w(z) initiates at higher redshifts, potentially mitigating the perplexing H0

anomaly.

The present observational data has preferred the equations of state at the present

time to align closely with the value of approximately w ≈ −1. Nonetheless, the

restrictions on the equation of state at higher redshifts tend to be less stringent.

Various endeavors have already been undertaken to parameterize the equation of

state governing dark energy. Recent contributions in this vein are documented

in references such as Durrive et al. (2018); Martins and Colomer (2018); Marcon-

des and Pan (2017); Yang et al. (2021b); Colgáin et al. (2021); Chevallier and

Polarski (2001); Linder (2003); Jassal et al. (2005); Efstathiou (1999); Barboza

and Alcaniz (2008); Li and Shafieloo (2019); Yang et al. (2021a); Jaber and de la

Macorra (2018); Roy et al. (2022); Heisenberg et al. (2022); Theodoropoulos and

Perivolaropoulos (2021); Mawas et al. (2021); Anchordoqui et al. (2021); Bamba

et al. (2012).

We thoroughly investigate the potential of a dynamic dark energy (DE) sce-

nario through a broader and model-independent approach, extending beyond the

constraints of the Chevalier-Polarski and Linder (CPL) parameterization Linder

(2003); Chevallier and Polarski (2001). This parameterization characterizes the

evolution of the dark energy equation of state w in a linear fashion with the ex-

pansion factor a.
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To be more precise, our study deals with a non-linearly evolving equation of state

in this research paper. Recent works, such as the one proposed by Colgáin et al.

(2021), within the dynamic dark energy framework have indicated that the CPL

parameterization’s sensitivity is limited at lower redshifts. This insight acts as a

catalyst for our pursuit of a parameterization that transcends the limitations of

CPL, encouraging us to explore a more comprehensive approach.

Recently, it was emphasized that if modifications are introduced to late-time cos-

mology via a time-varying equation of state of dark energy w, utilizing a prior on

the MB (direct measurement of the absolute magnitude of supernovae), becomes

more appropriate than relying on the H0 prior Efstathiou (2021); Benevento et al.

(2020); Camarena and Marra (2021); Lemos et al. (2019). This study marks the

pioneering effort to present an in-depth study of the extended dynamical dark

energy model in which the equation of state is smoothened by four parameters.

Regarding this, we employ a comprehensive 4-parameter model for the time-

dependent equation of state of dark energy (w), initially discussed in Corasaniti

and Copeland (2003), and aim it to test against the Planck-18, BAO, and Pan-

theon data. In contrast to the CPL model, this particular model incorporates two

additional parameters to accommodate the smooth and nonlinear evolution of the

dark energy equation of state over time. The focal point of this parameterization

lies in its capacity to capture potential transitions in dark energy, the equation of

state during its evolutionary phase as various phantom dark energy models and

quintessence/K-essence suggest Corasaniti and Copeland (2003).

Several previous investigations found that the neutrino mass (Σmν) has degener-

acy with several cosmological parameters—such as Ωm (represents the total matter

density)and the H0 (expansion rate of the Universe) when relying on the CMB

observations alone. Furthermore, the constraints stemming from CMB observa-

tions are effectively associated with a single parameter, namely the effective dark
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energy equation of state parameter weff (Jassal et al. 2010). By incorporating

measurements from low redshift data, for example, the observations of BAO and

supernovae (SNe), such degeneracies can be effectively broken (Sutherland 2018;

Di Valentino et al. 2016b), thereby enhancing the precision of constraints on both

Σmν and the parameters related to dark energy (DE).

Within the scope of this study, we confirmed that the complete constraint of all

four parameters pertaining to the equation of state is not feasible using existing

observational data. Notably, the Planck 2018 data alone exhibits limited efficacy

in constraining dark energy parameters. However, upon the inclusion of data from

BAO and Pantheon, the precision of constraints improves significantly. Conse-

quently, the Hubble tension is attenuated to a 2.5σ discrepancy from the direct

measurement by SH0ES, while the S8 tension is reduced to a 1.5σ discordance

from the KIDS1000/Viking measurements.

This study’s pivotal focus is establishing constraints on neutrino mass within the

context of the 4pDE model. The standard neutrinos (massive) significantly in-

fluence the Universe’s evolution, leaving imprints on the structure formation and

the cosmic microwave background observations at various stages of the cosmic

timeline. Exploiting these effects enables the establishment of an upper limit on

neutrino mass. During specific cosmic epochs, the impacts of dark energy and

standard massive neutrinos coincide, rendering the nature of dark energy piv-

otal in refining constraints on neutrino mass. Previous literature has explored

these connections extensively, as observed in references such as Hannestad (2005),

Lorenz et al. (2017), Calabrese et al. (2011), Di Valentino and Melchiorri (2021),

Poulin et al. (2018), Vagnozzi et al. (2018), Vagnozzi et al. (2017), Abellán et al.

(2021a).

In our results, we got a nonzero mass of standard neutrinos at the 1σ confidence

level (Σmν ∼ 0.2±0.1 eV), yet neutrino mass meets with zero at the 2σ confidence
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level. This contrasts with a prior study Poulin et al. (2018), which included the old

Planck data (2015) and reported a nonzero mass of neutrinos Σmν at a significance

exceeding 2σ.

7.2 Background and Perturbations

To study the impact of an equation of state that evolves nonlinearly, we use a

model-independent approach with a time-varying dark energy equation of state

denoted as wde(a), as proposed by Corasaniti and Copeland (2003):

wde(a) = w0 + (wm − w0)× Γ(a) (7.1)

Here, wm and w0 represent the final value and initial value of the equation of state

for dark energy, defined as wm = wde(a ≪ 1) and w0 = wde(a = 1). The function

Γ(a) incorporates additional parameters governing the evolution of wde(a), given

by:

Γ(a) =
1− exp

(
−a−1

∆de

)
1− exp

(
1

∆de

) ×
1 + exp

(
at
∆de

)
1 + exp

(
−a−at

∆de

) (7.2)

Here, at is the scale factor at the transition of the equation of state initial value

to final value occurs, ∆de governs the sharpness of this transition.

Figure 7.1 provides a visual representation of the evolution of wde for various com-

binations of at and ∆de, while keeping w0 and wm fixed at -0.8 and -1.2 respectively.

The parameter (∆de) in Equation 7.1 dictates the trajectory of (wde(a)). As shown

in Figure 7.1, this plot illustrates the behavior of the parameters ∆de and at. It can

be demonstrated that in the limits such that (∆de → ∞ and ∆de → 0), Equation

7.1 reduces to:

lim
∆de→∞

wde(a) = w0 + (wm − w0)× (1− a) (7.3)
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Figure 7.1: Visual representation of the evolution of wde for various combina-
tions of at and ∆de, while keeping w0 and wm fixed at -0.8 and -1.2 respectively.

and

lim
∆de→0

wde(a) = w0 +Θ(at − a)× (wm − w0) (7.4)

respectively. In the extreme limit of (∆de), the function becomes linear and Heav-

iside (another case) as demonstrated in figure 7.1.

It’s important to note that our parameterization applies specifically to a certain

class of models dynamical dark energy, assuming ceffs,de = 1, also the equation of

state should have monotonic evolution.

For our analysis, we assumed the background to be isotropic and homogenous,

as described by the FLRW metric. The Friedmann equation with matter (ΩM),
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Parameter Prior

w0 [-5,-0.5]

wm [-5,-0.5]

log(atde) [-3,0]

log(∆de) [-1,0]

Σmν [0,5]

Table 7.1: The priors range for the model parameters. Priors for the rest
base parameters such as {ωcdm, ωb, 100× θs, ns, ln(10

10As), τreio} are kept same
as the default set into the MontePython-code (Brinckmann and Lesgourgues
2018) code.

radiation (ΩM), and dark energy ΩDE components of the universe given as

H2

H2
0

= ΩM/a
3 + ΩR/a

3 + ΩDE exp

(
3×

∫ a

1

1 + wde(a
′)

a′
da′
)

(7.5)

For a flat universe, ΩDE + ΩM + ΩR = 1.

7.3 Details of Analysis

7.3.1 Observational Data

As we already explained about Cosmic Microwave background data, BAO data,

and Pantheon data in the section, here just briefly name the data sets used in this

chapter

• The Planck 2018 observations encompass a range of measurements, includ-

ing the low-ℓ Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) TT, EE power spectra,

and the high-ℓ TT, TE, EE power spectra. These observations also involve
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ν4pDE

Data-set ↓ I II III IV

Planck high−ℓ TT,TE,EE 2345.70 2347.49 2347.84 2349.06

Planck low−ℓ EE 396.31 395.78 396.16 396.90

Planck low−ℓ TT 23.56 22.87 22.86 22.76

Planck lensing 8.84 8.95 8.70 9.37

Pantheon 1026.90 1027.22 1027.89 1027.93

BAO FS BOSS DR12 7.15 7.18 8.52 9.96

BAO BOSS low−z 1.63 2.68 3.245 3.47

absolute M − 13.05 10.43 −
SHOES − − − 9.865

S8 − − 4.717 2.15

Total 3810.13 3825.18 3830.39 3831.50

Table 7.2: Minimum of χ2 for each dataset in the ν4pDE model. The
columns correspond to I)Planck+BA0+SN1a, II) Planck+BA0+SN1a+MB,
III) Planck+BA0+SN1a+MB+S8, IV) Planck+BA0+SN1a+H0+S8

reconstructing the gravitational lensing potential, as detailed in Planck Col-

laboration and Aghanim (2020).

• Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) measurements originate from diverse

sources. Specifically, data from the 6-degree Field Galaxy Survey (6dFGS)

at a redshift of z = 0.106 Beutler et al. (2011), the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-

vey Data Release 7 (SDSS DR7) at z = 0.15 Ross et al. (2015), and the

Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey Data Release 12 (BOSS DR12) at

multiple redshifts (z = 0.38, 0.51, 0.61) Alam et al. (2017a) have been em-

ployed. Additionally, the combined limits from the extended Baryon Oscil-

lation Spectroscopic Survey Data Release 14 (eBOSS DR14), involving Ly-α

auto-correlation at z = 2.34 and cross-correlation at z = 2.35, have been

integrated de Sainte Agathe et al. (2019), Blomqvist et al. (2019).
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ν4pDE

Parameter Planck+Ext Planck+Ext+MB Planck+Ext+MB+S8 Planck+Ext+H0+S8

100 ωb 2.231(2.235)+0.01423
−0.01359 2.235(2.247)+0.01554

−0.01479 2.239(2.249)0.0155−0.0148 2.238(2.239)+0.015
−0.015

ωcdm 0.1202(0.1202)+0.00108
−0.0010613 0.1200(0.1185)+0.0010481

−0.0010872 0.1193(0.1191)0.00105−0.00109 0.1194(0.1192)+0.0011
−0.001

100 ∗ θs 1.0418(1.0417)+0.00028
−0.0003067 1.0419(1.0419)+0.0003093

−0.0002733 1.0419(1.0419)0.000309−0.00273 1.042(1.04198)+0.00029
−0.00028

ns 0.9631(0.9642)0.0038948−0.004134 0.9636(0.9679)0.004.000−0.0042631 0.9647(0.9652)0.004−0.00426 0.9645(0.9644)+0.0042
−0.0042

ln(1010As) 3.043(3.047)+0.0150
−0.0147 3.042(3.037)+0.01488

−0.014812 3.042(3.040)0.0149−0.0148 3.042(3.0469)+0.015
−0.016

τreio 0.0537(0.0555)+0.007626
−0.007351 0.05357(0.05308)+0.0072268

−0.007737 0.05436(0.05511)+0.00723
−0.00754 0.054(0.0577)+0.0076

−0.0079

Σmν [eV] 0.1129(0.038)0.0276−0.1129 0.1069(0.0094)0.0697−0.1069 0.1847(0.1043)0.0698−0.165 0.1857(0.2748)+0.091
−0.13

w0 −0.9856(−1.038)+0.053
−0.065 −0.9886(−1.011)+0.053

−0.073 −0.9901(−1.029)0.0561−0.0766 −1.04(−0.9446)+0.049
−0.062

wm −2.285(−1.040)+1.5
−0.59 −2.715(−1.611)+1.6

−0.91 unconstrained −2.45(−3.1)+1.4
−0.78

log10(at) unconstrained unconstrained unconstrained unconstrained

log10(∆de) −0.6752(−0.7649)+0.066
−0.32 −0.6687(−0.9264)+0.065

−0.33 −0.6313(−0.8739)0.0809−0.368 −0.6936(−0.4452)+0.068
−0.31

MB −19.40(−19.40)+0.01887
−0.01962 −19.37(−19.37)+0.01629

−0.01655 −19.369(−19.359)+0.01580
−0.01615 −19.37(−19.36)+0.017

−0.015

σ8 0.8135(0.8279)+0.01685
−0.01203 0.8225(0.8216)+0.01658

−0.01303 0.8073(0.8206)+0.01763
−0.01462 0.8093(0.7966)+0.017

−0.014

Ωm 0.3064(0.3038)+0.00779
−0.00810 0.2973(0.2954)+0.0069

−0.0074 0.294(0.2893)0.00637−0.00654 0.2919(0.2955)+0.006
−0.0064

S8 0.822(0.832)+0.0170
−0.0117 0.8188(0.81)+0.016

−0.013 0.799(0.8051)0.0163−0.0134 0.7982(0.8043)+0.014
−0.013

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 68.21(68.53)+0.846
−0.823 69.22(69.14)+0.843

−0.791 69.44(69.87)0.697−0.724 69.71(69.58)+0.7
−0.7

χ2
min 3810.13 3825.18 3830.34 3831.50

∆χ2
min -1.4 -6.53 -5.5 -4.3

Table 7.3: The table for the various cosmological parameters outcome of
MCMC analysis from the lensing-marginalized Planck+BAO+SN1a data and
combinations of MB and S8 priors for ν4pDE model in the format as follows
”mean (best-fit) ±1σ error”. We also report the corresponding ∆χ2

min values.

• The growth function fσ8(z) (FS) was determined by CMASS and BOSS

DR12 (LOWZ galaxy samples) at redshifts (z = 0.38, 0.51, 0.61) Alam et al.

(2017a).

• The Pantheon catalog of Type Ia supernovae covers a range of redshifts

(0.01 < z < 2.3) Scolnic et al. (2018b).

• The SH0ES collaboration’s result was modeled with a Gaussian likelihood,

centered on a value of H0 = 73.2± 1.3 km/s/Mpc Riess et al. (2020).

• Weak lensing data from KIDS1000+BOSS+2dfLenS was condensed into a

split-normal likelihood for the parameter S8, yielding a value of 0.766+0.02
−0.014

Heymans et al. (2020).
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νCPL

Parameter Planck+Ext Planck+Ext+MB Planck+Ext+S8+MB

100 ωb 2.2334(2.23425)+0.01460
−0.01418 2.2364(2.2461)+0.01429

−0.01442 2.239(2.2291)+0.015
−0.015

ωcdm 0.12016(0.1197)+0.001131
−0.001073 0.1201(0.1196)+0.0011

−0.0011 0.1194(0.1189)+0.0011
−0.001

100 ∗ θs 1.0419(1.197716)+0.0002927
−0.0003023 1.042(1.04173)+0.0003

−0.00028 1.042(1.0418)+0.00028
−0.00031

ln(1010As) 3.0448(1.197716)+0.01478
−0.01570 3.043(3.0378)+0.015

−0.015 3.041(3.0268)+0.015
−0.015

ns 0.96397(0.9657)+0.00416
−0.00394 0.9641(0.9657)+0.0041

−0.0041 0.9645(0.9669)+0.0041
−0.0042

τreio 0.05446(0.05415)+0.00752
−0.00801 0.05375(0.05149)+0.0074

−0.0077 0.05388(0.04686)+0.0073
−0.0074

Σmν [eV] 0.1092(0.04848)+0.0255
0.100 0.09942(0.00578)+0.025

−0.099 0.1877(0.074)+0.094
−0.14

w0 −0.9690(−0.99195)+0.0787
−0.0830 −0.9541(−0.9558)+0.076

−0.094 −0.9393(−1.08)+0.09
−0.095

wa −0.2915(−0.1680)+0.409
−0.292 −0.5008(−0.3023)+0.49

−0.28 −0.6716(0.0303)+0.55
−0.39

MB −19.40(−19.3923)+0.0191
−0.0179 −19.37(−19.374)+0.016

−0.016 −19.37(−19.376)+0.016
−0.017

σ8 0.8134(0.8237)+0.0155
−0.0120 0.8237(−0.8306)+0.016

−0.012 0.8061(0.8172)+0.018
−0.015

Ωm 0.3074(0.3017)+0.00723
−0.00808 0.2974(0.2977)+0.00664

−0.00718 0.2948(0.2860)+0.00673
−0.00703

S8 0.8233(0.827)+0.0156
−0.0124 0.820(0.825)+0.0152

−0.0125 0.798(0.802)+0.0157
−0.0127

H0 [km/s/Mpc] 68.09(68.62)+0.824
−0.768 69.23(69.10)+0.740

−0.742 69.36(69.71)+0.720
−0.772

χ2
min 3809.86 3824.43 3833.08

∆χ2
min -1.67 -7.23 -2.76

Table 7.4: The table for the various cosmological parameters outcome of
MCMC analysis when Planck+BAO+SN1a data and combinations of MB and
S8 priors used for νCPL model. The reported values are in the following format:
”mean (best-fit) ±1σ error”. The corresponding ∆χ2

min values are in the table’s
last row.

• A Gaussian prior on the absolute magnitude MB was established as MB =

−19.244 ± 0.037 mag, based on Supernova measurements from the SH0ES

project Camarena and Marra (2021).

7.3.2 Methodology

Our foundational cosmological model encompasses a fusion of six ΛCDM pa-

rameters: {ωcdm, ωb, 100 × θs, ln(10
10As), ns, τreio}. Additionally, we incorporate

four free-parameters governing the dark energy equation of state, as explained

in Section 7.2, denoted as wm, w0, at, ∆de, along with the neutrino mass Σmν .

This model is named ν4pDE. We performed a detailed MCMC analysis for this
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Figure 7.2: Triangle plot showing 2D and 1D posterior distributions
of parameters (S8,σ8, H0, MB, Σmν ,Ωm) for ν4pDE model with
”Planck+BAO+Pantheon” data and prior combination of S8 and H0. We have
also added 1σ (dark) and 2σ (light) bands(orange) corresponding to direct mea-
surement of H0 from SH0ES and similarly 1σ (dark) and 2σ (light) bands (pur-
ple) corresponding to S8 measurement from ”KIDS1000+BOSS+2dfLenS”.

ν4pDE model using a variety of Cosmic Microwave Backgrounds, Baryon Acous-

tic Oscillations, and supernovae observations, as detailed in Section 7.3.1. This

analysis is performed using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, which exists in

the MontePython-v3 code (Brinckmann and Lesgourgues 2018), which interfaces

with a code CLASS (modified for our model). We fixed the priors as shown

in Table 7.1. while priors used for the rest standard cosmological parameters

{ωcdm, ωb, 100×θs, ln(1010As), ns, τreio} remain consistent with the default settings

in the MontePython-v3 code (Brinckmann and Lesgourgues 2018).

The reported values of χ2
min are computed using the Python package named iMi-

nuit James and Roos (1975). To effectively manage the substantial number of

nuisance parameters, we employ a Choleski decomposition Lewis et al. (2000).
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Figure 7.3: Triangle plot showing 2D and 1D posterior distributions of
parameters (S8,σ8, H0, MB, Σmν ,Ωm) for ν4pDE model with
”Planck+BAO+Pantheon” data and prior combinations of S8 and H0. We
have also added 1σ (dark) and 2σ (light) bands(orange) corresponding to direct
measurement of H0 from SH0ES and similarly 1σ (dark) and 2σ (light) bands
(purple) corresponding to S8 measurement from ”KIDS1000+BOSS+2dfLenS”.
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Figure 7.4: One-dimensional posterior distributions of dark energy equation
of state parameters {wm, w0, log10(at), log10(∆de)} for ν4pDE model with
Planck+BAO+Pantheon data and prior combinations of S8 and H0.
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Figure 7.5: One dimensional posterior distributions of (H0, S8, w0,
∑

mν)
for different models and combinations of priors . The dot-dashed vertical lines
in the Σmν panel correspond to respective 1 σ level.

Convergence of chains is assessed using the Gelman-Rubin criterion (see Gelman

and Rubin (1992)) with the threshold R − 1 ≤ 0.05. Additionally, we perform

MCMC runs for the CPL model with neutrino mass (νCPL) and the standard

ΛCDM model using a variety of datasets and priors for comparative analysis.

7.4 Results

First, we ran the vanilla ”ΛCDM Model.” Then we ran νCPL,ν4pDE models,

which are dynamic dark energy models. We also performed the runs for the equiv-

alent CPL and 4pDE models, fixing the mass of standard neutrinos to the accepted

value of Σmν = 0.06 eV. We confront each model to combinations of the data from

Planck TT, EE, TE+Planck Lensing (see Section 7.3.1), BAO+Pantheon (see Sec-

tion 7.3.1), collectively referred to as ”Ext,” and the priors MB, H0, and S8 (see

Section 7.3.1), each of which is referred to as ”MB” ”H0” and ”S8”. For computing

∆χ2 values, we employ the vanilla ΛCDM model as our basis model.

We report the results for the ν4pDE model in Table 7.3 for various data sets. The
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triangle plots, including 1D and 2D posterior distributions of the equation of state

parameters for dark energy, are shown in Figure 7.4, and the 1D posterior distri-

butions of the Σmν ,MB, H0 and S8 are presented in Figure 7.2. Table 7.2” reports

the χ2
min” values for this model for various datasets/prior combinations. We found

that w0 is consistent with the cosmological constant (CC) and is well-constrained

for each dataset combination. The other three DE parameters, however, are less

restricted or unrestricted. We don’t find the lower bound, particularly for the

parameter log10(at). This makes sense as the given cosmological observations do

not favor very steep transitions, i.e., very small values for ∆de; this is not sur-

prising. Also, In this scenario(for smooth transition), the parameter at is of less

significance (see Equations ”7.3” and ”7.4”), that’s why parameter at is poorly

constrained. Still, the H0 tension at ∼ 3.2σ level and the S8 tension at ∼ 2.5σ

level are sustained even with this model, but the overall ∆χ2
min is -1.7 with respect

to our base ΛCDM model.

The equation of state parameters is not significantly affected by the MB prior,

with the exception of a tiny shift in the values of wm towards the negative. With

SH0ES results, the model in this instance has H0 tension at ∼ 2.6σ. Comparing

the χ2
min model to the ΛCDM model, the overall shift is -6.5.

We observe that H0 attains high value and there is a drop in S8 value in the

scenario whereMB and S8 priors are applied concurrently, i.e., we detect a negative

correlation in posteriors of parameter H0 and S8 in this case (see Figure 7.2). This

model reduces the S8 discrepancy to less than 1.5 σ and the H0 tension to less

than 2.5 σ. In this instance, we also see a peak in the neutrino mass’s posterior

region (see Figure 7.2).
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7.4.1 Comparing the results for the ν4pDE model with

results for νCPL Model

With the same data combinations, we also performed MCMC analysis for the

νCPL model. Results of these runs are provided in Table 7.4 and Figure 7.3,

respectively. For the νCPL model, both the w0 and wa parameters are tightly lim-

ited. We discover that this model’s posterior distribution of the base cosmological

parameters, ( ωcdm,ωb, 100 × θs, ln(10
10As)ns, and τrei), matches corresponding

values of the ν4pDE model. However, there are obvious differences in the model

parameters of the CPL model (wm and w0).

The 1d posteriors of the parameters S8, H0, w0, and
∑
mν , Corresponding to

ΛCDM, νCPL,ν4pDE are shown in Figure7.5. Compared to the νCPL model,

the ν4pDE model places greater restrictions on the parameter w0. In the case,

where none of the priors are used, we don’t see a big difference either in H0 or

S8 compared to the ΛCDM model. However, the amount of H0 tension decreases

when we apply MB prior and is within the bounds of the SH0ES measurement’s

2.5σ level. Similar to how adding S8 earlier causes a small decrease in the S8

parameter.

7.4.2 Comparing the results for MB prior with results for

H0 prior

The parameters w0 and H0 have the greatest influence on results when the prior on

H0 is used instead of MB. Compared to the MB prior example, the parameter H0

reaches a little higher value, while the w0 value changes downward. In Figure 7.5,”

the outcomes are contrasted. The νCPL model also yields the same conclusion.

Additionally, we observe that the H0 prior supports a non-zero neutrino mass more
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Data → Planck+Ext+MB Planck+Ext+MB+S8

Model ↓ ∆χ2
min ∆AIC ∆χ2

min ∆AIC

ΛCDM 0 0 0 0

νCPL −7.23 −1.23 −2.76 +3.24

ν4pDE −6.53 +3.47 −5.50 +4.50

Table 7.5: Comparison of ∆χ2
min and ∆AIC for ν4pDE and νCPL models.

strongly than the MB prior. In conclusion, we state that the use of the H0 prior

has a bigger effect on the w0, Σmν , and obviously the H0 than the use of the MB

prior.

7.5 Discussion and Conclusion

We have explored a versatile model involving the non-linear evolution of dynamical

dark energy characterized by the equation of state w while incorporating massive

neutrinos (referred to as the ν4pDE model). This investigation was conducted

using the latest data from Planck, Supernovae, and Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

(BAO), as well as up-to-date measurements of H0 and S8. Our analysis delved

into the impact of this parameterization on both the background and derived

cosmological parameters.

Our findings align with earlier studies that considered a linear evolution of wde

(akin to the CPL model) Poulin et al. (2018); Di Valentino et al. (2017, 2016a,

2015) and various other parameterizations of dynamical dark energy Zhao et al.

(2017); Zhang et al. (2017); Bhattacharyya et al. (2019). We did not observe

strong constraints on the additional parameters at and ∆de beyond the ≳ 1σ level.

The constraints on w0 are in good accordance with the νCPL parameterization.
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However, when tested against a combination of Planck and external data (Pan-

theon+BAO), we obtained more tightly constrained and slightly different values

for w0. The inclusion of external priors onMB and S8 further emphasizes the differ-

ence between the ν4pDE and νCPL parameterizations. The ν4pDE model relaxes

the H0 tension to approximately a 2.5σ (from direct measurement of SH0ES) level

and reduces the S8 tension to around a 1.5σ (with KIDS/Viking) level when tested

against Planck18+BAO+Pantheon data collectively. Significantly, we identified a

slight negative correlation between the posteriors of parameters H0 and S8 within

the ν4pDE model, which is of particular interest for such studies.

Both the models (νCPL and ν4pDE) lead to an improvement in ∆χ2
min for the

”Planck+Ext” dataset and latest measurements of H0 and S8 compared to the

ΛCDM model. However, this reduction in χ2
min comes at the cost of including ad-

ditional model parameters. Consequently, if we employ the ∆AIC criteria, we find

that the level of preference of these models diminishes, as none of them exhibit a

significantly improved ∆AIC value over the standard ΛCDMmodel. Upon examin-

ing Table 7.5, it becomes clear that when considering Planck+BAO+Pantheon+MB,

the νCPL model remains the preferred choice. However, when including

Planck+BAO+Pantheon+MB+S8, all models (ν4pDE,νCPL,4pDE, CPL ) per-

form less favorably compared to the standard ΛCDM model.

Incorporating the S8 prior, we observe that the ν4pDE model prefers a non-zero

value for the mass of standard neutrinos (Σmν ≈ 0.2±0.1 eV). This finding aligns

with prior research employing the νCPL model (Poulin et al. 2018). However, it’s

noteworthy that we do not find a lower bound on the Σmν beyond the ≳ 1σ level.

In previous studies, such as that of Poulin et al. (2018) utilizing the old Planck

data (2015), a non-zero value for Σmν was detected even at ≳ 2σ. Similarly,

a recent study by Di Valentino and Melchiorri (2021) reports a non-zero value

for the mass of standard neutrinos when using WMAP data in conjunction with

SPT-3G and ACT-DR4 data. However, their results on Σmν are consistent with
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ours when recent Planck and BAO data are employed. It’s worth noting that the

widely recognized lensing anomaly in the Planck data (Alens ̸= 1) may potentially

be a contributing factor, warranting further investigation in greater detail.



Chapter 8

Conclusion and Summary

The main focus of the thesis was to investigate the role of neutrinos in cosmolog-

ical tensions, namely the ”Hubble tension” and the ”S8 tension”. I investigated

the signatures of sterile neutrinos or neutrino-like particles on the early Universe

observational data sets such as CMB and BAO and the late-time structure forma-

tion data sets. Let me summarize my findings in chronological order here:

In Chapter 1, we studied the nonthermal neutrino-like species that impact Cos-

mological observations, such as CMB and BAO. It can be easily distinguished

from the standard neutrinos. Also, these species are exempted from the strong

bounds on Neff from CMB and BBN data. Because of the nonthermal nature

of their momentum distribution, they minimally contribute to ∆Neff . We have

also seen the presence of nonthermal neutrino-like species, and the S8 tension has

significantly come down (below 2σ). At the linear level, the different nonthermal

neutrino species are indistinguishable from each other given their contribution to

∆Neff and Meff
s are the same.

In Chapter 2, In the Next part, I performed the N-body simulation of Nonthermal

LiMRs since they impact the nonlinear scales in a unique way. I showed that non-

linear matter power differs from its linear predictions. I also showed the impact of

171
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LiMRs on the mean concentration of massive halo, the impact of mass function,

and the weak lensing signal. In all of the signals, the LiMRs have significantly

Unique signatures than the Standard ΛCDM. Photometric surveys may trace all

those signals discussed above. Moreover, for the nonthermal models which were

indistinguishable at the linear level, we can easily distinguish them using nonlinear

signatures.

In the third chapter, we further explore that nonthermal production through mod-

uli decay can be a generic mechanism for a candidate of Warm Dark Matter. We

obtained the constraints on nonthermal WDM from the satellite population and

strong lensing. We found out that a 107 keV nonthermal WDM particle is allowed

while in the case of thermal relics, this limit was 9.7 keV.

In the fourth chapter, We proposed an early dark energy candidate which is dy-

namical in nature. We did a detailed analysis of such ede fluid and found out the

present data preferred a non-cosmological constant nature. This also solved the

Hubble tension in a better way and did not worsen the S8 tension if compared to

conventional EDE models. This model is also free from the fine-tuning problem

of EDE. However, the EDE model is not able to solve both H0 and S8 tensions

simultaneously.

In chapter five, we studied an extended dark energy impact on cosmological ten-

sions and neutrino mass. We got detection of nonzero neutrino mass when using

the S8 prior. The cosmological tension also came down partially. However, the 4

parameters of the equation of state were not well constrained using present Planck

CMB, BAO, and Pantheon data. It will interesting to use more low z observational

probes to test these models against neutrino mass.

In the future, The neutrino models can be explored with upcoming precision data

such as CMB-S4 and weak lensing data from LSST(VRO), and Lyman alpha data.

We might be able to detect or constrain such models using precision data sets. The

work related to nonthermal neutrino-like species can be explored in light of short

baseline anomalies.
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